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Residential Life: 1986
I Remember
Rustling Voices

Elizabeth Rea, above, photographed in fro n t o f
Holden Hall by John Corriveau, is the current occu
pant o f the “hot seat” in the Dean o f Students ’ area:
she has been Director o f Housing since 1980. Rea su 
pervises room draw in April, allots student housing
space based on room draw results, and allocates fresh
man housing based on housing questionnaires. “Allo
cating housing is no sm all thing because o f all the
options we have. ” She also processes and approves offcampus study applications, and prepares upperclass en
rollment projections, attrition studies, and reports on
off-campus study. She spends an enormous am ount of
time talking with students.
“Often, students will come in to see me about a
‘roommate problem ’; we end up talking about lots of
other things: and the ‘roommate problem’ seems to go
away. I t ’s as i f they’ve thought: ‘I f I can change rooms,
that will change everything, ’ but really, they ju st want
to unload.
‘As hot as the hot seat gets, it doesn’t take very
many special thank yous to make it really worth while.
I ju st got a note from a student who graduated last
June who wrote, ‘I t ’s long overdue, but I appreciate
yo u .’”
On the cover, Tina Woods ’89 from Akron (at
the piano), Hans-Dieter Becke ’90 from Morristown,
New Jersey, and Davina Perl ’90 from Cross River,
New York, rather enjoy posing fo r John Corriveau.
They are in Holden Hall, where Tina (who was desk
sitting that day) and Davina live. Hans dropped over
fro m Arm ington to complete this portrait o f gracious
living in a College residence hall.
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INTRODUCTION

Residential Life
by Peter Havholm

or certain members of the classes of
Students and Associate Dean of Students at
1973-76, my sons will always be the
the Graduate School of Business, both at the
toddlers they were when Bonnie
University of Chicago. He is now Program Di
Havholm and I co-directed Douglass
rector, Graduate Management Admission
Hall. While we have had to cope with junior Test, at the Educational Testing Service in
high, driving practice, and other horrors,
Princeton, New Jersey.
those Douglass alumni and alumnae have
blithely preserved fresh memories of two little
blond kids racing their Big Wheels around the
quad. They have something unavailable to
those of us who are part of the present Col
lege: their Wooster does not change.

F

Kenneth R. Plusquellec ’5 7

Stephen T. Schreiber '67

But as Stephen Schreiber ’67 points
out beginning on page six, there are other
ways in which Wooster does not change. As
an institution, it abides by certain
commitments to its students which, however
their outward forms have developed through
the years, seem indeed to be permanent. Your
memories, which fill this issue, seem to me to
offer evidence, both in the quality of your
voices and in what you remember, that the
College’s initial commitments to human
understanding, rather than merely to
Gradgrind’s facts or some hurried, pragmatic
vision of a degree convertible to cash, have
remained. The people and the buildings come
and go, but other things endure: the excite
ment of real responsibility on a sharp, autumn
evening, the joy in friendship, and the power
of the moment when you realize that you are
important to a mentor.
I’m not quite sure why all of this came
together for me while I worked on an issue
whose theme is residential life at the College. I
think it is because there is so much evidence
herein that this community is dedicated in
most of its corners, most hours of the twentyfour, to encouraging learning of the best—
rather than the most obvious—kinds.
Two alumni who have made their
careers in college administration have written
for us this issue. Stephen Schreiber has
served as Assistant Dean of University
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Ken Plusquellec ’57 has served in the
College’s administration since 1967, when he
was appointed Assistant Director of
Admissions. He has been Wooster’s Dean of
Students since 1975, and he bears major re
sponsibility for the shape and quality of resi
dential life at Wooster today. It is therefore
most appropriate that, with the help of cur
rent students, he reports on its current forms
in “Residential Life: 1986,” beginning on page
thirteen.
Donald Harward, Wooster’s Vice
President for Academic Affairs since 1982, is
Acting President this fall, while Henry
Copeland is on a three-month study leave.
Among Harward’s first responsibilities in this
role was the address given at Opening Convo
cation, which we share with you beginning on
page thirty-five.
In the departments, Sharon Miller
introduces Vincent Dowling, Drushal
Distinguished Visiting Professor, this year, in
“Show Case,” and John Finn reports on Ray
Dodez’ [’52] avocation in “Field Studies.” Also
in “Field Studies” are some spectacular
pictures by John Corriveau, our cover photog
rapher again. In “Graphically Speaking,”
Corriveau turns photojournalist to cover the
first day at Wooster for two members of the
Class of 1990.
Joining Schreiber, Plusquellec and
Harward are fifteen new writers for Wooster.
One of them, Warren Hedges ’86, came to
Wooster because he had learned that Stephen
Donaldson ’68, a writer he admires, was an
alumnus. In one of life’s happier ironies, War
ren was awarded the first annual

Donaldson prize in fiction, an award
Donaldson founded to stimulate creative writ
ing at Wooster. Last spring, we asked Warren
to write about the College’s new literary mag
azine, The Wooster Review, for you, and I think
you will enjoy the result, in “After Class.”
The other fourteen new writers
responded to our request for stories of their
life in residence at Wooster. Their class years
range from 1915 to 1980, and their stories are
uniformly good. Since we could not hope to
get pictures from all of them, we have turned
to another source to illustrate their remarks
in “I Remember,” beginning on page nine.
You may remember the letters from
readers who had difficulty with Wooster’s new,
shiny, coated paper. After some consultation,
we have decided to experiment with a paper
that should cause much less glare. Please let
us know which you prefer. Though we are
quite capable of being proprietary about it,
Wooster is, after all, your magazine.
As they read Harriet Turner’s tribute
to her husband and his membership in the
Wooster family on page sixty-three, readers
may recall that James Turner of the history
department, who died suddenly in July, made
a brief appearance in the Winter, ’86 issue of
Wooster (p. 16). He was refusing to jump on the
computer bandwagon. In the picture we re
print in this issue, there is much of Jim
Turner in his smile as he poses with his arm
around an ancient typewriter for an issue of
the Magazine devoted to idolatry of the
electronic. (That typewriter was given to him
by Gene Pollock and Richard Reimer—both of
the economics department—who found it
covered with dust in a corner of their
department’s store room.)
In that picture, he poses as a man
ready to have his office turned into a living
museum where people might pay to see a per
son working at a mechanical typewriter. He
was as amused by the absurdity of that sug
gestion as by the excesses of computer
fanatics. His humor was keen, creative,
civilized. So was he as a person.

Alice Robbins McVetty-Vars ’43
and I share a memory of Frances
Guille-Secor ’30, dancing.
While working on “I Remember,” I
discovered that Alice Robbins McVetty-Vars
’43 and I share a memory of Frances GuilleSecor ’30, dancing. Alice danced with her on
the golf course in August, 1943; I saw her
dance by the Lincoln Center fountain in Octo
ber, 1975, the evening of the New York Film
Festival premiere of Francois Truffaut’s The
Story of Adele H.—based on Guille-Secor’s edi
tion of Adele Hugo’s diaries.
In sharing the pleasure of a lovely
woman’s dancing on two evenings thirty
years apart, we added a little to the chronicle
this publication has kept since 1886. Please
keep sharing, for the lives we celebrate here
illuminate. Q

Divestment: T\vo Views

From Far and Wide
o the Editor:
I was quite amazed to discov
er a reference to me in regard to my
100th birthday, for I had concluded
this centenarian was long since forgotten. The
many events described in the Quarterly from
the lives of former students brought to me
memories in my own life.
,
I married a teacher [Waldo H. Dunn
0o, department of English] with a burning deSlre t° secure his advanced degree from a fore]gn university. Though he had secured a po
rtion at The College of Wooster [in 1907], the
ruinous fire which destroyed the buildings
had reduced the salaries of the teachers until,
as the President said, “there w asn’t enough to
lve on. Then, it was seven years before we
arrived in that foreign country. While my husand studied to win his degree [at The UniverSlty Glasgow], I had the financing for two
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years on what was described as an
infinitesimal salary. Two weeks after our ar
rival, the First World War was declared, with
air raids and soaring living costs.
I was to learn the hard way that with
no furnaces to heat the homes as in our coun
try, fire places had to be maintained in each
room, which required maids, and they were
not a possibility for me. My husband’s coun
selor at the university, whose wife had three
maids, said on our departure that I deserved
the “Order of Merit” (an order given by the
King to persons of foreign birth). I was deeply
grateful when a British commentator said my
husband placed The College of Wooster on the
Anglo-American literary map.
With deepest gratitude and may many
blessings be yours. Please pardon this pen
manship [in fa d , as legible as the letter is lucid
—Ed.] at age 100.
Fern Greenwald Dunn ‘08
Rancho Cordova, California

I read with interest the two articles in
the Spring, 1986 Alumni magazine concerning
divestment of stock in corporations doing bus
iness in South Africa. I was prompted to write
this letter by what I considered to be certain
lapses in Mr. Etherington’s analysis. Three
points in particular concerned me:
1) Mr. Etherington supports his claim
that American businesses should remain in
South Africa by stating that “many close
observers assert that the most powerful force
toward eliminating apartheid is the process of
economic development with strong U.S. corpo
rate and banking leadership.” Perhaps it is too
much to expect of a short paper, but I would
like to have seen evidence to support his as
sertion. Frankly, I do not believe that it is
true.
2) The author makes the statement
that American universities own less than one
percent of stock outstanding in U.S.
corporations, and that “that is not much to di
vest.” That may be true, but it entirely misses
the point. Whether it is one percent or 100%, if
it is a morally correct position to divest, then
it should be done. Mr. Etherington’s argument
is analogous to telling people not to bother to
vote because one single vote really isn’t very
important.
3) The paragraph that concerned me
the most is the one in which Mr. Etherington
talks about the possible fallout of the decision
to divest. He asks questions such as, “Should
we establish a divestment l i s t . . . for all of the
companies that sell products in South Africa
or buy from South Africa whether or not they
have offices in that country? Should w e exam
ine all corporate gifts . . . and accept none if it
comes from a ‘tainted’ source?” He lets these
questions hang in the air, apparently because
he feels that they are too absurd to even de
serve consideration. In fact, he goes on to say,
“Carrying this line of comment to an extreme
[my emphasis], do we need to ask the faculty
members and staff of the College to disown
their personal pension funds which are
invested through TIAA-CREF in a portfolio
that holds huge amounts of stock in compa
nies doing business in South Africa?”
My response to Mr. Etherington is, “Of
course we need to begin to ask those
questions.” Arguing that divestment is a bad
idea because it would force the College to face
some tough issues is no argument at all. In
fact, the College is probably long overdue in
asking those very questions. Other colleges
and universities have tackled the same issues,
and many have found rational alternatives to
all of the points raised by Mr. Etherington. As
one example, the University of Pennsylvania
recently chose the Calvert Group Social In
vestment Fund as an investment alternative
for participants in the university’s retirement
plans. The Calvert Fund is a mutual fund
which not only screens out companies doing
business in South Africa, but also avoids com
panies which are involved in the manufacture

LETTERS
of nuclear power, and companies which are
convicted of unfair labor practices. It has
assets of over fifty-two million dollars, and its
return for 1985 was nearly twenty-seven per
cent, placing it above the average for funds of
its kind. It is an example of just one possible
alternative to the questions raised by Mr.
Etherington, and I am sure the Board of
Trustees could come up with others.
In short, I would second Martyn
Clark’s [’87] reminder that the “purpose of the
College, as stated in the College Catalogue, is
to teach students and faculty ‘to ask the im
portant questions . . . . ’” I believe that the
time to ask the important questions is now.

These do not add up to “many close
observers.” I may have overstated myself with
that phrase, although the statement is often
made by people who know South Africa well
or have visited recently.
American business is, of course, just a
small sliver of the South African economy. Its
taxes, for example, are less than one percent
of the total—a trivial amount in a highly
concentrated economy dominated by a halfdozen South African concerns. Accordingly, I
cannot believe (and I did not say) that U.S.
business presence in South Africa is crucial.
What I did say is that we can hope that U.S.
companies abiding by the Sullivan principles
may “make matters somewhat better rather
Jeffrey Dean Stillson, M.D. ’71
than somewhat worse.” I stand by that state
Asheville, North Carolina
ment and by my general point.
When we received Jeffrey Stillson’s letter above,
Recent, repressive actions by the South
we sent it to Mr. Etherington in case he wished
African government could well lead both you
to reply. He wrote directly to Dr. Stillson. In ac
and me to agree (for example) with the dead
cordance with our policy in this department, we
line-oriented stance now taken by the Rever
sought and received Mr. Etherington’s permis
end Mr. Leon Sullivan. He wants American
sion to print his letter along with Dr. Stillson’s.
business out of the country if real progress
-E d .
toward eliminating apartheid is not made
Dear Dr. Stillson:
soon. I enclose a copy of an interview with
Peter Havholm, Editor of Wooster, sent
him [New York Times, “The Week in Review,”
me your letter. He plans to run it and invited
July 27,1986, p. 1] because my current view is
my reply.
that his increasingly insistent position is prob
ably right.
I will take your points in the order in
which you made them.
2) You inadvertently took my state
1)
You say that you do not believe thatment that one percent of the stock outstand
“the most powerful force toward eliminating
ing in U.S. corporations “is not much to di
apartheid is the process of economic develop
vest” out of context. My point was in the next
ment with strong U.S. corporate and business
words: “but it is . . . enough to open avenues
leadership.” Or perhaps you mean you do not
for the academic community . . . to express it
believe that “many close observers” make
self by voice and by vote.” What I said was
plainly right.
that assertion. In any case, you ask for
evidence.
3) I said divestiture might be seen as
“selective behavior” by the Trustees and then
A copy of an interview with one highly
respected African leader, Chief Minister
mentioned other steps the community might
Gatsha Buthelezi of the KwaZulu homeland
have to consider in order to be consistent. You
assumed that I would oppose those other
[■Manhattan Report, VI, 1 (1986), pp. 12-15;
steps, apparently (you say) “because he feels
published by The Manhattan Institute for Pol
they are too absurd to even deserve considera
icy Research, 131 Spring St., New York, N.Y.
tion.” You assume too much. The fact is that I
10012], is enclosed. He is very forceful on the
believe that all such matters would have to be
point I made. His credentials, as you will see,
are strong. He is often quoted by
considered if blanket divestment were decided
upon.
commentators in this country. I think you will
share my interest in his point of view.
You dramatize your disapproval of my
Perhaps the most penetrating recent
comment by alluding to the University of
book addressing the point is Merle Lipton’s
Pennsylvania’s selection of The Calvert
Capitalism and Apartheid, published in
Group Social Investment Fund “as an invest
England by Gower in 1985. There is probably
ment alternative for participants in the
a U.S. publisher by now [Littlefield and
University’s retirement plans.” I presume you
Adams, 1985]. Merle Lipton is a neo-liberal
mean TIAA-CREF since those funds were the
who argues that most reform is due to busi
subject of my comment.
ness initiatives as opposed (for example) to the
You are only marginally right about
actions of white trade unions, the Dutch Re
what the University of Pennsylvania has
form Church or others.
done, and your example, in any case, fails to
meet my point at all.
The University of Pennsylvania offers
the Calvert Fund as an option for employees
who want to invest in a “South Africa-free”
portfolio. The key point, however, is that the
Calvert Fund and one other, in addition to

TIAA-CREF, are available only for new
contributions. Monies already paid into TIAACREF cannot be moved to the Calvert Fund.
Thus you have not cited a way out of what
might be characterized as a moral dilemma for
those (most of the faculty and administration)
who already have investments through TIAACREF. It seems apparent to me that people
with TIAA-CREF positions would not forfeit
their investments. Thus my point makes it
self: it is virtually impossible for the Wooster
community to get into an absolutely “clean”
position on this difficult issue.
You will be interested to know that
TIAA-CREF’s Board has just adopted a policy
to initiate shareholder resolutions which
would set time limits for companies to
rfisinvest in South Africa. Failure to comply
could prompt TLAA to sell the stock. The aca
demic community, at least indirectly, deserves
credit for bringing this policy into play since it
is TIAA’s only “customer.” That fact
illustrates my point about the leverage of
stock ownership very well.
I hope you will reread the end of my ar
ticle. I have advocated a highly prescriptive
and proactive policy for the College. My stance
is not new (for me) and would not be weak for
The College of Wooster. The fact that my
comments were printed along with Mr.
Clark’s article favoring total divestment may
have misled you into thinking I favor blind ad
herence to current policy. I do not.
If you still believe total divestment is
clearer and better (more moral; more effective)
you might find me in agreement because of
the increasingly repressive conditions in
South Africa. In any case, you will not find me
unwilling to ask, or to address, “the important
questions.”
Edwin D. Etherington
Old Lyme, Connecticut

Departed Landmarks
Thank you for “Departed Landmarks”
[Summer, '86, p. 30], I started peeling potatoes
in Hoover Cottage in 1935 and ended up as
Head Waiter under “Madame Little.”
Robert Chegwidden ’37
Murrysville, Pennsylvania

Compliments
Would like to compliment you on the
new format of the magazine. It is the finest of
its kind that I have ever seen—in a long life. I
wish you all success with your fine new mag
azine—and all good things for The College of
Wooster.
Lee S. Rynder ’27
Flat Rock, Illinois

LETTERS
Theodore Brenson
I’ve heard reactions from several alum
ni saying they think the new Alumni Maga
zine is greatl We should all write to tell you—
and if we don’t, take this as representative of
numerous others. I loved the pages devoted to
“Departed Landmarks,” “Women and Leader
ship,” “The Ohio Light Opera,” and Arn
Lewis’ comment: “Art has struggled a little at
this college because of the nature of the insti
tution.” Laugh? I thought that was a lovely
way to express it.

Theodore Brenson ’’
Terracotta by Paul Manship
1945

Theodore Brenson came in 1943 as
visiting professor of art during the war (while
Don MacKenzie and Edward Peck were away).
Sybil Gould assisted him. He designed the
first Wooster Art Gallery on third floor
Lalpin, [the Josephine Long Wishart Museum
of Art], Ted Brenson was a great influence on
my life; he was a fabulous art critic as well as

a painter himself. He had worked with
Ozenfant in Paris—he was originally from
Riga, Latvia. He was in Paris when the
Germans invaded France, escaped to
Marseilles, and then to the U.S. when Henri
Focillon at Yale made the arrangements to get
him a visa. Wooster was privileged to have
him a few years. [Brenson resigned in 1947. He
wrote to Howard Lowry from New York: “Never
before have the advantages of Wooster stood out
more clearly: its wholeness and simplicity of pur
pose, the recognition which you so generously
gave to my work, and, of course, the security. A t
the same time I know that it cannot be. What I
need is to struggle with all the artists and their
works in this city for adequate creative expres
sion. I have come to a point where this comes
first. . . .” Brenson died in 1959. The New
York Times obituary noted that his work had
been purchased by the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, the Whitney Museum, the Brooklyn Muse
um, the Carnegie Institute of Contempory Arts,
and many museums abroad.—Ed ]
I was amazed that you found so many
names in Wooster’s art past and made no
mention of Theodore Brenson. If Lowry was
great, and he was, Brenson was at least his
equal in the visual world. How could it hap
pen? Arn Lewis’ remark says it all:
“Presbyterians have honored the word . . .
above the creative image.” So the one really
beautiful and good thing which happened to
Wooster because of the war goes
unmentioned.
Marian Riebe Ronsheim ’45
Dansville, New York
Not unmentioned now. More will read your let
ter than read “Critical Looking’’ in the Summer
'86 issue, and your knowledgeable and heartfelt
tribute surpasses anything I might have done.
We also take advantage of the opportunity to
print pictures of Brenson and of one of his
works. Thank you. —Ed.

Shrouded in Verbosity
As I looked critically at your article,
“Critical Looking,” in the summer [86] issue, I
was double disappointed.
To begin, the article itself seemed “to
honor the word” before visual art. Shrouded
in verbosity, the spirit of Wooster’s art depart
ment eluded me.
Furthermore, I regret the lack of any
philosophy or visual presentation of Dr.
MacKenzie’s. The handsome cut and caption
were a slick obituary; however, wouldn’t a
quotation or a photograph of his work have
suited your theme more effectively?
I was an English major whom Dr. Mac
taught to visualize the word and, even, life
with the eye of a studio artist. It is both a skill
I am still acquiring and a gift no other has
offered. The essence of those lessons lies be
yond the ordinary of teaching a visual artist
what to see in his unfinished work or the spe
cific work of another. And, after five classes in
the art department, what remains with me is
not just cold theories of composition and ab
straction, prize creations, or affinities to cer
tain styles of professional artists, but, rather,
a spiritual response—to expect and relish
beauty.
Thus, your critique of Wooster’s honor
able study of images is at once too long and
too short.
Karen J. Kresge 7 3
Rockville, Maryland

Second to None
I just read through the summer ’86
issue. I am very impressed. Excellent job! The
stories, photographs, continuity, and editing
are second to none.
Neil L. Marko 7 6
Pioneer, Ohio

That Amazing Postal System
Through the vagaries of the postal
system, the Winter and Spring, 1986, issues of
Wooster, without their addressed envelopes,
landed in my letter-box. You will be happy to
know that, except for the “Class Notes,” I read
both issues cover to cover, although I have
never studied at Wooster, nor for that matter
have I been to the USA.
I must congratulate you for producing
an excellent magazine.
Joseph M. Pereira
Karachi, Pakistan

"Memorial Chapel"
-ngraving by Theodore Brenson

hen the editor of Wooster asked
me to develop an article about
residence hall life at the College,
my first thought was: “Who at
Wooster still remembers how many rules I
broke while living in Douglass, Kenarden and
Bissman?” My second thought was that living
and interacting in the college residence halls
did set the stage for my pursuit of college ad
ministration as a career. In fact, most of my
college acquaintances agreed that no one was
better prepared than I to be a Dean of
Students, since I had such a good idea of what
life was really like on the fringe of social
probation.
Once I had agreed to do the article, we
solicited comments from alumni about their
dormitory experiences. I drew on the research
for my doctoral dissertation on the early histo
ry of student dissidence in American colleges,
my own experiences, and the alumni
comments to put together some thoughts on
the residence hall experience at Wooster.
Students spend more time within the
walls of the college residence halls than in any
other place on campus. The hall as a living
and learning environment is and has been a
focal point for student activity and growth
since the first days of the College, and it is a
strong influence in student educational and
personal development. Friendships are made,
personal crises are confronted, and issues are
debated. For eighteen- to twenty-two-year-olds,
residence hall life is a new kind of home, no
less important than the one left behind.
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In the not-so-distant past, the rules
were very straightforward.

The More Things
Change. . .
by Stephen Schreiber ’6 7

In fa d , most of my college acquaintances
agreed that no one was better prepared than I to
be a Dean of Students, since I had such a good
idea of what life was really like on the fringe of
social probation.
A room in Hoover Cottage, 1908 (top), occupant u n 
known, and Betsy Barrett’s [ ’8 7] room in Meyers
House, 1986.

Manifestations of the importance and
influence of the residence halls to the campus
are as many and varied as the total number of
students who have passed through the college.
Most members of this community have
memories of life in the “dorm,” and the histo
ry of residence hall life is as varied as the his
tory of American higher education itself.
Happy college families have long been
alike in that their lives are full of incident. In
the first recorded American college prank,
sparked by dissatisfaction with college food,
an enterprising Harvard student in 1791
placed an emetic in the breakfast porridge,
temporarily halting the regular campus
routine.
Even before Wooster’s students were
housed on campus, there were hints of the
minor tensions in that situation. In the
College’s first year, according to Lucy L.
Notestein’s Wooster of the Middle West, “one
landlord [in town], entering a student’s room
after something of a general uprising, found
two windows broken, the bed standing on
three legs and minus two slats, and his favor
ite cat tied to the door knob.”
It should not surprise us that, during a
period of rapid and intense intellectual and

emotional growth, anarchy needs small provo
cation; clearly, a family needs some rules to
help it stay happy. It is interesting that while
students today seem to have much greater
freedom than at any other time, the rules
themselves are much more complex. In the
not-so-distant past, the rules and regulations
were very straightforward.
The 1956-57 Scot’s Key reminds us that
“Women are allowed to wear bermudas,
slacks, jeans, and peddlepushers (which are
handy for studying, etc.) on campus except in
class and on Sunday.” They could also wear
that assortment to any breakfast and to lunch
on Saturday. Shorts were allowed on the ten
nis courts, but it was strongly suggested that
covering raincoats be worn to and from the
courts. Men could wear jeans, t-shirts, and
shorts, but not to class or on Sundays. Class
attendance was compulsory, weekday chapel
required, and each student was to attend at
least eight Sunday church services a semester.
The drinking or possession of alcohol was

“A u n t Carol" (Carolyn
Gustafson Dix ’32) receives
an honorary degree from
The College o f Wooster in
1985. Richard Reimer
(Economics) helps her don
the hood.

We always suspected that Wooster’s
rules were more strict than those of
other colleges.
prohibited, and smoking was allowed only in
men’s rooms and in smokers in the women’s
halls. Women had to be in by specific hours in
the evenings, and members of the opposite sex
were not to be in each other’s rooms except on
rare, special occasions. Life w as simple.
Juliet Stroh Blanchard ’24 (Emerita
Life Member of Wooster’s Board of Trustees)
comments: “there was a general acceptance of
the system in which the College had a right to
make rules.” Her biggest complaint was that
she missed the end of every movie because she
had to be in by 10:00 p.m. “The rule most
frequently broken was the one that set the
time to get in. The fire escape was often
used.”
Alice Graham Silver ’59 characterizes
the attitude toward campus life outside the
classroom: “The College was definitely in loco
Parentis, setting hours, regulating visiting,
dress codes, etc.” But, she notes, “the close
bonds formed as we lived, ate, studied, and
socialized together are strongest among my
memories of Wooster. We learned to sense
when someone was down and needed a cheerul word, or when someone needed help with
studies.”
Silver’s comment underlines that
orming adult relationships outside one’s famiy was undoubtedly the strongest positive ben°f traditional college residential life. Yet as
i a™ 950s moved to the 1960s, and then the
70s and 1980s, as rules reflected the
changes in society and the demand for more

individual freedom, the impact of the College’s
residence halls on individuals’ lives continued
to be as strong as ever.
Even as life styles changed and became
more open, living in a setting with many other
people forced students to live as a community.
We always suspected that Wooster’s rules
were more strict than those of other colleges,
but the sense of community that seemed to be
fostered by them was the more powerful be
cause students were not allowed to rely solely
on the inner self.

“Is it A u n t Carol or Dean Dix?”
In the 1960s, the rules started to
change, but in Wooster’s way—slowly and
deliberately. Of course, drinking was not yet
allowed, but Sections and residence halls
could have open houses, provided a faculty
member or administrator agreed well in ad
vance to chaperon. The open house also
spawned the famous “three-foot-six-inch
rule”: In a student’s room, there had to be
three feet on the floor, and the door had to be
open at least six inches.

Carolyn Gustafson Dix ’32 received
some early training for her later role as a Col
lege trustee (she is now an Emerita Life Mem
ber of the Board) by acting as Dean of Women
in 1966-67. Mrs. Dix had always been a close
personal and family friend, whom I had come
affectionately to call “Aunt Carol.” During her
tenure as Dean, I was vice-president of Sixth
Section, responsible for social events, a situa
tion which brought me into a new, profession
al kind of contact with Mrs. Dix. There was
one telephone at the end of the hall in
Bissman, and I always quaked when I heard
the yell, “Schreiber! Dix on the ‘phone!”
My opening was a humble “Is it Aunt
Carol or Dean Dix?” Once, when it was Dean
Dix, she said: “There is no way your father
and mother would have agreed to chaperon
eight straight weekends of open houses.” She
was right, but my father (William I. Schreiber,

now Emeritus Professor of German) was on
the faculty, and we had to have a name on the
open house permission sheet.
Douglas Clough 71 describes the Col
lege during the Vietnam era: “During my
years at Wooster, the College went through
tremendous change, transforming itself from
a very conservative institution that attempted
to make all students conform to its standard
of behavior in and out of class, on and off cam
pus, to a college which reflected the larger
society’s tolerance of diversity.” He adds that
his fondest memories are “the friendships that
developed during the first two years before
the new gym and Lowry Center. The lack of
modern facilities forced students to look to
themselves and use their imagination and ini
tiative for recreation. When I think of
Wooster, I remember my college friends and
the activities we shared.”
The College continued to change in the
1970s—too slowly for some, too fast for others.
But it still offered the caring, nurturing
experience.
For Daniel Heischman 7 3 , a new peri
od of understanding began in his senior year.
The intention of the administration was
wonderful, and deeply symbolic of the kind of
personal concern Wooster had, and still has,
for all of its students. Yet I trained to be an

It is amazing how little has changed
in the residence halls during the last
thirty or forty years.
RA [Resident Assistant] at a strange point in
time. Our training had to do with questions
that were related to the late ’60s: drugs, the
sexual revolution, questioning of authority
and the relevance of education. The training
was excellent; what it did not anticipate was a
crop of incoming freshmen who were no
longer concerned about questions of authority
or relevance. Their concern was with how
their education at Wooster was going to get
them good jobs!”
The Dean of Students’ staff quickly
caught up with this new breed of student, and
I suspect I would get an argument from Ken
Plusquellec ’57, the current Dean of Students,
if I left the implication that the only problem
he has to deal with is finding jobs for
students. In fact, the College’s response to the
changing times and student demands was to
augment the Dean of Students’ and Residence
Hall staffs with the best trained professionals
available.
The JR (Junior Resident) and SR (Sen
ior Resident) were once powerful figures in
the dormitories; they were authority figures
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but also, and more fundamentally, sources of
friendship, guidance and advice. The JR and
SR were replaced by the RA, and the house
mothers were replaced by faculty and person
nel especially trained to work with students.
Joanne Olson King 7 7 says: “For the
majority of residents, the RAs’ effect was posi
tive, not detrimental, to the community. My
first year, we had an excellent RA who was in
touch with each person while also being ‘in
charge.’ Wooster has seemed to emphasize the

Juliet Stroh Blanchard '24

academic program while providing rich,
worth-while out-of-class activities.” Upon
graduation, King became Director of Wagner
Hall. “As a director, working with Dwight
Moore (then Associate Dean of Students) was
life-changing for me. He was perceptive and
honest. I learned to hold fast to my beliefs,
values, and feelings rather than be buffeted by
other people’s views. He taught me to be as
sertive and put me on the path to under
standing myself.” The comment is a response
typical of those I read from alumni and alum
nae who had worked with Wooster’s residen
tial staff.
It should quickly be pointed out that
those of us who had contact with the Dean of
Students because of rule-breaking and rowdy
behavior did not always share such opinions.
The 1986-87 Scot’s Key has about
seventeen pages of “The Code of Social Re
sponsibility.” The Code replaces the “thou
shalt not” rules of old. In our litigious society,
a college can no longer merely list the activi
ties that are obviously against campus
regulations. Procedures must be stated in
minute detail in a way that will cover every
possible difficulty.

The “Code of Social Responsibility” is
more than a “make sure everything is
covered” document, however. It is a statement
of the College’s values and beliefs. It defines
the sort of behavior expected in an academic
community, ranging from personal integrity to
respect for property. It is probably a document
few have read, but it is valuable for the entire
College community. The Code marks
Wooster’s transition from a paternal institu
tion to an encompassing educational experi
ence. Its standards for community living lay a
foundation; the student is still guided, but
there is a modern amount of room for individ
ual differences.
Shah Hasan ’85 comments: “The most
powerful forces for order in the residence halls
emerged out of the individual sense of respon
sibility and belonging and the collective sense
of community. The College attempts to foster
an out-of-class environment where intellectual
and personal growth continue to be
stimulated.”
It is amazing how little has changed in
the College residence halls during the last
thirty or forty years—and perhaps for longer
than that. Alumni who return to the campus
and to their old rooms are always curious to
see the lofts and platform beds that can now
be built by students in their rooms. The size
of the stereos and the visual volume of the
posters stand out as change from the past,
but, like the lofts, they are only cosmetic. Be
neath the glitter, the College still furnishes the
rooms as always: bed, dresser, desk, bring
your own curtains and bed spread.
The rules and regulations have
responded to the changes in society. The Col
lege cannot demand from students what their
parents do not. But the real change, the prog
ress that has been made, is that the College
still provides an atmosphere in the residence
halls at once consistent with the times and
supportive of the “close bonds” remembered
by graduates from earlier decades.
As I read through the comments from
alumni whose classes spanned seventy years,
from 1915 to 1986,1 realized that I could re
move all clues to the period about which the
comments were written merely by covering
the graduation dates. The great strength of
the College in its residential life is that it has
held fast to the principle of concern. C3

I Remember

The most powerful force for order in
Holden was Miss Hughes, the first Dean of
Women at Wooster, She lived in the little suite
to the left of the front door, and she could see
us going and coming. She wanted us to follow
Eastern conduct patterns, which we at first
resented, but we got along pretty well. To give
us social training, she organized after-dinner
coffee parties, inviting the boys, in alphabeti
cal groups. We liked that.
There were few problems. A few
“wild” girls used windows, first floor, for exit
unallowed and late entrance, but most of us
were happier keeping the lenient rules. If we
became restless, someone organized an “after
lights out” spread. The refreshments were
cookies from the top shelf of the kitchen cup
board. We paraded through the corridors,
pulling out of bed any lingerers to join the pa
rade, and so dispersed our extra bottled-up
energy.
The abolition of fraternities and
sororities brought a marked spirit of rebellion,
in response both to the action and the method’
of carrying out the plan. My sorority, Delta
Delta Delta, did not publicly protest the ban
and so lasted a little longer. It was a sad,
disturbed time, but Wooster endured.
Students (only boys) dropped out of school,
but school went on the next year, better or
not, who knows?

b Fourteen Alum nae

I f we became restless, someone
organized an “after lights ou t” spread. The
refreshments were cookies from the top shelf of
the kitchen cupboard. We paraded through the
corridors, pulling out of bed any lingerers to
Join the parade, and so dispersed our extra
bottled-up energy.

room in Hoover Cottage, about 1908.

Clara Cochran

What could surpass, in fun value, the
annual Holden party, dinner and after-dinner
games (no dancing)? You invited your (at the
moment) best boy friend. There was, too, an
annual observance of the Week of Prayer, with
meetings each night. Most teachers gave no
tests that week. Some students also had be
fore-dinner prayer circles in their rooms.
Don’t laugh! Don’t we still believe in prayer?
And there were serenades. How nice to be
awakened by a group of (fraternity) men
singing outside your window. You opened the
window wide and applauded vigorously, to
keep them going. In the Spring, we had’
picnics—no farther than Highland Park, then
quite a distance out of town [and now almost
crowded out by dozens of houses in Wooster’s

north end]. Permission had to be asked to go
further.
The requirements were not odious and
seemed sensible to most of us then. Doesn’t
modern psychology say that today’s youth,
deep down, really want support and curbing?
Who are we to withhold it? Students today are
diverse, but not more so than in my day, when
we had the inhabitants of the two “Inkies”
among us—from all over the world.
Clara Cochran-Worley T5
Hoover, Holden
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Can’t say I enjoyed meals. Places were
assigned. We always knew what would be
served on which days. The men waiters were

Juliet Stroh

most popular and interesting, however.
Before the meal, we stood by our chairs
and sang a blessing to the Doxology:

We put on our voluminous black sateen
gym bloomers, topped with navy blue middies.
Everyone owned a pleated blue serge skirt. We
put them around our shoulders to simulate
Zorro’s cape. The triangular black taffeta, or
dinarily worn folded like a sailor’s tie, we now
unfolded and tied around just below our
eyes—a Zorro mask indeed!
Mary went downstairs and signed us
all out to the library, and we posted “Do Not
Disturb” signs on the doors of our rooms.
How to get out? Our room was the last on the
corridor, and right at the end of the corridor
was the door to the fire escape. It was as sim
ple as that.
Once out on the campus, we wandered
about but did not get close to any of the
couples we saw. Some tried to get close to us,
and we beat a hasty retreat. We soon tired of
our little game and decided to go back to
Hoover.
What we did not know was that Mary
had gotten a ’phone call while we were out.
The senior girl who was the monitor on our
floor went from room to room and found that
all those with “Do Not Disturb” signs were
empty. Suspicious? Indeed.
As we pulled the fire escape down, the
House Mother came running to the nearest
window. I can still see her pale face plastered
against the window—“The better to see you,
my dears!”
There was a window in our room right
next to the fire escape. The window was up,
and, providentially, the screen had fallen out.
One by one we scrambled from the fire escape
into our room. A misstep and we would have
landed fifteen feet below in the garbage cans.

. . . and grant that we
May feast in Paradise with thee.
That’s funny now, but I liked it. We had
blessings at home. The atmosphere was like
my home only much more fun.
Juliet Stroh Blanchard ’24
Hoover, Holden Annex, Holden
It was April, 1921, and there was a feel
ing of spring in the air. It was also Friday. Six
of us had walked down town to the local thea
ter to see Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. in The Mark
of Zorro. It was a terrific picture, and we were
enthralled by this handsome man as he tore
up and down the stairs with his rapier in his
hand.
Back at Hoover Cottage, we ate dinner.
As usual, we had banana ice cream. Our
house mother served a lot of bananas. She
must have liked them very much, or they
were cheap. We had bananas with our cereal
at breakfast, and banana salad at lunch. My
roommate loathed bananas.
We had the whole evening ahead; no
one ever wanted to study Monday’s lessons on
Friday night. Someone suggested that we get
dressed up and pretend to be female counter
parts of Zorro and just wander around the
campus.

Now, sixty-five years later, my best
friend’s son says he can’t believe that his
mom and “her forever best friend” were once
so adventurous, but that the story is a gem
and he finds it hilarious. I hope you do, too.
Lois Eunice Switzer ’24
Hoover
I was a graduate during World War II—
in August, 1943. It was at the end of summer
school because I had gone through full-time. I
had had a total of eighteen days’ vacation dur-

Alice Robbins

ing my sophomore, junior and senior years.
There were only five girls and two boys of us.
Frances Guille [Secor] ’30 was Resident Direc
tor in Babcock, and she understood us well. I
recall her taking us five out after dorm hours
at night; together, we sort of did a dancemarch-song on the golf course and even the
empty streets of Wooster. A great treat!
We “stood up” in old Taylor Hall as our
names were read. That was our substitute
graduation ceremony. Of course, I was invited
to the 1944 Commencement, but by that time I
was teaching and didn’t need a ceremony.
Alice Robbins McVetty-Vars ’43
Korner Klub, Holden Annex,
Holden, Babcock
The mice in Hoover! We tallied killing
thirty-six of them. They came up a pipe that
opened into our third-floor room. All the
Wooster traditions surrounding the “Rock,”

Lois Switzer

On Monday afternoon, I came home
from a lab course to find the Dean of Girls
talking to my roommate. As I came into the
room, she turned and said, “You were one of
them, too.” We were grounded for ten days.
We were permitted to go to the library in the
evening if we had work that could not be done
in the afternoon. Actually, that was no penal
ty. None of us had steady boyfriends, and we
didn’t go out at nights anyway.

Nancy Damuth
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the Chapel, pinning—and who accompanied
whom to Chapel Sunday morning as evidence
of pinning, Prof. Gore’s playing of Bach on the
Chapel organ—all these are very vivid.
Serenades were a highlight—very ex
citing! The freshmen at Bowman became so
excited about hearing a serenade that they
climbed into a first-floor bathtub to see better,
and the tub’s legs broke, also severing the
water pipe. Water gushed all over. I had to
turn off the water to the whole building to
stop the flooding.
Nancy Damuth Sheridan ’50
Hoover, Korner Klub, Bowman (JR),
Babcock
Those awful fire drills in the middle of
the night—always scared me two feet out of
bed! Helping a girl in a body cast contrive a
“formal” to wear to the Christmas banquet.

tent. Going down that spiral staircase to meet
your date in your formal was a thrill most of
us can still remember.
Babcock as a Senior Girls’ Dorm was
also a very special place. Demitasse, served
after Sunday dinner in the parlor by Mrs.
Golder, was a special time. We formed some
very close friendships there. I still belong to a
round robin group which tries to keep our cor
respondence going some thirty years later.

I arrived at Wooster from California by
train and by myself. I had never seen the cam
pus before. That first week, I saw a grade
school friend from Pennsylvania—Dave
Dungan ’57—who will be one of your guest
Alice Graham

Susan Allen

Hoover Cottage was such a beautiful
house, with its burnished wood floors,
curving staircases and spacious parlor and
Porch. It had such charm and elegance that

Alice Graham Silver ’59
Hoover, Compton (JR), Holden

Jan Douglas Grim ’56
Hoover, Holden Annex,
Holden, Babcock

Janice Clugh Wheelwright ’51
Bowman, Holden Annex, Holden,
Hoover (JR), Babcock

Janice Clugh

pectation that the girls would soon marry and
live happily-ever-after.

professors this year [Morris Visiting Profes
sor-R eligious Studies]. When I needed help
at Wooster, there were people who gave me
good advice: Dr. and Mrs. Kieffer, Phil and
Pern Shipe, Miss Mateer, and Paul Barrett.
When children are small, they have
dreams. Mine was going to College. Every
year at Wooster just got better and better. It
was a wonderful experience for me, and it was
really because of the people I met there.

The ancient and revered Hoover Cot
tage was my address for both my freshman
and sophomore years. The second year, my
fellow residents elected me fire chief. Little did
they know I was going to take the job
seriously. (My mother always told me a job
worth doing was worth doing right!)
Clad in a red bathrobe and hard hat,
clip board and stopwatch at the ready, I
became the misanthrope who hustled the
Hoover girls out of bed for fire drills, not fif
teen minutes after retiring or five minutes be
fore arising as they did in other dorms but in
the middle of the nightl Down the rickety fire
escapes would pour my charges, most with
murder in their bloodshot eyes. For two weeks

Susan Rae Allen Stefanek ’57
Hoover QR), Babcock
Listening to a serenade when one of the
girls was pinned. (Do they still do that?) The
music was lovely, the setting usually moonlit,
and the whole event had a dreamy, nevernever land quality that I can t remember
matching before or since. It romanticized love
and perhaps pushed us to make commitments
that otherwise might not have happened. Was
that good or bad? It did underline a societal ex

Janice Douglas

you never minded if your room was rather
crowded or your closet space almost non-exis

Robin Leach

thereafter, I could count on being the target of
pointed remarks about my misplaced sense of
responsibility. And so it went, again and
again, all year.
Hoover Cottage, because of design and
age, was the campus building most prone to
fire. There was a central, open staircase that
reached upward for four stories, a perfect flue
for superheated air drawing fire to the attic. A
few weeks following our sophomore year, it fi
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nally happened. There was a sizeable blaze at
Hoover, and thus ended its long history as a
dormitory. Still posted on the bulletin boards
were my admonishments about fire drill
procedures. When I returned to campus in the
fall of 1960, a Wooster fireman presented me
with one of my notices, now flame-licked,
which he had rescued from a bulletin board
during mop-up operations immediately follow
ing the fire. It still remains in my keepsake
box, a proud reminder of the tragedy that did
not occur, at least not while I was fire chief!

for break. George would come past on his
graveyard shift rounds, see lights on, and
come up to investigate. Once he’d determined
that we weren’t vandals (and, after the first
time, recognized us), he would do his best to
scare the bejeezus out of us. Even when we
came to expect his arrival, he’d catch us
unawares and be rewarded with feminine
shrieks. We got the pleasure of his warm, in
fectious laughter, and, often, a chance to share
a midnight coffee break.

Robin Leach ’62
Hoover (FC!), Wagner, Babcock
Joanne Olson

Babcock seemed the most satisfying of
the dorms because of its carpets, wooden
floors, and wall paper. At the time, it was re
served for seniors, or at least, seniors had first
choice. My senior year, I had a single, and I
can remember lots of afternoon teas, games in
the hall, long talks about marriage, the future,
jobs, graduate school, sexuality.

Holden Main Lounge and building a sculpture.
It was hysterically funny at four A.M.—really
it was!
Joanne Olson King 77
Holden, Douglass, Wagner (Director)

Elizabeth Bedient Petersen ’65
Holden New, Babcock, Compton
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Beth Haverkamp

Elizabeth Bedient

A group from Ground New, Holden,
organized a women’s touch football team.
Mike Byrom ’69, the Holden Head Resident,
worked with us to develop pass patterns. The
highlight was beating a group of Fourth Sec
tion guys in a game.
Some of my warmest memories from
my small house years involve interactions
with other College staff. George Brooks, cam
pus security officer, became part of an end-ofthe-quarter ritual that Cheryl Culp 7 5 and I
evolved quite unintentionally. The College had
a very clear deadline for vacating the small
houses for quarter breaks. Cheryl and I, how
ever, didn’t have much success in meeting
deadlines of any sort, and having spent the
last days of exam week typing papers, would
find ourselves pulling all-nighters to pack up

Another person I remember with great
affection is the woman who cleaned for us in
Miller Manor, where I was an RA my junior
year. She helped me avoid lots of “house
discussions” by taking it upon herself to clean
up dirty dishes, notably Pam, Carrie and
Janet’s experiments with making “melted
cheese popcorn.” We didn’t actually see each
other often, since she came early and I slept
late, but we developed quite a correspondence
about house matters. Her notes had a simplici
ty and directness of expression, with penman
ship and spelling that suggested she had not
had much education (e.g., “shower fawcit is
broke”). The reason her notes are etched so
sharply in my memory is that, when I
returned to campus after my mother’s funeral,
a small card with a simple message had been
slipped under my door, and it provided one of
the most meaningful expressions of comfort I
received.

During my junior year, Iran was
erupting almost daily. A student on my hall
visited my room every night to watch the
news. She was from Iran and wanted to be
certain that the day’s bombings, shootings
and fires had not taken members of her fami
ly. She was never sure from day to day wheth
er or not she would be allowed back into her
country, or if she would ever see her family
again.
I worked my way through four years at
Wooster and have the deepest love, respect
and affection for the various staff members
who remained on the campus year-round, year
after year, like Betty Doty, Sam Gordon, Mary
(who cleaned the residence halls), Martha

Beth Haverkamp 7 5
Holden Ground New, Kieffer House,
Miller Manor (RA), Lewis House
The night before graduation, a group of
us ran all over campus doing “creative,” non
destructive things to demonstrate what w e’d
learned—like taking all the furniture in

Cynthia Weiler

Lutz, Chief Yund, and so many others. These
were the people who kept more than a few
students in touch with reality. These were the
people who, while they worked, listened to us,
encouraged us, and shared a little of their wis
dom whenever we were smart enough to
listen.
Cynthia C. Weiler ’80
Compton, Douglass, Andrews (RA),
Miller Manor (RA)

ornell Carter ’89, from Akron, sums
it up: “There is a residence hall for
almost every person. If you have in
ternational interests, then Babcock
International House could be a choice. If you
are like me and want quiet hours and flexibili
ty, then Wagner would be an option. If you
want to live with all males or all females for
the comradeship, Kenarden and Armington or
Compton and Holden are available. I think it
is individual. The program allows students to
be as comfortable as they can be away from
home, and that is so important.”
Since the official recognition of
Kenarden’s Sections in the ’20s, The College
of Wooster has offered its students housing
options in addition to traditional single-sex
residence halls . But 1969 saw the beginning
of two intertwined initiatives that have since
brought much change. The variety of room
arrangements now ranges from College-owned
small houses through “blocks” of rooms w ith
in residence halls to the suites on the top floor
of Kenarden to co-ed housing in Stevenson,
Douglass, Babcock and Wagner.
Simultaneously, most non-traditional
forms of housing have been linked to
programs, a device by which students can
qualify for special housing by joining a group
that commits itself to do more than share a
particular collection of living spaces. Sections
continue, as do men’s and women’s residence
halls like Kenarden and Holden. But program
housing has been the key strategy in
Wooster’s effort to meet the needs of our in
creasingly pluralistic student body.
The current era of program housing
began in 1969, when Babcock Hall was
designated Babcock International House.
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Residential Life: 1986
by Kenneth R. Plusquellec ’5 7

Sections continue, as do m en’s and
women s residence halls like Kenarden and
Holden . B ut program housing has been the key
strategy in Wooster’s effort to meet the needs of
our increasingly pluralistic student body.

Dlane Brown ’87, Holden Hall.

The current era of program housing
began in 1969.
The program concept has since yielded
Douglass Humanities and Science Hall,
Wagner Hall’s extended quiet hours, a host of
small houses, and opportunities to “block”
rooms within the larger residence halls.
David Jones ’88, from Akron, who lived
in Babcock his freshman year, says the experi
ence opened his mind to people from other
cultures whose values and experiences
appeared far different from his own. “I
discovered that people really aren’t that differ
ent. We are here for the same reason: to get a
good education.” The two people with whom
David now rooms in Lewis House are from
Guatemala and Italy; he met them during his
year in Babcock.
Palani Sakthivel ’88, from Kerala,
India, is beginning his third year in Babcock.
“My first year, I was pretty much closeminded; I came from a very male chauvinist
society, and was taught to consider females in
ferior. I just ridiculed the Women’s Resource
Center and the feminist movement my first
year. I got to be friends with all the guys in
Babcock, but I avoided the women living
there. The next year, after talking with some

of the women seriously, I found that my atti
tude was almost like racial discrimination. I
am so glad that I made the step—took the ini
tiative to talk with women. One of the
problems is going to be a lot of adjustment
when I go back home after my studies here,

David Jones '88, Lewis House

“I was taught to consider females
inferior.”
but I am not willing to give up on these things
I have learned.”
John Hickey ’88, from Canton, has been
part of the Douglass Hall Humanities and Sci
ence program since his first year at Wooster.
“My first year, my roommate was a music
major, and I was interested in the sciences. It
seemed as if someone had messed up the
paper work. But we were good roommates,
and I learned a lot from him.
“What keeps bringing me back here
year after year is the atmosphere in the resi
dence hall itself. In Douglass everyone knows
everyone else. It is just a together residence
hall. This is partially because of the program.
People apply to live in the building, and be
cause of that there is an initial common inter
est that unites us. At the same time, we are all
varied in our academic interests and our
talents, and it is recognized that each person
has something to contribute.”
Although all Wooster students are
expected to respect the rights of others for
quiet so they can study and sleep, the program
in Wagner Hall is devoted to quiet hours
which go beyond what is expected elsewhere.
Cornell Carter is living in Wagner for the sec
ond year. “I found that last year I was able to
study better than in high school, so I thought
that was good. The atmosphere there is one
where you really can get things done. It’s not
non-social and it’s not too social. It’s just
right.”
Cornell served on the program board,
the student group responsible for scheduling
cultural and social activities in the hall.
“Students at the College are encouraged to
reach out and do all they can do. The Resi
dence Hall Director in Wagner last year, Gib
Kirkham [’85], told us what was available, and
with guidance and advice, the program board
was able to provide activities the students
wanted. It really worked, and not all of us had
had that kind of independence and responsibil
ity. We enjoyed the opportunity to show what
we could do.”
About twenty-five college-owned
houses located close to the campus are availa
ble for students, and many of them have a pro
gram or theme emphasis. Groups of ten to
sixteen students submit program proposals to
the Deans’ Office. The oldest and most suc
cessful small house program is Harambee
House, a unit designed for Black and Third
World male students. In addition to publishing
a journal of social commentary, the men of
Harambee House have hosted on-campus
Cornell Carter '89, Wagner Hall.
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Palani Sakthivel '88,
Babcock Hall.

visitors and speakers and have co-sponsored a
Black Arts Festival and Africa week.
Each house is different in its approach,
but many organize themselves around service
within the City of Wooster. For example,
students living in the houses affiliated with
the Big Brother-Big Sister agency are screened
by the agency staff, and then each individual
is assigned a child, usually one from a difficult
family situation. The house plans group activ
ates for the children which include games,
c[afts, and dance. Each of the College students
also maintains personal contact with the
assigned child.

About twenty-five college-owned,
houses located close to the campu.
are available for students.
In Lewis House this year, David Jones
ives with eight other men. “I play soccer, and
a couple of the guys on the team lived in
~ewis. I got along with them and got interestr, ln the program that was based on the ‘Big
rother idea. I also thought living in a house
would be a bit more like living at home, even
ough you are away and at school. Once I got
a o the program, I realized that the program
? f s J’101’6 important to me than the house.
e house was just one benefit of being in the
Program.

“When I talk with my friends who go
to other schools, they really don’t understand
that I am living in a house owned by the Col
lege. They think it is like getting an apart
ment with a bunch of guys. It isn’t. Each
house has a program which is an obligation to
the rest of the Wooster community. No other
school I know does this sort of thing. It’s
great; and it is good for Wooster’s reputation
in the community.”
Vincent Frazzini ’87, from Phoenix, Ari
zona, lived his freshman year in Holden
Annex (which some alumni will be surprised
to learn still stands and now houses men), and
moved to a small house for his sophomore and
junior years. “The house is much closer to a
family environment than you would find in
the Annex or other residence halls because
everyone has to live with each other in close
quarters. When you walk through the door
and see the living room TV on, it is like
walking into your own home.”
Approximately 350 students have
elected the small house option this year.
Programs include projects with Boys’ Village,
Every Woman’s House, Indian River School
for Boys, Wooster Community Youth Center,
the Red Cross, Ida Sue School/Nick Amster
Workshop, People to People, Compassion
House (for the elderly), and a group working
with Veterans at Hilltop Villa. These students
will donate an average of five to six hours per

John Hickey 88,
Douglass Hall

person per week to the programs with which
they are affiliated.
Some groups of students live together
in blocks of rooms on corridors in some of the
large residence halls. In addition to wishing to
live together, these groups must have a special
project or a program which they would like to
emphasize. During her junior year, Emily Perl
’87 lived in a block which hosted prospective
students for the Admissions Office. The
students in the block shared responsibility for
taking prospectives to athletic and social
events.
“That was really a good experience for
me because by the end of the year, we were
one large group, and everybody got along with
everybody. It was good because, if your room
mate was not there to talk about something

terrible that happened to you that day, or your
love life fell apart, there were nine other peo
ple who were always there for you. Living on
a block is like sharing a responsibility. In our
case, we took care of prospective students and
they ended up meeting ten people instead of
only two.They saw that we got along really
well, and they really seemed to enjoy Wooster,
and I hope it had something to do with us.”
Sections and Clubs continue to serve as
a social outlet and a housing option at
Wooster. Now primarily in Armington and
Bissman Halls (constructed in the ’60s), Sec
tion and Club housing provides an environ
ment that about twenty-six percent of our
students (down from ninety-five to ninetyeight percent of the men and over fifty percent
of the women in the ’50s and early ’60s) find

to be personally, educationally and socially
supportive. In addition, these social groups
continue to provide a channel through which
the members can make contributions to the
campus and the broader Wooster
communities.
John Fanselow ’87, from Los Angeles,
who has lived in Section Housing for two
years and is a First Section RA in Armington
this year, says, “I chose the Section because I
wanted to be part of that group of people.
After I joined, that second semester of the
freshman year, I kept thinking—well, maybe I
made a mistake. I was not really sure about
it—I was not happy about it because I was not
having such a good experience. I never saw the
guys. But then, my sophomore year, when I
moved into Armington, I realized that the liv
ing experience is what makes the Section spe
cial, thirty-some guys living together who all
know each other somewhat and are getting to
know each other better.
“The rooms aren’t huge. I overheard
two women talking last year. I think one
woman was showing pictures she had to a
friend, and the friend came to one of the
pictures and said, ‘Oh, is this the carrel in the
library?’ and the other woman responded, ‘No,
that is my room in Stevenson.’ The rooms in
Stevenson are just like the ones in Armington.
But you are living there for benefits other
than the room. What makes or breaks your
experience is the people sharing that space
with you. I think I could live in any little hole
in the wall as long as I had good friends
around me who have similar holes in the wall.
“We have a great time on the hall to
gether. We intermingle on two or three floors,
and it is like having your own building. We
talked about making the Section co-ed, and I
think one of the main reasons we did not was
that—you spend all day on campus mingling
with everybody from every walk of life—and
you go back and you can just blow off with
these guys who live with you and understand
you and accept you just as you are, and who
are going just as nuts as you are.” (Those
readers who were section/club members dur
ing their years at Wooster will identify with
John’s experience; some things have not
changed.)

“No other school I know does this
sort of thing.”
Stevenson Hall, originally built for Sec
tion Housing, is now co-ed and the only facili
ty reserved exclusively for first-year students.
Fanselow spent his freshman year in Steven
son: “In a sense, the co-ed nature of the build
ing takes away a little bit of the comradeship,
but then, there is more of a family atmo
sphere. The women are right down the hall,
like sisters, because you are sharing a living
place together.”
John liked living in a hall devoted to
first-year students. “We felt we were matur-

Vincent Frazzini ’87, Kenarden Lodge.

K im Todd 86, Compton Hall.

ing a lot, changing so much, and it was nice to
have our own place. It gave us a sense of ma
turity; you trusted us enough to give us a
building of our own, and we did not worry
that we were not as good as the upperclass
men; we had our own building to run.”
Kim Todd ’86, from Wooster, who spent
her freshman year in Holden, a building which
mixes upper-class students with freshmen,
has a different perspective about the housing
of freshmen: “After freshman orientation
week, when the upperclass students came
back, I was overwhelmed and intimidated. I
thought, ‘Wait a minute. It has been so nice
here this week, and I am just getting to know
these people and why are all these others com
ing back?’ But then I realized I didn’t want to
know just freshmen, and it was very helpful
to be living in a hall that mixed all classes.”

“You go back and you can ju st blow
off with these guys who live with you
and understand you and accept you
ju st as you are.”

PHOTO BY JOHN CORRIVEAU

Many students continue to prefer the
traditional single-sex housing available in
such buildings as Compton, Holden, Kenarden
and Armington. Diane Brown ’87, from
Cleveland, favors Holden because it is one of
the most convenient residence halls on cam
pus. “I am a chemistry major, and it is close to
the chem building, Lowry, and the library. I
was on a small freshman hall, all first-year
students. There were triples, big rooms, and

John Fanselow 87,
Armington Hall. ’

Chris Drake ’87 was assigned to live
his freshman year in what he calls “the tower
rooms” (and which alumni will remember as
the “suites”) in Kenarden. (Kenarden has
housed first-year and upper-class men since
the sections moved out in 1966.) His experi
ence there echoes that of other Wooster
students who through the years have lived in
that space. “It was a nice, small, controlled
type of environment because we had only
eight people in four large double rooms. It was
usually quiet. You got to know the people
there very well. Late on a Friday night, even
early on a Friday night, you could do your
homework and go to sleep, if you wanted to.
You could get together or get away from other
people. Kind of almost a hideaway up there.”
The staffing patterns in the Residence
Halls have changed in recent years. There are
still the traditional Resident Assistants,
juniors and seniors who serve as resources for
students in all the large buildings. The “house
mother” arrangement has been replaced by a
system of Residence Hall Directors: faculty, re
cent graduates of the College, and members of
the Dean of Students’ Staff. (We no longer
have the Dean of Men and Dean of Women
with which many readers grew up; that
change came in 1970.)

“I guess you could say I wanted to
go back to where I came from. ”

Ruth Shields, the last house mother, in fro n t of West
minster Cottage.

so it was pretty nice. Holden is a big residence
hall where all kinds of women live: upperclass, sophomores, juniors, first-year. As a
freshman, you do not know that much about
campus, so you look toward the upper classes
to learn as much as you can, and they are
right next door or around the corner in
Holden, which is good.”
In her sophomore year, Diane moved
from Holden to Compton, which she
characterized as “the nicest, more modern,
luxurious, quiet.” While the size and style of

the building were different, her interactions
with upper-class students were similar to
those she had in Holden. Diane went back to
Holden as a junior to serve as a Resident As
sistant on the same floor where she had lived
as a freshman. “It was because I had such a
good experience there. I guess you could say I
wanted to go back to where I came from. I
wanted to help those freshmen because I had
such a good, friendly relationship with my
RA.”

Ruth Shields, the last “house mother,”
retired in 1971 after working with women
students in Westminster Cottage from 1967-69
and Wagner Hall from 1969-71. In 1982, Shields
was invited to return to Westminster Cottage
(co-ed since 1973) to serve as the director by a
group of students working with the
Peacemaking program, the Soup and Bread
Program (a modern version of the “sacrificial
meals” of the ’50s and ’60s; money saved is
sent to Oxfam), and Amnesty International.
Shields says that she met the students
through Westminster Church, and they
learned that she had once lived in
Westminster Cottage.
“They invited me to live and work with
them, and the idea seemed very exciting to
me.” Though she fit right in in the ’80s,
Shields noted changes from her earlier experi
ence. She mentioned the careful selection of
RAs, the attention given students by the staff,
and the number of options available to
students as the modern program’s outstand
ing characteristics.
“The age group is one with which I feel
very comfortable. I am fond of them, and I like
to think that I understand what they are
going through. I would not give anything for
that experience. It opened my life—it has been
enriched.” Q

ay “literary magazine,” and many
imagine pale, lisping students with a
timid passion for poetry, paintings
and Plato. Wooster Review meetings,
however, are a chaos of yalps, talk, and bar
baric banter of the sort that Whitman wished
to sound across continents. No polite Platonic
dialogues here; Review meetings belong to the
marketplace, along with the Socratic haggle,
fuss and compromise that sound editing
comes from. They teach students about life as
well as literature, and in the process create a
magazine that even Plato might admire.
First Review meetings sometimes shock
students used to taking passive notes in lec
ture classes. Two years later, I remember the
atmosphere of mine well. Students scattered
about Dr. Allen’s homely office read
submissions and wrote comments on
envelopes. David Means ’85, the poetry editor,
stuffed rejection notices into a pile of
envelopes on a table cluttered with chapbooks.
Two women relaxed on an overstuffed couch
and thumbed through manuscripts. Mike
Allen, looking like a young, red-headed Teddy
Roosevelt (complete with mustache, grin and
rollicking laugh) turned from his desk and
handed me a poem.

S

Was the poem good enough
to print?

irren Hedges completed this essay about his experi
ence with The Wooster Review in the days between
e end ° f classes and Commencement last spring.

Rustling Voices
by Warren Hedges ’8 6

“Well, Warren, should we take it?” He
looked me in the eye, and then swivelled back
to some copy he was proofreading.
There I was. No overnight preparation,
no background about the author, and no elabo
rate interpretations. What Mike wanted was
an editorial decision. Was the poem good
enough to print and appropriate for the
Review's audience? Clearly a ball park lightyears from all those neat explications of fa
mous folks I had labored over in English class.
I retreated to a corner and eased myself
against a table top.
“No, I don’t think we should print it.” I
didn’t like the poem. It was called “Mrs.
Shaw’s Cadillac” and written in the voice of a
young girl who described a beach outing with
her best friend and that girl’s mother.
“Why not?” David Means left his rejec
tion slips to have a look at the poem. He had
edited the intra-campus magazine, Thistle, be
fore Mike started the more ambitious Review,
which takes submissions from across the
country. “Mrs. Shaw’s Cadillac” had arrived
from Brookline, Massachusetts. I looked at
Dave with the mixture of awe, regard, and
envy that underclassmen feel for poets who’ve
been published.
“Well. . . it’s just not, um. . . litera ry
enough.” I sat on the table and-pushed my
back against the wall. I had struggled for my
words, but I meant what I said. The poem
was full of lines like these:

AFTER
Mrs. Shaw told us everything.
She would make up our bottom lips
with her gooey finger
then point to her breasts
between the plunge in her bathing suit
asking Cindy or me to lean over and
check
if her freckles were turning into
sunspots.
The poem seemed ordinary, even tacky. It was
so full of Labradors, beach balls and fiercely
freckled breasts, for Pete’s sake, that I didn’t
know what to make of it. Nothing in high
school had prepared me for this. Poetry was
supposed to be about waste lands, paradise,
and Ledaean swans, not husbands with “con
struction working hands . . . as big as car
fins.”
David laughed off my comment about
literature and slid beside me onto the table.

CLASS

critics, talk about literature. The closet poet
in me fluttered and hung on every word. I was
part of a select and privileged group.
Despite — or more likely because of —
the Review's egalitarian decision process,
students continue to produce a magazine that
“experts” praise. The test of any literary mag
azine is the quality of the submissions it

The poem seemed ordinary,
even tacky.
“But the voice is so strong, Warren.” He held
the poem and smiled. “Okay, I’ll grant you
that the rhythm could be better: there’s a lot
of filler here. But the characters and imagery
are fantastic. It captures how young girls feel
about things. It’s the kind of thinking you find
on the pages of Seventeen, and it’s wonderful.
My mouth dropped open. I’d been
prepared for swans and eternity, and David
Means, a published poet, was talking about
adolescence and lipstick.
“It’s not the way some women think,
and it’s not so wonderful.” One of the
students on the couch, dressed in a long skirt
and loose sweater, spoke up. David groaned.
“Now wait a minute, Stephanie. I think
it’s about female experience apart from men,
away from the patriarchy.” The other woman
on the couch spoke to her companion. “The
‘hands like car fins’ comes last. It’s separate,
threatening even.”
“Bourgeois sentimentality,” a fiction
editor I hadn’t noticed crowed from her desk.
She was rewarded with a ball of crumpled
paper from David. “I thought a little Marxism
would be nice for a change.” She pretended to
pout, then turned back to her work.
“Wait a minute, gang.” The flying
paper had attracted Mike’s attention. “We’ve
got a magazine to put out. I hear a lot of talk
about ideas over here, but not much about po
etry. Is it a good poem? I don’t care whether or
not you agree with it. Does it work as a poem?
Does it say what it wants to effectively?”
The students talked more, gradually
arriving at a consensus (the poem appeared in
Issue 2). As they talked about meter, voice and
line length, it dawned on me that I was hear
ing shop talk, the way poets and authors, not
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Warren Hedges ’86 was editor o f T h e
during his senior year.

Wooster Review

attracts. If good poets and writers enjoy what
they read in the magazine, then they send
their own work in. In just two and a half
years, The Wooster Review has pulled in
submissions from such small press heavies as
Guggenheim Fellow William Stafford, Book-ofthe-Month-Club Alternate William Van Wert,
Walt Whitman Award winner Reg Saner, and
the British poet and editor of Stand, Jon Silk
en. In addition to “name” submissions, the
Review nets quality work from talented
authors working their way up to larger
publications and, with luck, the textbooks of
tomorrow.
What I learned as meetings went by is
that there isn’t anything select or privileged
about poets or authors, and certainly not

Students continue to produce a
magazine that “experts” praise.
editors. One year later, when I became poetry
editor myself, I realized I was corresponding
with and ’phoning people whose chapbooks I
bought in literary bookstores. Some artistic
egos are colossal, to be sure, but the more
artists I met, the more I realized that they
really weren’t that different. If they could
write, why couldn’t I?
By our second year, the staff had
tripled and moved to a larger office. What we
had in common was a fondness for playing
with the English language, much as a hacker
messes around with computer commands

until a system is thoroughly mastered. The
wonderful thing about English is that it’s too
big, too irregular, and too inconstant ever to
master. That makes communicating with it a
challenge and a risk, an art. The whole staff
were potential artists, right-wing Republicans
and bohemian socialists alike. So long as a
staff member was interested in a good line or
story, he or she was respected, and soon most
of us didn’t just talk about art; we produced it
ourselves.
It’s not as if Review members don’t ask
themselves what poems and stories mean.
They ask what things mean, but they also ask
a host of other, more immediate and
pragmatic, questions. What will our audience
think of this? Is it competent enough to im
press poets and authors who read the maga
zine and might send their own submissions?
After you’ve been on the magazine a year, you
point to an end-stopped line and ask things
like Why did he do that here? Does it work?
What opportunities has he missed? and How
would I have done it? In short, you start
thinking like an artist as well as a critic.
When a brilliant poem comes along, you won
der Wow, how did she do that? As Eliot noted,
the best poets don’t copy; they steal. They see
successful structures and sounds, internalize
them, and make them their own.

You start thinking like an artist
as well as a critic.
A few weeks ago, Mike and I drove down to
Kenyon for a GLCA poetry conference that in
cluded seminar groups with other students
who wrote poetry. Professors also attended.
The thing that struck me about my seminar
group was that four of us — Mike, myself, a
professor from Kenyon who wrote poetry, and
a writing instructor from Denison — under
stood each other perfectly. We knew the “shop
talk” I mentioned earlier. The poet from Ken
yon and I almost didn’t have to speak. We rec
ognized similarities and possibilities in each
other’s poems immediately, and her comments
to me were insightful and liberating. [“The
poet from Kenyon’’ was Megan Macomber. Be
cause she enjoyed her conversation with Hedges,
she submitted some of her work to the Review; it
will appear in Issue 6 — Ed.]
Thinking about the magazine’s audience
gives staff members a habit of mind that helps
all of their writing. I soon found myself listen
ing to my professors’ vocabularies and voice
rhythms. Later, when I wrote papers, I’d ask
myself how my professor would put my point.
I aimed to write in a language natural to pro
fessors but still uniquely my own, and my
grades improved immediately. I discovered I’d

booster Review meetings, however, are a chaos of
y°ips, talk, and barbaric banter o f the sort that W hit
man wished to sound across continents.’’ I. to r.:
tuart Safford '87, Marjorie Saul ’86, Michael Allen
69 o f the English department, John Barclay ’88,
°ry Cox ’88, Michael Finnie '88, Tom Ward ’86,
and Warren Hedges ’86.

been writing English essays instead of art
criticism, or had used a robust and entertainMg speaker instead of cultivating the clinical
v°ice appropriate for a psychology report.
After months of thinking about the
evteui s audience, I realized that / was an au•ence. Professors and friends tailored their
ords for me, unconsciously or not.
0 eridge’s definition of poetry, “the best

in my lap. Impatient, the child reached down
and tore up a fistful of grass. Lines from
Whitman came hauntingly to me: “A child
said What is grass? fetching it to me in full
hands;/ How could I answer the child? I do not
know what it is any more than he.” Why am I
here? I thought. Why have I devoted two and a
half years to this magazine? The child and the
voices blurred, and my imagination turned.

®*n
^est on*er ” suddenly seemed apP icable to my favorite lectures, most dramatic
In C° v,n*:erS’ an<^ mos*; Profound thoughts,
nsights about literature led to insights about
lif° j an(^s°ciety. Thinking about lines alWed me to read between them.
attended my last Review staff party,
cently, at Dr. Allen’s house. Sitting in the
frn SS r,nC* ^eeP'n8 Mike’s three-year-old away
an ?1 fne barbecue, I listened to laughter, talk
w chatter from the back porch. Nicky Allen
n ered too close to the grill, and I took him

Thinking about lines allowed me
to read between them.
The talk from the porch started it, pro
voking memories of past meetings, of voices
talking about other voices on paper. I thought
of a friend who fell in love with the sound of
“scumbled,” of heated arguments about char
acterization and dialogue, and about a conver
sation that stimulated my best poem. I
thought of a professor’s comment that most

voices were nonsense, and immediately
juxtaposed that thought with a memory of
David Means, laughing at my comments
about a poem’s not being literary. I struggled
to define what the Review meant to me. What
is grass? The wind ruffled Nicky’s hair and the
green blades. The staff’s voices rustled in the
background.
“Voices, Nicky. T hat’s what grass is.
Rustling voices.” The three-year-old looked up
from his play, hearing an answer to a question
he had not asked.
Review meetings taught me to delight
in dialogue, to understand consensus and the
meaning it brings in an environment where
nothing is certain, but decisions must be
made. Dialogue and consensus, not a bad ap
proach to a lot of things. The magazine has
been a pivotal, perhaps the pivotal, experience
of my years at Wooster, and I’m grateful for
that. EZ!

Dining
7998 7995
-

Though we believe we have identified
the dining rooms accurately, we do not have
all of the dates, and we were confident of the
identity of only one person. For archival
purposes and—well—for fun, we would be
most grateful for any further identifications
you can offer.

In Hoover Cottage, 1908. A Halloween party?

With President Howard Lowry ’23
in Hoover Cottage, 1965.
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By grace o f Kenarden Kitchen, 1949.

With The Naval Flight
in Kenarden Lodge, 1943.
In Babcock Hall, 19??.

In Holden Hall, 19??.
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n the surface, Ray Dodez (pro
nounced DOE-day) is a very ordi
nary-looking guy—the kind of man
you might expect to find in any
small town in America. But once a week, be
ginning in August and continuing through De
cember, he joins a very select group of men
and becomes something of a celebrity.
Performing in front of crowds that
regularly exceed 50,000, not to mention the
millions of television viewers, Dodez and his
105 colleagues, dressed in their conspicuous
black and white striped jerseys, take the field
in 26 cities as officials of the National Football
League.
A 1952 graduate of the College where
he enjoyed modest success as a member of
Phil Shipe’s football and Johnny Swigart’s
baseball teams, Dodez thirsted to stay
involved in athletics, particularly football.
Professional football was not an option. A sixfoot, 192 lb. tackle was not a hot commodity
among professional scouts, even in 1952. So
Dodez decided to become a football official.
“Once the game gets in your system,
it’s hard to get it out,” says Dodez. “There is
something about the sweet smell of clover in
the fall that makes you want to be out there
on the field. I saw officiating as my chance to
stay close to the game.”

O
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Dodez played football for Phil Shipe:
“Once the game gets in your system,
it ’s hard to get it out.”

y ° f ez 52 m arking the ball during an exhibition
me between the Detroit Lions and the Philadelphia
ages !n Pontiac's Silverdome.

Ray Dodez ’52,
NFL O fficial
by John Finn

Shortly after graduating from Wooster,
Dodez accepted a position with Ohio Bell Tele
phone, with whom he has had a prosperous
and productive 30-year career. His first assign
ment was in Dayton, Ohio, and it was there
that his officiating career began. His wife, the
former Jacqueline Zahler, whom he met at
Massillon’s Jackson High School and married
in December of his senior year at Wooster,
spotted an ad in the classified section of a'
Dayton newspaper. The ad encouraged all peo
ple dissatisified with the quality of high
school officiating in the area to try it
themselves.
“Jacqueline knew I missed the game,
and after she saw the ad, we joked about it for
awhile until I finally decided to give it a shot,”
recalls Dodez. “I attended the meeting, and I
was on my way to becoming an official.”
His first assignments were Class B
high school games. As he became more profi
cient, he made his way up to the small college
ranks, working games in the Ohio Athletic
Conference. Then came his first big break.
Shortly after being transferred by Bell to
Findlay, Ohio, the first of seven moves, Dodez
was spotted by Chick Smith, the supervisor of
officials for the Ohio Conference. Smith liked
what he saw and offered Dodez a position. It
was not long before he cracked the major col
lege circuit as an official in the Missouri Val
ley and Mid-America Conferences.

“You have to block out distractions like crowd noise
and complaints."

His second major break came in 1967
when Mel Hein, who scouted officials for the
old American Football League, called and
asked if Dodez were interested in becoming a
professional football official. “Hein came to
Columbus to interview me,” says Dodez, “and
a short time later, an offer was made;
obviously, I said yes.”
Dodez began his professional career in

Detroit Lions ’coach Darryl Rogers shares some reflec
tions on the progress of the game.
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1968. When the AFL merged with the
NFL, he w as assigned to what many
believed was the top officials’ crew
in the league.
“I joined Tommy Bell’s
crew,” recalls Dodez, “and
we felt we
were the
best. He
was a popu
lar official
and very
well respected.
In fact, he was the
subject of a feature
article in Sport
Magazine one year.”
After seven suc
cessful seasons, Bell
retired, and Dodez was
reassigned to Chuck
Heberling’s crew. He then
spent three seasons as a
swing man, filling in for
officials who were injured
or ill. During that brief
period, he became the only
official in the history of the NFL
to serve as a line judge, back judge,
head linesman and side judge in the same
season. Last year, he rejoined a regular
crew.
At age fifty-five and in good health,
Dodez still races up and down the field with
some of the best athletes in America. As line
judge, he has a number of responsibilities.
“Before the play begins, I visualize all the
possible things that could happen and how I
would react to each,” says Dodez. “Then I am
in the right frame of mind to do my job.”
“The key to being successful and
doing your job properly is intense concentra
tion,” says Dodez. “You have to block out dis
tractions like crowd noise, cold weather and

complaints by players and coaches. You have
too much to be concerned with to let these
other things get in the way.”
The officials’ responsibilities begin
long before the game gets underway. “We ar
rive at the game site about two hours before
game time to get dressed and review any lastminute instructions,” says Dodez. “Then we
meet with the television people to review sig
nals, to be sure the referee’s field microphone
is working and to schedule T.V. timeouts.
After that, we meet with the public relations
people from each team to determine the
procedure for dealing with the media in the
event that any controversial calls are made.

“The key to being successful and
doing your job properly is intense
concentration. ”
“About an hour and fifteen minutes be
fore the game, we talk to the coaches and get
the names of their captains of the offense, de
fense and special teams. Half an hour before
the game, we inspect the field and a short
time later, we rap on the dressing room doors
of each team and alert them to take the field.”
During the past nineteen seasons,
Dodez estimates he has worked as many as

350 professional games, counting preseason
and playoffs. The highlight among them came
in 1985 when he was asked to officiate Super
Bowl XIX between the Miami Dolphins and
San Francisco Forty-Niners.
“I was notified of the assignment by
phone, and it was much like being notified
about a promotion at work,” says Dodez.
“Everyone knows that the Super Bowl is the
ultimate achievement for players and coaches,
but I don’t think as many people realize that
officials are selected on the basis of merit for
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the Super Bowl and all playoff games, so it is
a symbol of accomplishment for us, too. Much
like the teams, officials have to earn their way
to the Super Bowl.”
Along the way Dodez has picked up
some fine stories. For example, one Monday
night in Pittsburgh, about ten years ago,
Dodez and his fellow officials were running
down field to take their positions prior to the
game. It was a routine instituted by referee
Tommy Bell, who wanted all concerned to
know that his officials were ready for action.
On this night, however, an unsuspecting
woman made her way onto the field and into
his path. Dodez never saw her and literally
ran over her. As a result of the collision, the
woman scraped her elbow on the artificial
turf and broke the heel of her shoe. Despite
being emotionally shaken, she managed to
regroup and make her way back onto the field
to do what she had originally intended—sing
the national anthem.
Then there was an afternoon in
Oakland during a game between the Raiders
and the Kansas City Chiefs. It was always a
big game when these two teams met, but on
this occasion, the Raiders were playing poorly.
As Dodez stood in position on the sideline,
Raider head coach John Madden took a flying
leap and did a belly flop on the sidelines.
Dodez was stunned. Madden explained, “I just
can’t control my emotions.”
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rule against the recovery of a fumble during
the last two minutes of each half by anyone
other than the fumbler.
In Los Angeles just a few years ago, he
was in position on the sideline, and someone
on the Raider bench was giving him an earful.
It is not uncommon for officials, especially
those who remain near the sidelines, to take a
verbal beating, but this guy on the Raider
bench was merciless. Finally, Dodez turned
around to find the culprit, and to his surprise,
it was actor James Garner, a Raider fanatic.
Dodez pointed his finger at Garner and said,
“Hey, who are you? [Of course he knew.] Do
you belong here?” (Only players, coaches and
owners are allowed on the bench.) Garner
mumbled an apology and kept quiet the rest of
the game.
“The players, coaches and other per
sonnel respect you more when you stand up to

them, no matter who they are,” says Dodez. “I
think the players and coaches respect us be
cause we don’t back down. If you treat them
fairly, they will do the same for you.
“There is so much pressure in this
game that each player is very intense, but ^
they still have occasion to talk on the field,”

In 1979, in San Diego, Dodez and his
rew observed the “Immaculate Deception.”
gain it involved the Raiders. Late in the
me, with Oakland trailing the Chargers by
p Ur’ Quarterback Kenny Stabler went back to
hpT
scrambled to find an open receiver,
int Um*D*e<^
ball forward (some say
h ,en j 0naHy), and several of his teammates
tieht t^le
ro" forward until Oakland
z
f 'n<^ ^ ave Casper fell on it in the end
e r°r a touchdown. The play resulted in a

Dodez turned to fin d the culprit,
and to his surprise, it was actor
James Garner.
adds Dodez. “I always enjoy my conversations
with the players, especially former Wooster
player Blake Moore. I always made it a point
to say hello to him when I was in Cincinnati
or Green Bay. We Scots have to stick
together.”
The outcome of a game can hinge on
one call, so every official must know exactly
what his responsibilities are and execute them
properly. In order to ensure that officials do

the best job possible, each crew meets every
week on the day before their scheduled game
to review game film from the previous week.
“That’s when we receive our grades from a
representative of the league office,” says
Dodez.
Every call is closely scrutinized by Art
McNally, who is the supervisor of officials,
and his staff. Officials are graded on every de
cision they make, from seven (high) to one. At
the end of each season, the official’s overall
performance is evaluated to determine wheth
er he will be coming back or asked to step
down. From five to ten officials are replaced
annually, but Ray Dodez has been coming
back for 19 years, and he says his Wooster ex
perience, where he majored in political sci
ence, played a major part in his success.
“The College ofWooster did a super job
to prepare me for life,” says Dodez, whose fa-

ther Maynard ‘27 and uncle Vernon ‘36
attended the College. “The ages between
seventeen and twenty-one are very important
in the development of a young person. Much
in my work ethic and moral standards was
shaped at Wooster.”
With such vital responsibilities, one
would expect that NFL officials are well paid,
and they are, though their salaries pale in
comparison to those of the players. Depending
upon experience, each official makes between
$450 and $1,300 per game. The wild card and
playoff games pay $3,000 each while the Super
Bowl pays $5,000. But like most of his
colleagues, Ray Dodez is not in the game for
money. “It’s the comradeship with the players
and other officials I enjoy most,” he says.
“Every game is a new experience.”
In just a few more years, Ray Dodez
will surrender his field duties. (Most officials
are asked to retire from field responsibilities
between 57 and 60). But he will never forget
the fun, the excitement or the friends he
made. S3

SHOWCASE
'^ T t was an incredible coincidence, if
I you don’t want to call it a
I miracle.”
With that, Vincent Dowling
summed up the events leading to his appoint
ment as this year’s J. Garber Drushal
Distinguished Visiting Professor of Theatre at
Wooster, fulfilling a dream he shared with his
friend, Stan Schutz of the theatre department.
For a decade, Dowling and Schutz
discussed their hope that one day Dowling
would join Wooster’s theatre faculty for a
year. The two met during Dowling’s nine-season stint as artistic director of Cleveland’s
Great Lakes Shakespeare Festival. They
nurtured their friendship during several annu
al one-week visits of the Company to the Col
lege while on tour.
From Cleveland, Dowling and his wife,
Olwen, moved to California, where he became
artistic/producing director of the Pacific Con
servatory of the Performing Arts and the
Solvang Theaterfest. At the end of two years
in California, the Dowlings decided it was
time for a change. “California never worked
for me,” said Dowling, his musical accent
betraying his Irish roots. “I didn’t want to be
a producing artistic director any more. After
17 years, it was eating up the artist in me. I
just longed for the east and the Midwest.”
So, with no particular plan in mind,
Dowling notified his employers that he would
not be renewing his contract. Shortly after
ward, he happened upon Wooster’s advertise
ment for a theatre faculty member. He imme
diately fired off a response, delighting Schutz
and then-chair of the theatre department
Annetta Jefferson, on leave this year. Soon, the
job was his.
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Josephine Robinson ’88 listens to Dowling on the topic
o f "preoccupation ” in his directing class.

Staying Open
by Sharon M iller

“It was because of the people that I
was thrilled and encouraged about
coming here.”
“It was because of the people that I
was thrilled and encouraged about coming
here,” said Dowling, relaxing in his stark cam
pus office, still awaiting a shipment of
furnishings from California. “It's long been a
dream of mine to have a whole year here. I’ve
talked about it, wanted it, longed for it. I
thought I’d get a chance to teach in California,
but I only gave a couple or three seminars in
two years.”
Schutz, too, was enthusiastic about the
year, when he would direct Dowling in the
role of English artist Walter Greaves in
Riverman, a play written by Dowling’s broth
er, Sam. Set in 1910, the college/community
production was the play’s American premiereIt ran October 15-18, through Parents’
Weekend.
When he first learned that Dowling
would be joining Wooster’s faculty, Schutz
told him, “I’d like to direct the first show of
the year and have you act for me.” Dowling
replied, “I’m yours.”
“I gave Stan and [theatre department
chair] Ray McCall five or six plays, and it was

him, or keep the one remaining symbol of a
friendship he had valued so highly.
“I love the idea of playing Walter
Greaves,” said Dowling. “He’s a real person,
recreated by my brother. I love the idea of
what Greaves was and did, and I’ve come to
understand him better through quite a bit of
research.”
“I’m feeling my way into being him. He
was a gentle, gentle man who never seemed to
lose a wonderful sense of simplicity and trust.

“I ’m feeling my way into being
Walter Greaves. ”
He w asn’t a fool, but in an odd way, he always
stayed an innocent. It’s a bittersweet play: It’s
bitter because he gives that loyalty and trust
to Whistler, who didn’t give it back. It was
sort of absurd. For me, it’s an exciting journey
into a time that was more naive. One hopes
one hasn’t lost too much of that attitude, but
we have lost some.”
Though Dowling does meticulous re
search for each of his roles, he altered his
methods this time because the play is new.
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marvelous that they had the courage to try
Riverman,” said Dowling. “I told Sam from
the beginning that w e’d need to work on the
script, that Stan, he, Ray and I would interact
during a period of suggestion and counter
suggestion, but that once we started rehears
al, w e’d have to take the bit in our teeth and
go with it.”
Riverman is based on the relationship
of English painter Walter Greaves, his brother,
Henry, and James McNeill Whistler. Said
Schutz, “Walter and his brother admired
Whistler so completely that they became his
assistants. They mixed his paints, arranged
his still life subjects, rowed him up and down
the Thames, and tried to emulate his method
of painting as much as possible. In fact, some
thought that Walter tried just too hard to copy
Whistler and that he would have been far bet
ter off if he’d gone off on his own to study the
masters.”
Ultimately, the brothers and Whistler
( an egomaniac, very temperamental,”
according to Schutz) had a falling out, and
Whistler severed the relationship. Later,
Walter Greaves fell on hard times, and the
Play’s climactic question is whether he will
sell a valuable set of letters Whistler wrote

The first read-through o/Riverman, by Sam Dowling,
in an otherwise empty Freedlander Theater. The play,
a College-Community production, was directed by Stan
Schutz.

“In a new play,” he said, “it’s the script I’m
going to act, not the research. You can’t act
attitudes. I’ve gone to the Tate Gallery and
seen Greaves’s paintings, and they are superb,
but I wanted to do the play and not a scholarly
treatment of the subject. That role is for the
art historians.”
As the semester began, Dowling was
eager to relax and enjoy the give and take
among actors and director, and among
students and teacher. Frustrated for years by
the lack of opportunity to exchange ideas with
others in theatre, he said, “I haven’t had time
since I was an actor at the Abbey to share
ideas with anyone.” (He has since been named
a lifetime associate director of Dublin’s Abbey
Theatre where, in addition to acting, he has
directed and served as deputy artistic
director.)
“For 30 years, I’ve only been able to
give a shorthand version of my ideas. For the
past 17 years, I’ve been directing, and I’ve
been giving my ideas to the actors through
that, but I never got time to articulate them
fully.”
Dowling sees his year at Wooster as a
chance to change all that, an opportunity to
“train students unprejudiced by previous

theories or training in my philosophy of acting
and of theatre in general.”
In addition to teaching courses in act
ing, directing, voice and diction, and
Shakespearian styles of acting, he will direct
two plays second semester. The first will be
Donald Freed’s new play The Last Hero,
which Dowling considers “one of the most
powerful plays around,” (and in which pro
duction he has persuaded stage and screen
actors Dan O’Herlihy and Teresa Wright to
star. The second will be Sean O’Casey’s The
Plough and the Stars.

‘‘The secret of true acting as I know
it is in the method of learning the
part that will eventually
come to life.”
Dowling will also work with students
and colleagues on plays of his own and by
others. “I want to do scenes, try them out on
people. During this year, I want to select two
from among six or seven one-man shows and
refine them, now that I’m free from adminis
trative responsibilities.” When the year is
over, he plans to tour the country with those
two shows, and deliver lectures and
workshops.
A firm believer in collaboration among
actors, director and crew, Dowling emphasized
that a show’s lead must participate in the ex
change and avoid holding himself aloof. “Just
because an actor is playing the title role
doesn’t mean he can go off and create it on his
own.”
Dowling said he bases his philosophy of
theatre on “image — the living, moving image.
The secret of true acting as I know it is in the

Dowling explains part o f an assignment to Caty DeWalt ‘88 while Kenneth Wayne ‘89 and Cruger
Fowler ‘90 listen.

method of learning the part that will eventual
ly come to life on the stage.
“I believe that in life, circumstance
causes an image to be presented to us. It’s an
impressionistic painting rather than a photo
graph, but it is living, and that living image
causes us to think, and the shaping of those
thoughts raises emotions in us which we ex
press, control, or deny.
“In the theatre, we start with an
author’s giving us a line. As actors, we have to
go back and find living images that will evoke
that line, and that is what makes it art. One is
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Vincent Dowling, J.
Garber Drushal D istin
guished Visiting Professor
o f Theatre, 1986-87.

born with talent, but there are a lot of other
ingredients that have to be developed and
stretched and practiced with a director.
“As a director, I ‘fingertip’ actors
toward making choices. It’s like each charac-

“A ll art is an act of faith .”
ter is doing a one-man show and must be
encouraged to explore every possibility and
danger and illumination in that one-man
show. I encourage intuition, spontaneity and
development, and yet I must see that any one
actor doesn’t inhibit the others. The actors
must be sensitive to one another, mustn’t col
lide, so to speak.
“It’s the ideal situation when everyone
is talented, everyone is honest and everyone is
serving the play with truthfulness, and so will
find the right relationships among
themselves.”
In the end, after the theories are re
fined and applied, actors and directors — in
deed, all artists, Dowling believes—are left to
rely on gut instinct. “All art is an act of faith,
the trust that if you do the work, it will
emerge. You have to stay open as long as you
can. That is what it is about: staying open.”
0

D id We B ring the Stereo?
Photographs by John Corriveau

Kimberly Sullivan ’90, from Cleveland,
and Albert Harker Jr. ’90, from Marion, Indi
ana, arrived at Wooster on August 27. The
Procedure hasn’t changed much. After picking
up keys and IDs in Lowry Center, they moved
into their rooms and, with their parents, were
welcomed formally by President Copeland in
McGaw Chapel. After that, Kimberly and
Albert went to their residence halls to meet
their Resident Assistants, while their parents
attended the President’s reception at the
Copelands’ home. As their parents drove
home, the students had dinner, and then met
their academic advisors, who are also their
•nstructors in The Wooster Seminar.

Albert picks up his key in Louiry.

Bringing order out of chaos in the room Kimberly and
Laura Smythe ’90 will share in Babcock Hall are: (I.
to r.) Matthew Stone-King (friend of Laura),
Kimberly, Laura, Ben Duplaga (Kimberly’s step-fa
ther), Mary Smythe (Laura’s mother), and Rita
Duplaga (Kimberly’s mother).

GRAPHI CALLY

SPEAKING^

Albert Harker Sr.

Margaret Harker helps her son get some o f his
belongings up the Kenarden staircase.

Albert and his mother shopping for
necessaries in town.

GRAPHICALLY

Kimberly and her mother.

Hry Copeland welcomes the Class o f 1990
The Class o f 1990 is welcomed.

SPEAKING

Hayden Schilling, Dean of Admissions and Robert
Critchfield Professor o f English History, talks with the
Harkers at the Copelands’ reception fo r parents.

Babcock Second Floor women meet their RA, Bethany
Young ’87. From I. to r.: Laura Smythe, from New
Brighton, Minnesota, Kimberly, Julie Kerr, from
Worthington, Ohio, Bethany, and Elizabeth Lane,
from Doylestown, Ohio.

Kimberly meets her advisor, Vivian Holliday (Classi
cal Studies).

Each Fall, the academic year begins with
Opening Convocation. Faculty robe and process.
Those who have been on leave are welcomed back
and their achievements celebrated. Promotions
are announced, and new members are
introduced.
The center of the occasion, however, is an
address by the President, often considering a
range of issues relevant to particular academic
challenges that lie ahead. This year, the address
was given by Vice President for Academic
Affairs and Professor of Philosophy Donald
Harward, who is Acting President while Henry
Copeland is on a three-month study leave.
Harward addressed the relationship of authority
to the foundation of what is learned and taught
at a liberal arts college.
The faculty will devote considerable effort
this year to the discussion of proposed, interdisci
plinary sophomore seminars, the development of
which will be supported by a $498,000 grant
from the Pew Memorial Trust. Harward’s
suggestions about the epistemological fit of
interdisciplinary studies within a liberal arts
curriculum were thus directly relevant to
practical matters.
The address is excerpted below.

O

ktce President Harward talks with Byron Morris ’55,

ur attention to authority is frequent
and pointed. An appeal to authority
is explicit in the Reagan Adminis
tration’s efforts to establish
guidelines for the identification and prosecu
tion of pornography; and we can find in our
own College documents numerous appeals to
authority, from the appeal implicit in the
arguments for the formation of a “core” which
should be part of the general education of lib
eral arts graduates, to regulations for social
events in the residence halls.
While much is at stake in the practical
tension between appeals to authority and
their rejection, I think that there is a more
fundamental concern, and I would like to
move us back to the issues at the foundation
of the tension between authority and
relativism, and between objectivity and
subjectivity—back to the issue of whether au
thority is necessary to make knowledge, and
thereby learning, possible at all. . . .

Hector o f Admissions, outside McGaw Chapel.

Resting Authority
by Donald W. Harward

Claims to know are claims that
require that wh a t we know
actually be the case.
Claims to know are claims that require
that what we know actually be the case; other
wise, we didn’t know, we just thought we
knew or believed. For example, no one could
have known that the earth was flat, nor could
anyone now know that the Indians are in first
place.
This requirement of knowing leaves
some space for the sceptic’s foot. If you know,
then what you know has to be the case. How
ever, you cannot be certain about what you
take to be the case. After all, you could be

The Faculty line up.

deluded or you could be mistaken. We
frequently are mistaken. You may be dream
ing all this.
If knowledge requires certainty, and
certainty cannot be obtained, at least with re
gard to matters outside of mathematics or for
mal systems such as logic, then knowledge
isn’t possible.
This cannot be our only option. We do
not want to give up knowing everything. If we
cannot be certain, perhaps the limitation has
to do with our efforts to know being too gener
al; perhaps there aren’t local limitations on
being certain. Knowledge is possible, we
might argue, in restricted areas where the
boundaries are clearly set, even if knowledge
is not possible in some abstract or absolute
sense.
Responding to classical scepticism, the
pattern of knowing which emerged over four

The trick was to abandon the search
for a universal foundation.
centuries ago in Bacon’s Novum Organum
was what we now call “science.”
Here was a context, an area which, if
properly defined, could provide confirmation,
prediction and retrodiction—the certifying
features needed to know something. In this
context, knowledge was possible because a
type of certainty was obtainable. This was not
absolute knowledge. Science, when it was
done with rigor, made no claims about what
was absolutely true. . . .
The emerging strengths of fields,
disciplines, and the concomitant development
of professions seems, I think, to be exemplary
of a fundamental addressing of the search for
a foundation on which to rest authority. The
trick was to abandon the search for a univer
sal foundation; the contexts needed to be
limited and the methods clarified. In this re
spect, the success of science made knowledge
in other areas possible. . . .
In the ascendancy of new fields of
knowledge and in the effort to “objectify”
older fields by stressing quantification and
methods of inquiry (for example, moving from
the study of government to political science),
the patterns have reinforced the importance of
working within a limited context. College
curricula did become “major” oriented, and
most majors have emphasized their science
like methods of inquiry.. . .
But a major intellectual revolution has
occurred. Within the last two decades, the
fundamental assumption made by the effort
“to objectify” fields of inquiry has been called
into question by a challenge to the objectivity
of science—the preeminent prototype.
Thomas Kuhn, Norwood Hanson,
Sandra Harding, and Stephen Toulmin,
among others,. . . have argued that science is
not guided by solidly established ahistorical
rules or principles of method; it is a socialized
activity, a community practice not unlike a
shared game.
There is no objectivity even in science.
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There are no neutral facts, no value-free
methods, no data independent of an explanato
ry paradigm which is adopted in the commu
nity for economic, social, cultural gender, class
and other complex reasons which are revealed
in the history of science. . . .
The work of Kuhn, Hanson, Harding
and other makes explicit the arbitrariness and
community quality of what are considered
areas of knowledge, what can be learned and
taught. There is no “foundation,” not even a
restricted or local foundation, on which
knowledge rests; there are differing practices.
Science does not progress by building on a
body of knowledge (Galileo did not, for exam
ple, build upon an Aristotelian view; he
offered a radical alternative); science proceeds
not by accretion but by revolution. . . .
It appears that the new view of science,
and thereby the new view of any field of intel
lectual inquiry, is only a whisker from
irrationality and total scepticism. But fine
lines are important. To dismiss the impact of
Kuhn, et al. by wrapping ourselves in earlier
versions of objectivity will not do. We cannot
ignore the evidence sociologists of knowledge,

anthropologists and historians of science can
produce. The overwhelming power of Kuhn’s
work is to show the arbitrariness and social
practice (indeed, the peer pressure) in what
we claim to know, teach and learn.
Let me share with you what I think are
at least two implications of finding no founda
tion on which to rest epistemic authority.
Learning, like teaching, is a practical
activity. If we cannot assume that there is
some fundamental authority on which to rest
what we know, we will find that learning and
teaching have less to do with truth, reality
and objectivity than we had assumed. Howev
er, finding learning and teaching to be
practices and not avenues to truth does not
mean that the only conclusion is simple
relativism and total scepticism. Our reason
able efforts as faculty and students are not fu
tile—nor are they foolish.
We do understand that we are engaged
in limited contexts of knowledge; what we
present is reasonable, but not immutable;
what we want is not acquiescence and accept
ed belief, but appreciation of the possible and
practice of the reasonable. Sometimes, we ho
firm. Some parts of the practiced processes ot

game playing, philosophy doing, chemistry
teaching, or art learning seem basic in a way
that helps us make sense of the rest. For ex
ample, our practices in science assume that a
cause comes before its effect or that nature is
rather uniform; such assumptions go
unjustified in experience. In fact, the issue of
their needing justification just does not, as a
matter of practice, arise. But the assumptions
are not therefore independent or objective or
absolute, or true, or authoritative, or less
arbitrary.

Fields of knowledge are simply
‘agreements in judgm ent” among
the speakers and actors
who participate.
Fields of knowledge, disciplines, are
simply “agreements in judgment” among the
speakers and actors who participate. When we
learn and when we teach, the stipulation of
data, definitions or judgments occurs within a
complex socialized activity which brings to
gether a richness of experiences and practices.
It is what we prize at Wooster. Those of you
about to do I.S. will be guaranteed an opportu
nity to contribute to fields, to the arbitrary
“agreements in judgment.”
What we in quality liberal arts colleges
are prepared to present in our curriculums
suggests recognition of there being no single
°r ultimate foundation of epistemic authority.
In the last few years, three major national
reports have argued th a t. . . coverage and fac
tual knowledge are not where to build an un
dergraduate curriculum. Instead, to capture
the richness of liberal learning means inquiry,
literacy, understanding numerical data and
formal systems, historical consciousness,
'nvestigating shared knowledge and values,
critically understanding as well as experienc
e s the arts, extending parochial cultural
limits, and pursuing a significant idea or proj
ect in depth.
Consistent with the learning and
teaching we encourage at Wooster,
investigating shared knowledge and values,”
tor instance, does not mean the uncritical
adoption of western culture as a set of
generalized, absolute truths or realities. At
Wooster, in such distinguished and successful
Programs as Black Studies, Women’s Studies,
Comparative Politics, International
Economics, and Comparative Religion, values
have been shared—taught, examined,
I opted, and rejected. We have been teaching
passes that encourage the addressing of major
lssues of value, value conflict, and
resolution. . . .
To distance ourselves from absolutism
0es not mean that we have lost any means of
Preferring some choices over any other, and to
®Ve up authority does not mean that we give
.? distinguishing more defensible beliefs from
0se that are less defensible. We can “hold
lrm to reasonableness. We function with
°jnplexities of beliefs and practices which are
r hrary but not unreasonable.

. . . One consequence of not presuming
a foundation of authority for liberal learning
is that the distinction between “disciplinary”
and “interdisciplinary” in our curricula
should be recognized as fundamentally arbi
trary. It is arbitrary in the sense that the geog
raphy of knowledge (“my major,” “my field,”
or “my area,” or “my turf”) has been drawn
arbitrarily. The “lay of that land” could have
included quite different pockets or paths of
inquiry. . . .
Doing interdisciplinary work might be
effectively understood as doing “conceptual
geography”—taking a look at what is
presumed in the methods actually used in dis
ciplinary inquiry, comparing those to others,
laying out what is implicit, thereby seeing the
contours that have been previously unnoticed.
Put this way, interdisciplinary studies
at a liberal arts college are not going beyond a
faculty person’s primary responsibilities; for
by being opportunities to examine the “hidden
contours,” they are fundamentally vitalizing—
obliging us to look at our disciplines afresh;
what is seen as “central” and what is seen as
“peripheral” might thereby be recast. . . .
Nevertheless, “how can adding
interdisciplinary seminars not mean reducing
our commitment to ‘quality majors’ [given a ^
steady faculty size and student enrollment]?”
or, “how can my taking an interdisciplinary
course not reduce the opportunity I have to
gain a stronger background in my major?” I
think that these questions are likely to be
raised, but they may be the wrong questions.
The questions suggest a failure to see
what interdisciplinary studies can mean; they
suggest a failure to see the arbitrariness of the
terrain—a factor, I think, fundamental to lib
eral learning.

Curricular expectations which
intentionally include the
interdisciplinary strengthen a
liberal arts major.
A liberal arts curriculum cannot be
exclusively “interdisciplinary,” any more than
it should be exclusively “disciplinary. In fact,
in a curious way, curricular expectations
which intentionally include the interdiscipli
nary strengthen a liberal arts major not by
intensifying the coverage or the subfields, but
by introducing students to implicit values and
assumptions in method at work in the disci
pline—to the unnoticed contours of “concep
tual geography.” . . .
Knowledge is progressive, and learning
starts, by definition, by doubting what is
presented as the accepted body of wisdom. In
this respect, what we are about at Wooster is
to encourage in students and in ourselves the
habit of doubt, the tendency to regard
conclusions as open to question. Paraphrasing
David Hume’s admonition in Dialogues
Concerning Natural Religion, the first and
most essential step in holding a belief, in a ^
nonabsolutist sense, is in a ‘person of letters,
to be suspicious.”

To emphasize doubt as a defining fea
ture of liberal learning is to emphasize a
manner of inquiry, teaching, and study rather
than a body of information. An exploration of
ideas, or topics, is liberal when it is taught
and studied in a way that begins by liberating
us from the parochial, the superficial, the
quick generalization, the egoisms of here, now
and self without substituting an uncritical ap
peal to authority. . . .
In translation into the practical, what
should this mean? For students, it means the
practiced habit of expending the time and ef
fort to grapple with ideas, distinctions, and
suspended beliefs with enthusiasm and some
tenacity. Students need to be encouraged to be
critical, to be active in their doubt, to hold
collections of belief temporarily in the suspen
sion of investigation and thereby understand
why they might wish to adopt or reject them
and to make explicit what will be the conse
quence of either rejection or adoption.

As a faculty, we encourage liberal
learning by our willingness to
dethrone the authority of
‘‘established judgment. ”
As a faculty, we encourage liberal
learning by our willingness to dethrone the
authority of “established judgment” until we
engage in the process of critical inquiry,
assessing, probing and challenging what we
present and how we proceed. Such practices
do not remove our value to students, for we
are not neophytes in finding our way about.
We are practiced at probing, suspending intel
lectual authority, and suggesting the benefits
of attending to subtlety.
If learning and teaching have doubt as
a common source, then by doubting we are ex
posed to the opportunity to claim indepen
dence of mind and autonomy of purpose. The
suspension of authority is not an empty
source of intellectual freedom, for the doubt I
have been presenting does not result in
irrationalism or scepticism. Given an assur
ance of open inquiry, our learning and
teaching make possible reasoned—although
not permanent—choices, beliefs or judgments
that are supported with evidence, clearly and
convincingly presented in our writing and
speaking.
When going beyond doubt, you come to
your own best judgment; when forced to the
tests of critical inquiry, your examined judg
ment will, in the practiced contexts in which
what we know makes any difference at all, be
adequate. That is the promise of liberal
learning.
With the encouragement of such a
spirit of inquiry and an affirmation of the
power of the liberal arts to prepare us to learn
rather than to hand down the corpus of what
is known, I hereby convene the one hundred
and seventeenth academic year of The College
of Wooster. C3

A t Bowdoin College’s Breckenridge Center, Laurence
Piper ’48, A rth u r Compton and Leona Hahn Comp
ton '48 share a story with B ill Neely, Director o f De
velopment at Wooster from 1964 to 1975.

Alumni News
by Jeff Todd ’83

Generations

T

he Wooster alumni connection to
the freshman class continued this
year. Of the 490 members of the
class of 1990, forty-eight had alumni
parents or grandparents. Here are their

names:
John Ashbaugh, son of William H.
Ashbaugh ’55 and grandson of Richard
Ashbaugh ’28 and Margaret Dill Ashbaugh
’28.
Elizabeth Bacon, granddaughter of Lois
Wilkins Bacon ’31.
Kimberly Bowman, granddaughter of
Harold J. Bowman ’22.
Christina Boyd, daughter of Alan
William Boyd ’60.
Sarah Briggs, daughter of Janet Morris
Briggs '54.
Wenifred Brown, granddaughter of
Richard Smith ’36.
Mary Calder, granddaughter of Mary
Brouwer Hickman ’28 and Leland C. Finley
’27.
Elizabeth Campbell, daughter of
William M. and Carol Edge Campbell ’62s and
granddaughter of Lillie Key Edge ’29.
Nancy Chisholm, daughter of Margaret
Rice Chisholm ’56 and granddaughter of Paul
H. Rice ’16.

Erik Dahms, son of Thomas E. and
Merrydith Lomas Dahms ’64s.
Joshua Denbeaux, son of Mark Paul ’65
and Marcia Wood Denbeaux ’66.
Martha deWindt, daughter of David
deWindt ’62.
Teddie Duling, son of Dennis C. Duling
’60.
Jamie Elizabeth and Leslie Janece
Durner, daughters of Phyllis Duly Durner ’62,
granddaughters of Donald ’33 and Rosalyn
Gundrum Duly ’36.
The Breckenridge Center’s
Chef with several o f the
reasons the Boston/New
England alum ni gathering
was so succesful.

Susan Faust, daughter of H. David
Faust ’61.
Pamela Gaither, daughter of Ann
Shipley Gaither ’61.
Amy Geckeler, daughter of Stephen D.
and J. Emily McQueen Geckeler ’62s.
Mark Gooch, son of Ross H. and
Cynthia Stetson Gooch ’54s.
Elizabeth Hall, daughter of Roger ’58
and Carol Whitacre Hall ’63.
Pamela Hewes, daughter of Harvey F.
’60 and Lucretia Ludy Hewes ’61.
Matthew Hiestand, son of E. Crede
Hiestand ’51.
Christopher Judd, son of Courtney Judd
’66, grandson of Nyla Power Judd ’39.
Heather Keeney, daughter of William
and Nancy Pickersgill Keeney ’62s, grand
daughter of Ruth Minsel Pickersgill ’25.
Tim Khayat, son of Saadideen ’59 and
Anita Fitch Khayat ’62.
Bruce Kim, son of Young Jo Kim ’59.
Charles Lee, son of Susan Tse Lee ’61.
Lowell Lybarger (transfer, class of ’89),
son of Lee H. Lybarger ’56.
Diane MacMillan, daughter of David W.
’59 and Martha Whitaker MacMillan ’62,
granddaughter of James M. ’33 and Sara
Wishart MacMillan ’32, and great-grand
daughter of President Charles F. Wishart
H’44.
Joshua McKain, grandson of Charles
Van Kirk McKain ’23.
John McKee, son of William F. McKee
’52 and grandson of Paul H. McKee ’21.
Katherine Mortensen, daughter of
David S. and Jean Bowman Mortensen ’64s,
granddaughter of M. Letitia Brown Mortensen
’27.
Christopher Palestrant, son of Judith
Keller Palestrant ’57.
Greg Phlegar, son of Gene G. and
Nancy Korth Phlegar ’57s.
Jennifer Jane Quick, daughter of
William ’64 and Jacqueline Dunn Quick ’63,
granddaughter of Ethel Antles Quick ’39.
Katherine Reid, daughter of John C. ’59
and Louisa Anne Brown Reid ’61.
Ruth Reynolds, daughter of Thomas H.
’59 and Doris Lehman Fedderson ’57

James Robertson, son of David W.
Robertson '62.
James Roeder, son of Richard W. Roeder
56.
,
Katherine Ryan, daughter of John D.
60 and Mary Cicirello Ryan ’61.
,
Laura Smythe, daughter of Richard V.
61 and Mary Soule Smythe ’62, granddaugh
ter of Mildred Ramage Soule ’29.
Simon Springett, son of Sally Dunn
Springett ’58, grandson of William J. ’29 and
Mildred Mendenhall Dunn ’30.
Margaret Stumpff, granddaughter of
Margaret Gibbons Fish ’44.
David Walker, son of David A. Walker
56.
Todd Whitaker, son of Robert M. and
Dixie Barlow Whitaker ’60s.
David Williams, son of Kathie Kate
Williams ’67, grandson of Karl ’42 and
Barbara Haas Kate ’43.
Lynne Williams, daughter of Thomas
R- ’60 and Mary Baughman Williams ’57.
Cheryl Wilson, daughter of Jack Allen
and Angene Hopkins Wilson ’61s and grand
daughter of W. Dean ’30 and Harriet Painter
Hopkins ’32.

Members o f the fam ily join
the family.
Front Row (I. to r.): K ath
erine Reid, Josh Nan Kirk
McKain, Jamie Durner,
Leslie Durner, Cheryl Wil
son, Katherine Ryan.
Second Row: Sarah Jane
Briggs, Christian Boyd,
M ary Colder, Diane Mac
millan, Heather Keeney,
M ark Gooch.
Third Row: Pam Gaither,
Charles Y. Lee, Erik
Dahms, A m y Geckeler,
Laura Smythe, Jennifer
Quick, Kimberley
Bowman.

Good Times
Boston a n d E astern N ew E n g la n d
Celebrating one of the more delicious of
Wooster’s new traditions, over 100 alumni and
‘nends enjoyed the third annual Lobster Bake
at the Breckenridge Center of Bowdoin College
York, Maine, in June. Henry and Lolly
Copeland were special guests along with
trank Knorr ’59, Director of Development at
Wooster. Sally Schultz ’83 entertained the in
formal crowd around the pool with traditional
j’Cottish tunes on the bagpipe. Anne
Underwood ’69. the highly successful “Miss

Manners” of Bowdoin College, hosted the
group as Director of the Center.

N orth ern Verm ont
John and Betty Newberry hosted alum
ni from northern Vermont at their home at

Mt. Mansfield near Stowe. It was a perfect
July evening on the mountain, and the view
was magnificent. Newberry, an Emeritus Life
Trustee, spoke about the work of Wooster’s
Board of Trustees.

C h autauqu a
The newly restored Athenaeum Hotel
provided a beautiful setting for nearly 150
alumni, parents, current students and friends
who met at Chautauqua Institution on August
3. The diversity of the guests, ranging in class
year from 1929 to 1990, brought sixty years of
history and laughter to one reception. Henry
and Lolly Copeland were special guests at the
event.

D en ver
The Colorado School of Mines in Gold
en, Colorado, was the meeting place for alum
ni in the Denver area. After a delicious meal,
Jeff Todd ’83, Director of Alumni Relations, '
talked with the group about current events at
Wooster. Kevin Remaley ’83, who helped orga
nize the dinner, commented that it was “great
to meet and talk with other Wooster alumni
who live in Denver.”

Murni,an<^
Copeland (r.) talk with Mrs. William
ton
Qa r t ) and her daughter Kelle '89 at the Bosew England gathering.

A Dream is Coming True
And You Can Share in It

The new Music Center displays daily progress at the
corner o f University and Beall.

No m ore practicing your violin
ag ain st th e saxaphone next
door in th a t m usical Tow er of
Babel. No m ore hauling chairs
for recitals in M ackey Hall. And
no m ore creaky stairs in Merz.
T h e new M usic Center, w hich
prom ises to be one of th e m ost
beautiful buildings on cam pus,
is tak in g sh ap e on th e corner of
Beall Avenue and U niversity. It
will be as practical as it is
attractive.
U ntil recently, th ere w as
concern th a t th e building w ould
not be fully funded before its
scheduled com pletion in th e fall
of 1987. It will cost approxi

m ately $4.8 million, of w hich
$3.9 million is in hand.
However, a $300,000
C hallenge gift from a n anony
m ous donor w as an nounced in
A ugust by P resid en t Copeland,
and if w e “m ake th e m atch,”
w e can do it. T h e College m u st
raise a n additional $600,000 in
m atch in g fu n d s to qualify for
th e $300,000 gift. T h e total of
$900,000 th u s secured w ill com 
plete th e funding for th e M usic
Center, a n idea first conceived
by R ichard Gore (M usic E m eri
tus) and H ow ard Low ry ’23 in
th e 1950’s.
All gifts to th e M usic

C enter received in cash be
tw een A ugust 1,1986, an d July
31,1987, w ill qualify for
m atch in g funds. If th e College
is successful in m eeting th e
Challenge, it w ill be possible to
com plete th e project w ith no
o u tstan d in g debt on th e new
facility.
T h e C hallenge p resen ts
a n u n u su al o p p o rtu n ity for
W ooster’s alum ni, p aren ts, and
friends to have a p a rt in a n ex
citing piece of W ooster history,
and to help to m ake a dream of
m ore th a n th irty years come
tru e a t last.

Gifts and pledges, to be paid by July 31,1987, should be addressed to:

MUSIC CENTER CHALLENGE FUND
The College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691
40

Alumni Admissions
Workshop
In July, an enthusiastic group of
Wooster’s alumni admissions representatives
from Rochester, Pittsburgh, Boston, Western
Massachusetts and around Ohio came togeth
er here for intensive workshops on how best
to contact prospective students. In addition to
mock-ups of college fairs and improvised tele
phone conversations with students, the group
grappled with questions high school students
are likely to ask them and learned all they
could about the Wooster of today. There was
time, too, to get to know one another and to
take in a brilliant performance by the Ohio
Light Opera.
About 350 volunteers are active in
alumni admissions around the country as the
Program begins its eleventh year. Susan
Russell coordinates the program for the
Admissions Office and welcomes additional
volunteers.

During the recent work
shop fo r A lu m n i A dm is
sions Representatives on
campus, Sara Pickersgill
Shaner '67 and Jeanine
Henke Neum ann '83 prac
tice a telephone conversa
tion: A A R to prospective
student.

Black Alumni Council
Elects Officers
Patrick Royster 72 of Atlanta, Georgia,
was elected President of the Black Alumni
Council. Joining him on the executive commit
tee will be Edward L. Gilbert 7 3 of Munroe
Falls, Ohio, Vice President; Jerry Waters 7 2 of
Oak Park, Illinois, Admissions Trustee; Walter
.• Hill 71 of Upper Marlboro, Maryland, Cur
riculum Trustee; and Stephen C. Thomas ’83
Cleveland, Student Life/Activities Trustee.

Scot Band and Wooster
Chorus Recordings
New recordings on cassette tape of
Chorus and Band performances are now avail
able. There are two Chorus tapes, one
featuring the second and third parts of
Handel’s Messiah and the other a potpourri of
selections ranging from the Renaissance and
Baroque to Brahms, nineteenth-century En
glish church music and some spirituals. The
Band recording includes selections from the
1986 Symphonic Band tour as well as several
by the Pipe Band: everything from Reed’s
“Alleluia! Laudamus Te” to Fillmore’s “The
Klaxon March” to a bagpipe medley and
“Amazing Grace.” Send $6.00 for either Cho
rus recording to Jack Russell, the same
amount for the Band recording to Nancy
Ditmer, both of the Music Department, The
College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.

W00steC0rdtn& on cassette o f the Scot Band and the
^en t er ^ orus are available from the music depart-
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Alumni A ssociation
Officers & Board
Members 1986-87
President: Solomon Oliver, Jr. ’69
1644 Crest Rd., Cleveland, OH 44121
Class of 1987
Thomas T. Boyne ’52**
7360 Julia Drive, North Royalton, OH 44133
Mary Lou Chalfant ’42
4510 W. 228th Street, Fairview Park, OH 44126
John 0. Clay ’43*
2123 Pargoud Blvd., Monroe, LA 71201
Cheryl Turner Green ’82**
30 Carter Circle, Apt. 1, Boardman, OH 44512
Paul L. Kendall ’64*
670 West End Avenue, Apt 3-D, New York,
NY 10025
Henry C. Miller ’44
1253 Roberto Lane, Los Angeles, CA 90024
Anne Takehara Wilson ’73
811 St. Francis Lane, Houston, TX 77079
Class of 1988
Patricia Workman Foxx ’46*
1417 Caroll Brown Way, West Chester, PA 19380
Diane Limbird Hamburger ’71
224 S. Oak Park Ave., Oak Park, IL 60302
Joan Blanchard Mosher ’78**
599 Country Way, North Scituate, MA 02060
Carol Stromberg Pancoast ’64
28900 Osbom Road, Bay Village, OH 44140
Milton M. Ronsheim ’43
417 Oakwood Drive, Cadiz, OH 43907
Raymond D. Scott '59**
938 Ligorio Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45218
Thomas A. Trantum ’66*
Gulf and Mississippi Railroad
P.O. Box 1248
Columbus, MS 39703
Class of 1989
Margo Raudabaugh Broehl ’70
900 Quinby Avenue, Wooster, OH 44691
Miriam Siegfried McDonald ’37
25 Beechwood Trail, Youngstown, OH 44514
Margaret Stockdale McCoy ’39*
Sherwood Oaks, 100 Norman Dr., Box 308
Mars, PA 16046
Duncan O. McKee ’53
15 Flagstone Place, Levittown, PA 19056
Susan Q. Stranahan '68*
139 W. Carpenter Lane, Philadelphia, PA 19119
‘Alumni Elected Member College Board
of Trustees
**Appointed Member

Your secretary hopes you had a good
summer-after-Woo and are doing exciting
things about which you can’t wait to inform
me. Now that we have been alumni for a few
months instead of a few weeks, I have more
news to report.
We will begin with a little romance, as
several of our classmates have tied the knot
this summer. Many Woosterites witnessed the
wedding of Ralph Youngen and Jen Parker
on July 5. The wedding party included: Penny
Cramer, Midge Olivet, Frank Yackley, Jeff
and Ann West Parker ’83, Bud Yoder '85, and
Eric Parker ’87. Ralph and Jen will be living in
Boston while Jen finishes her M.A. in physical
therapy at Boston U, and Ralph finds a job as
a computer whiz. Their address: 31 Beechcroft,
Apt. 2, Brighton, MA 02135.
Jacqueline Murphy married Steven
Zody, a graduate of Ashland College, on July
19, 1986. She is pursuing a degree in bio
chemistry at New Mexico Institute of Mining
and Technology, and her husband is pursuing a
degree in exploration geophysics at New Mex
ico IMT. They are residing at: Calle de Linda,
Apt. 810, Socorro, NM 87801.
Two of our former classmates also were
married this summer. Adele Chen married
Tom LaGrou on July 26 in Geneseo, NY, and
Leslie Malville married Joe Powell on Aug.
24 in Boulder, CO. I (Patty) know of at least
four other recent weddings, but the participants
in question have to supply me with details such
as spouses’ names!
Other people are now discovering the
joys of the working world, as I have. I am
thrilled that Laurie Potter has moved to Ash
land, right down the street from me. She is
teaching math and coaching basketball at the
junior high. I knew that Wooster grads were
everywhere, but I never expected one to show
up at my back door!
Marcia Obermiller is continuing to
carry the torch for a private liberal arts educa
tion, as she works as an admissions counselor
at Ohio Wesleyan U. She is excited about
traveling to New York, Washington, D.C., and
Cleveland for work, and despite the fact that
she thinks her mailbox generates bills when it
sees her coming, she loves living on her own.
Libby Turner is at home in St. Paul,
MN, and is working full time at the Legal Aid
Society of Minneapolis. She was quickly pro
moted to screening and interviewing clients, a
job she finds interesting but stressful. For a
change of pace, she works part time at a
record store. You know that where Libby is,
there has to be music!
Many major cities are getting an influx
of new Wooster alumni who are working,
studying, or beating the pavement looking for
jobs. Laurie Campbell is living in Boulder,
CO, and she told me that Dee Dee Haller and
Tim Stansfield will be in London for several
months. Laurie also informed me that Margo
Scruggs and Jane Shipman are living
together in New York City.
Speaking of the Big Apple, apologies go
to Evyan Metzner, who is working for her
father there. She is not computerizing files in
Park Espenschade’s father’s office in
Baltimore, as the last issue implied. Sorry,
Park and Evyan!
Bill Townsend has joined the advertis
ing staff of T h e H orsem an an d F a ir World, a

national magazine dedicated to Standardbred
horse racing.
I ran into Sylvia Cole at Chautauqua,
(incidentally, if you ever visit that idyllic place,
you will invariably meet at least two other
Woosterites on the streets) and she said that
she, Nancy Johnson, Laura Boies, and Liz
Heffelfinger will be living together in
Washington, D.C., starting in the fall. A little
further south, Frank Yackley and John
Wiese are in the business world and are room
ing together at: Apt. 3004-C, Doral/Cavalier,
Bramlet Rd., Charlotte, NC 28205. Another ad
dress (see the summer issue for details) is:
Leslie Winter, d o The Brookwood Communi
ty, 1752 FM 1489, Brookshire, TX 77423.
And now for the graduate school lineup,
or at least a tip of the iceberg. Many of our
musicians are, not surprisingly, continuing their
education. Pat Gorman is working for his
M.A. at Notre Dame; his address: 813 Park
Ave., Apt. C, South Bend, IN 46616. Tyrone
Williams is in the Masters of Music Perform
ance program (in saxophone, of course) at
Cleveland State U. Also, Kurt Rothacker is
at the U of Arizona at Tucson. Can’t you pic
ture him conducting a choir amid the cacti?
Many people will soon be wearing scarlet
and gray, as they descend on various Ohio
State U graduate schools. Jody English is in
the Ph.D. program for pharmacology, and she
will be living with Linda Schulski and Lisa
Brandstaetter ’85, both in medical school, and
Linda Schneider, who will be working in
Columbus.
Karin Connolly is in law school at OSU
(not, for once, studying Chinese women’s
issues), and she is rooming with Heidi Smith
'85, who is getting her M.A. in hospital
administration.
Other degree seekers are Thom Kuehls,
at Johns Hopkins U for political science, Sid
Hastings at Ohio U for photojournalism, and
Mark McClurg at Cincinnati for medical
school. Amy Wilson is at Vanderbilt U for her
Ph.D. in pharmacology; her address: 1901 18th
Ave. S., Apt. 207, Magnolia Condominiums,
Nashville, TN 37212. Arvind Balasundaram
is also at Vanderbilt, in economics, I believe.
Gretchen Marks is taking courses in special
education at Geneseo State U in NY, working
towards her M.A. in that field.
Across the ocean, Beth Guonjian is at
the U of Edinborough (Scotland) on a Rotary
Fellowship, and Kevin Weeks is on a
Fulbright Scholarship in Germany.
My scratched notes on envelopes and
wedding programs have run out for now. Stay
tuned next time for information about how the
campus is without us, from the interns, who
should know.
Secretary: Patty Skidmore, 7 0 7 Center St.,
A p t. 3, A shland, O H 44805.
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“Four more years!” No, not a call to ,
repeal the 22nd Amendment, but a reminder o
how long I have left to celebrate the activities
of the Class of 1985 through the print mediaBarbara Curran just finished her first
year at the U of Colorado (Boulder), where sh
is working toward an M.A. in dance. She dah
ed every day this summer and performed wit*1
a professional dance company in August. To
supplement her “dance bills” she worked as *
hotel desk clerk. She is “having a wonderful

CLASS
time.” Address: 2898 Aurora Ave., 63,
Boulder, CO 80303. Tel. 303-449-0276.
Amanda Burr is living in Washington,
D.C. She stopped by to visit Missy Homing
after graduation, and the rest is history. Aman
da is now teaching at the Georgetown Day
School and really liking it.
Struck by wanderlust, Tamula Drumm
is now in China, teaching English to economists
at Liaoning U. Pretty dam impressive. Even
though it costs 44 cents to write to Tammy,
please do so. Tammy, your questions about
Mark “Rug” Herzberg will soon be
answered. Write to Tammy at: Department of
Economic Administration, Liaoning University,
Shenyang, Liaoning Province, People’s Republic
of China.
Becky Brown has been leading a busy
life since graduation. Returning to a clerk’s job
at National Record Mart, she has now climbed
ttie corporate ladder to manage her own store.
Becky has networked, interfaced and dialogued
with various and sundry other members of the
extended Wooster family: Doug Kier ’83, Kirs
ten Searle Ward, Bob Moorman ’83, Paul
Miller, Christy Anguillare ’86, and Sarah
McGraw. Now, where are all those Quiet Riot
albums you promised me? Becky’s address:
3758 Brookside Rd., Toledo, OH 43606.
Julia Church-Hoffman (as evidenced by
a different last name) is now married. She wed
Jeffrey Hoffman, of Philadelphia, on June 28,
1986. Classmates Jane Budd, Karen Doer“aum and Angela Hubler participated in the
Wedding. Julia and Jeff are now living in
Winslow, AZ, yes, Winslow, AZ, where Julia is
teaching sixth grade and coaching youth soccer,
^credible. Write to Julia and the significant
other at 424 Prosperity Ave., 86047.
And now for something completely dif
ferent. I (John) received a brilliant epistle from
toe Wooster political science commune of
toer Spring, MD. Using editor’s judgment
“tod writer’s embellishment, I will now attempt
to present the lives of Laura Davis, Cindy
Newcomer, Mark Herzberg and Susan ProPhater. From a physically attractive and inellectually stimulating location, these four welltoined political scientists approach the world
Wlth a realistic service first, profit later
attitude.
Laura is clinic coordinator and counselor
at Planned Parenthood of Montgomery County,
tody, the epitome of global consciousness, is
erving as administrative assistant for Physidans for Social Responsibility. Mark is a
research assistant for the Orkand Corporation,
government contracting firm. The quality of
Is Proposal writing clearly reflects his I.S. exj er>ence and makes him and his boss grateful
to his Wooster education. Susan is a sales
ssociate, soon to be department assistant
nanager, at the Hecht Company.
This communal abode has been fre^ ®to®d by area residents and College
duates Chris Causey, Jori Ellis, Katie
°Pper, Barry Eisenberg, Lynne Kelsey,
a e f rank, Ruth Fels, Martha Lucius,
anrl ,Lawton '84, David Arpee, Lisa Davies,
hav ii ®'ar*ey ’84> as well as other world
2 7 1 9 t
S' ^ ° u may wPte tois community at
3 0j:Q.
Ltodell St., Silver Spring, MD 20902. Tel.
nick ° 5<^4- Be sure to inquire about
ames, as well as other details of their col-

‘ective life.

tor tv, ^ ev*n Murray is a computer scientist
e defense Communications Agency in
*lrua. to toe fall, he hopes to begin a
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Master’s program in computer science with
concentration in artificial intelligence.
Mary Bender lives in Allston, MA and
works in Boston for Fidelity Investments as a
mutual fund trade representative.
As for me, I enjoyed a tremendous sum
mer in Jerusalem and have returned to the
rigorous yet compassionate world of theological
education. Keep those cards and letters coming,
especially those marked “Financial Aid.”
Secretary: John Wilkinson, M cCormick
Seminary, 5 5 5 5 S. Woodlawn A ve., Chicago, I L
60637.
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Tonight’s top story comes to us from 102
Knollwood Dr., Wallingford, CT 06492. where
Brayton Hoopes can be found working as an
account executive for Security Title & Guaran
ty Co. Brayton reports that he has recently
seen the infamous Mike Pellegrino, who is
now working as a sales manager for Glick
Barth Industries.
Clayton ’86 and Martha Lowry Allard
are settled in Princeton, NJ, where Martha is a
lab assistant in micro-biology labs at Princeton
U.
Ken Tunnell is a marketing analyst with
Carnation. His home address: 520 Kelton Ave.,
401, Los Angeles, CA 90024.
Congratulations to Mike Phelps and his
bride Mollie McGregor, an ’86 grad of Saint
Vincent College, who were married in Pitts
burgh. They reside at 2589 Pinebrook Trail,
Cuyahoga Falls, OH, where Mike is par
ticipating in the buyer’s training program for
the May Corporation.
And now for tonight’s follow-up story:
You will recall from our last episode that Deb
bie Marsico had reported that Sarah Levy
was believed to be living in a hot tub in
Portland, OR. Recently, this reporter was
granted a live interview with Sarah in her lux
urious home at 534 NE 74th St., Portland, OR
97213. (Actually, it was just a phone call, but
toe above sounds so impressive.) To everyone’s
surprise, it was discovered that there’s much
more to Sarah’s lifestyle than just her hot
water! She is working as a mental health
therapist and is planning soon to wed
Wooster’s own Mark Mawhinney ’82.
Congratulations!
Kathleen Bleier and Jennifer Haims
are living in Stamford, CT. Kathleen is
employed by a German bank in New York Ci
ty, and Jennifer is a teacher. They would love
to hear from Wooster friends. Address: 204
Cove Rd., Apt. 1A, Stamford, CT 06902.
Joan Withers and Jeffrey Priest were
married in Westfield, NJ, on June 7, 1986.
Joan is employed as a legislative aide to New
Jersey Assembly Speaker Chuck Hardwick and
is attending classes at Princeton Theological
Seminary. Jeff is an arbitrage trader of fixed
income securities for Miller, Tabak, Hirsch and
Co., in New York City.
That concludes tonight’s report. Perhaps
next time we’ll hear from Sandra Lee Aber,
who was last reported in Tyler, TX — or,
maybe we will hear from you!
Secretary: Ben LeVan, 3 2 C Hobbes Lane,
Rochester, N Y 14624.
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Last summer Linda Hartman
Reynolds received a Master’s in education
from Kent State and enjoyed teaching in the
Cleveland public schools this year. Lee is in
medical school at Case Western. The Reynolds
would like to hear from Wooster friends.
In Dallas, TX, Christie Pyper is a child
life specialist at the Children’s Medical Center
of Dallas. Write to Christie at: 4023 Rawlins
St., Apt. 206A, Dallas 75219. She misses her
Wooster connection.
George Appel is a senior dental student
at Ohio State and can’t wait to settle into a
practice. He and Dana Bichsel were married on
Sept. 1, 1984.
Carey and Lisa Mullet Ingram have a
new address: Rt. 2, Box 694, Harpers Ferrv
WV 25425.
On April 12, 1986, Deborah Eiben mar
ried Kent Chastain, a photographer, whom she
met five years ago in Switzerland. Deborah is a
R.N. at the U of California San Francisco
Medical Center. She would like to hear from
Wooster friends. Address: P.O. 1422, El
Granada, CA 94018.
Douglas Kier is an assistant project
geologist for ERM Inc., in Westchester, PA.
He and Maria were married on April 18, 1986.
In August Jennie Saliers became assis
tant to the director of alumni relations at
Lawrence U. In addition, Jennie is the head
resident of a dorm.
Julia Klein is studying at the U of
Chicago in the M.A. public policy program.
Secretary: Lisabeth Beatty, 1 1 7 8 F oxhound Ct.
M cLean, V A 22101.

19 8 2
Philip and Laura Mihuta Grimm have
moved back to Ohio (228 N. Ella St., Orrville
44667). “Our home is open to all who need a
place to stay for homecoming activities, etc.”
Laura is temporarily working as an urban hor
ticulture intern for Cuyahoga County
Cooperative Extension Service but hopes to
find a job in plant pathology or a related field.
Richard Bowers received his medical
degree from Hahnemann U in Philadelphia and
will complete an ophthalmology residency at
the U of Pittsburgh Eye and Ear Hospital.
Joey Pavlovitch reports that he is a
musician in the Cleveland area. He played with
fellow Scot John Metz in a jazz duo and is
now performing with The Echoes, a group
specializing in music of the ’60s. Address: 2091
Lamberton Rd., Cleveland Heights, OH 44118.
Carol Johnston Beckwith is a cost ac
countant with Bank One in Wooster.
A chemist for PPG Industries, Lois
Calian Trautvetter lives in Pittsburgh, PA.
Secretaries: Anne Howes, 2 0 Cole Lane,
W illiamsburg, V A 23185; Barb Brown, 2 2 0 0
M adison Rd., 8, Cincinnati, O H 45208; Kim
Thompson, 3 1 2 6 Potshop Rd., Norristown P A
19403.

19 8 1
Scott Jones writes to say “hello,” and
to report a promotion to senior software writer
in his job with Digital Equipment Corporation
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(DEC) in Marlboro, MA. Scott joined DEC in
the spring of 1985, after receiving an M.A. in
technical communication from Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute in Troy, NY. He would
enjoy hearing from Wooster friends. Address:
37 Hayden St., Marlboro, MA 01752.
Congratulations to Ray de la Pena, who
was the first swimmer to be inducted into the
Elyria Sports Hall of Fame.
Charles Dearborn has become an
associate with the Wallingford, CT, law firm of
Fay & Lunt. He passed the July, 1985, Con
necticut Bar Exam and the Feb., 1986, New
Jersey Bar Exam. Charles has been sworn in
as a member of both the Connecticut Bar and
the New Jersey Bar.
A graduate student in history at
Michigan State U, Edith Wilks Dolnikowski
has received a Fulbright Scholarship to study in
the United Kingdom for the 1986-87 academic
year.
Kathy Printz Fair has been living in
Los Angeles for five years working in televi
sion. Currently, she is at Walt Disney Studios
in TV series development. If you have a good
script or a good series idea, send it to Kathy.
“I’ve always wanted to work for Disney, and it
seems appropriate that I work at the comer of
Mickey Avenue and Dopey Drive. I think of
Wooster often, and all those late 70s ‘happen
ings’ with fond memories.” She invites any
friends who are visiting L.A. to call. Tel.
818-788-5082.
Chris Romano, an IDS investment
counselor, has returned to his hometown of
Hubbard, OH, and opened his own office.
Susan Amowitt-Reid is now living in
Montpelier, VT, where she works at the area
Center for Independent Living, assisting people
with disabilities. She and Michael Amowitt, a
concert pianist, were married recently and
reside at: 30 Liberty St., Montpelier, VT
05602. She would like to hear from Wooster
folks.
Secretaries: Barbara Shelli, 116 E ast Devonia
A ve., M t. Vernon, N Y 10552; Nan
Fausnaugh, 1435 E a st M arbury, W est Covina,
C A 91791.

19 8 0
Jed Andrew and Charlene Daugstrup
were married June 28, 1986, at the College in
the oak grove. Larry Nader 79 was the best
man with other Woosterites in attendance:
Matt Marko 79, Mark Lafferty, Paul
Zvirblis, Tom Walter, Bill Drake ’81, and
Paul Keeler 79. Jed is presently working as
plant engineer for Andrew Corporation, and
Charlene is pursuing an M.A. in counseling.
Stacy Roberts has returned from
Paraguay, after two years with the Peace
Corps. She is now working for the World
Wildlife Fund (the people with the Panda logo).
Besides work, Stacy is enrolled at the
American U in Washington, D.C., working on
her M.A. in development management. Her
new address: 4901 Bayard Blvd., Bethesda,
MD 20816.
Sonya A. Martin, M.D., has been very
busy in 1986. On May 31, 1986, she was mar
ried to Dannier Schwaegerle in Cleveland
Heights, OH. Dan is a chemical engineer who
has recently returned to Case Western Reserve
U to complete his M.B.A. Sonya is currently at
the Cleveland Clinic completing her residency
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in pathology. Sonya also asked, “Molly Dixon,
Where are you?”
Paul Lugg has finally joined the ranks of
tax payers, after attending graduate school at
Duke and completing a postdoctorate program
with DuPont in Delaware. Paul is now
employed with 3M in St. Paul, MN, with his
new address being: 345 Wabasha Ave., Apt.
405, St. Paul, MN 55102.
After six years of working for law firms
during the day and four years of going to
school at night, Jay Baker graduated in May
from the evening division of American Univer
sity’s law school in Washington, D.C. In
August he started a one year judicial clerkship
with the Chief Judge of the U.S. District Court
for the District of Colorado. He would like to
hear from Wooster friends and wonders if
Mike Knox '81 is still pitching for the AAA
Denver Zephyrs. Address: 815 E. 18th Ave., 3,
Denver, CO 80218.
James Janasko and his father are the
team that comprises Janasko Insurance in
Lorain, OH. James is also an amateur
photographer and swims competitively in the
Masters swim competitions and often enters
triathlons.
Recently graduated from the Medical
College of Ohio in Toledo, Terry Belden is
spending the next three years completing his
residency in South Carolina. He and his wife
Suzanne live in Simpsonville, SC.
Dave Sanders and his wife Taonie are
the proud parents of Allison Courtney Sanders
bom Dec. 14, 1985. His step-daughter Kimber
ly Jo is eleven years old.
A pricing analyst for Sikorsky Aircraft,
division of United Technologies, Charles
Baughman is working on a challenging multi
year defense contract. He and his wife Heidie
have just moved into a new Condo and are en
joying life in Huntington, CT.
Craig and Judy Simmons Lindsey
wrote, “In 1981 we exchanged the red tape of
Washington for the gray smog of New York.
In 1984 we exchanged the smog in our lungs
for the sugar coating of Battle Creek, MI. You
will note from the letterhead (Forest Park
Presbyterian Church, Berlin, WI) that we have
now swapped the taste of sugar coated cereals
for that of beer in suburban Milwaukee. The
measure of success is edible!” Craig, pastor of
the 225 member Presbyterian Church, finds it
“wonderful to be in an exciting church where
people are happy with life, wanting to do ser
vice, and near the city.” Their son, C. Michael
Leyden Lindsey, was bom on July 4, 1986
amidst the fireworks.
CH2M Hill has appointed David Sturtevant as solid waste-to-energy specialist at the
company’s Seattle regional office in Bellevue,
WA. Since 1982, David has worked in
Washington, D.C. Most recently, he held the
position of senior analyst for the Government
Finance Research Center of the Government
Finance Officers Association.
Elizabeth Shupe-Super and husband
Raymond have bought a beautiful restored log
home originally built in 1828. They are enjoy
ing the country life and are looking forward to
hearing from friends. New address: R.D. 1,
Box 202, Liberty, PA 16930.
I (Sam) have just recently opened my
own law practice in the village of Millersburg. I
have established my office in an old Victorian
home which was built by my great-grandfather
in 1900. Keep those cards and letters coming!

Secretary: Sam Steimel, 101 S. Clay St.,
M illersburg, O H 44654.

19 7 9
Sharon Farmer Schoneman writes that
she is a busy Mom and loving it. Third child
Kate Serene was bom Oct. 29, 1985, joining
Matthew (3) and Rachel (5). Steve, owner of
Filmware Associates, a consulting company, is
finishing his M.A. in computer science, is presi
dent of a Users group and vice-president of
Church Councils.
A research programmer analyst for
Lubrizol Corp., Holly Hoffman Fitzgerald
will soon have a second B.A. degree, this one
in computer science from CSU. Holly and her
husband Scott live in Avon Lake, OH, and
would like to hear from other members of the
chemistry class of 79 or the Scot Band.
David Comstock is associate pastor of
the First Presbyterian Church in Youngstown,
OH. He and his wife Carol have a son Levi
Gamer, bom Sept. 18, 1985.
William Liebe received his M.S. from
the U of Arkansas and worked as a petroleum
geologist for Exxon in New Orleans for four
years. He is now a hydrogeologist with
Seabum and Robertson, Inc., in Tampa, FL.
Bill and his wife Glenn Anne have one son,
Reuben Mather, who was bom on April 30,
1986.
Secretaries: Pat Stocker, 37441 Grove Ave.,
A p t. 302, W illoughby, O H 44094; Lisa Carter
Sherrock, 3 5 0 0 Colonial Dr., Springfield, O H
45504.

19 7 8
At long last, Cathy McDowell
MacLean has resurfaced! Cathy and her hus
band, Jon, have been in the Atlanta area for
the past two years, where Jon is in manage
ment with Steak and Ale restaurants. He
recently survived a kidney transplant with fly
ing colors and is back at work, while Cathy
awaits the birth of their second child. Cathy
had been working as a travel agent until the
arrival of Christopher Lee in July, 1984.
Cathy also shared news of Rich and
Cindy Knight Miska. They became the proud
parents of their first son, William Richard, on
May 9. Congratulations!
Lots more babies: Julia and John
DeWaal welcomed their first son, John
Thomas, on June 17. Anne Caldwell Tachovsky and her husband, Hilary, also had their
first son, Evan, on April 3. Brian and JoAnn
Blake Fidler 77 welcomed their first son, Cor
son Pierce Fidler, on July 16. Best wishes to
all of you.
Deborah Glaefke has received many
awards for her poetry. In 1982, she sold T he
B u rn in g T im es a n d O ther Poem s to Taray
Publications (Virginia); the book was withdrawn
in 1983 to become a finalist in the Juniper
Prize competition (1984). This year her
manuscript Pathside a n d Beyond was a finalist
in the Walt Whitman Award competition which
is sponsored by the Academy of American
Poets, in which she is an associate member.
Deborah has been teaching courses in three
area adult education departments. In May,
1986, she was the speaker for the Young
Authors conference in Lakewood, OH. She has
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founded two writers’ groups and still directs
the Northcoast group.
As Olwen Leigh Gray, she writes science
fiction and horror short stories; D.S. Glaefke
writes poetry. She is the featured poet in
M etrosphere (issue 4, 1986-87) and will be
featured again in the next issue. Twenty-two
other poems are being considered for T h e Poet,
the Wooster Review, and Bitterroot. Deborah and
her husband, Larry Baldanza, are the parents
of Hester bom in 1981 and Dylan Halley bom
on Dec. 18, 1985. Write to Deborah and Larry
at: 1436 Elmwood Ave., Lakewood, OH 44107.
Robbi ’75 and Gaye Kelly Robinson
have just built a new home at 50 Ivy St., in
Branford, CT 06405. I (Diana) talked with
Gaye while she was in Atlantic City, NJ, em
barking on her tenth year of lifeguarding on
the Atlantic Ocean! Children, Kyle and Kelly,
enjoyed the sun and sand.
Bill and Cathy Hay Read have just built
a new home on two wooded acres, with a lake.
Address: 8832 Birchbark Grove, Chagrin Falls,
OH 44022. Clark and Emily are keeping Mom
busy, so Cathy has put working “on hold” for
the time being.
Steve Monaco wrote that he was mar
ried on April 26, 1985 to Laurie Vinduska of
Ralston, NB, who is assistant director of admis
sions at Creighton U. Steve had been the head
athletic trainer and assistant athletic director at
Creighton, until Nov., 1985, when he resigned
to pursue other interests. He is currently
employed as an operations analyst for
American Medical International. Steve was
hired to develop a sports medicine center.
He has also served as president of the
Nebraska State Athletic Trainers Association
from 1982-86. During that time he spear
headed a drive to obtain state licensure for
athletic trainers. The governor recently signed
this bill into law and, Steve is serving currently
on the State Board of Examiners, getting
everything in order. Congrats on your ac
complishments! Steve and Laurie live at: 2341
N- 120th Avenue Circle, Omaha, NE 68164.
On the occasion of Paul Degener’s thirleth birthday, Ned Thompson, Tom Igler ’77,
and Bill Savino ’79, visited him in New York
p ty ar>d helped him celebrate. Paul is with
'-'I’ey Advertising in NY.
Please drop a note to either Joan or
jana to share some news of your
whereabouts, accomplishments, marriages or
!!e.w babies (that seems to be pretty popular
this year).
Secretaries: Joan Blanchard Mosher. 5 9 9
gauntry Way, N o rth Scituate, M A 02060;
>ana Dewey Emanuele, 5 0 8 Cascade Rd.,
barest Hills, P A 15221.

19 7 7
r , Barb and Ed Gilliss, always interested in
u^ m8 their exposure to the IRS, gained a
deduction and a family member on July 1,
a . ’ wben Edward “Ned” Johnson Gilliss, Jr.,
forw ^ °n t^le scene- The Gilliss’ are looking
tirm ^ to beginning Ned’s Wooster indoctrinawfrh Homecoming this fall.
vie Charles Russell has been appointed
^ ayTresident and corporate banking officer in
heari°na* Community Bank’s northern regional
Quarters, located in Ridgewood, NJ.
and • *'m Caruso is enjoying life in Atlanta
!BlUISTStiU Pursu®g the corporate dream at
In hie spare time, Jim
t:____
can_____
often be found
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performing blues on the harmonica in an Atlan
ta night spot or teaching catamaran sailing.
Polly Dallas has moved from Cincinnati
to the City of Brotherly Love and is just now
realizing why it takes longer to drive to Coccia
House for dinner. She reports that she is on a
strict macrobiotic diet which has not only im
proved her general health but has actually
straightened her hair. Polly is still involved ac
tively in competetive triathlons.
This is your first official reminder, as if
gray hairs, paunches and wrinkles are not
enough, that our ten year reunion will soon be
upon us in June. I hope we can surpass the
five year reunion fifty-plus attendance for this
momentous event.
On a related note, I (your secretary)
received an up-dated class member list of ad
dresses. If you have lost track of someone,
drop me a line, and I will be happy to provide
you with an address. Of course, if you have
become one of those anti-social types who
would not appreciate having your address
released to anyone, just drop me a line enclos
ing a donation to my favorite charity (my law
school student loan creditors) and I’ll keep your
current whereabouts to myself.
Secretary: Bruce Shaw, 5 5 2 0 Haverhill, Detroit,
M I 48224.

19 7 6
Mark and Barbara Youtz Young are
the proud parents of Joseph Mark, bom May
21, 1986. He joins his brother David (2). Barb
plans to continue as chief financial officer at InterFirst Bank Forney, but on a limited basis.
Sarah Heckel Lavoie and her husband
Marc have migrated south to Orlando, FL, to
enjoy milder winters. Sarah is a homemaker
and her husband is a welder.
Congratulations to Dana Vandenberg
and Doug Murphy, who were married on
Aug. 7, 1986, in Wooster. Dana is a copy
editor at the A kro n Beacon Journal, and Doug is
self-employed in farming. Their address: 833
Arbor St., Wooster, OH 44691.
Joel Neilsen, a senior production
chemist with BF Goodrich, and wife Barbara
live in Ft. Wayne, IN. He still remembers the
good times he experienced at Wooster and
would like to hear from classmates. Address:
3817 Tarrington Dr., Ft. Wayne, IN 46815.
Secretary: Mary Robertson, 1094 Kennesaw,
B irm ingham , M I 48008.

19 7 5
James Stevens has been named
research leader in the organic specialties
laboratory of Dow Central Research. He joined
the Dow Chemical Company in 1979.
On May 31, 1986, Susan Alrich ’76 and
Bailis Stair were married in New York City.
They are in the Philippines for the next three
years, where Bailis is a marketing manager for
Bausch & Lomb International, and Susan is en
joying doing art work.
Secretary: Andrea Steenburg 9 4 4 0 Fitzhard in g Lane, Owings M ilts, M D 21117.

19 7 4
After selling his business in New Mexico
in April, Kurt Loutzenhiser moved to

Phoenix where he is the restaurant manager
for The Pointe Resorts. “The Pointe is a five
star resort offering everything imaginable. It’s a
first class organization and I love it. Best move
I have made since applying to Wooster in
1970. That’s a serious thought, wouldn’t you
say?”
Charles Barth, of Troy, OH, has been
appointed general manager of Z Welding Co.,
Inc., of Vandalia.
Although Catherine Bicknell Crabtree
is enjoying the “stay-at-home-mother” phase of
her life; she is looking forward to the day she
can resume her career as a broker/trader.
Daughter Rebecca was bom in Feb., 1984, and
son William was bom July 17, 1985.
Tom Mitchell works for a traveling con
struction company, building feed-mills and other
agricultural buildings around the country. He
will be in Oakdale, PA, from Sept. 1986 until
March 1987. His temporary address: d o TEI
Company, Joy Dog Food, Oakdale, PA.
Carole and Jeff Moore are the proud
parents of Douglass Jeffrey, bom May 26,
1986. Write to them at: 29950 Harvard Ave.
Orange Village, OH 44122.
Biff and Janet Hicks Glidden have
moved almost as many times as your secretary
has. Their new home is in Wantagh, NY, on
Long Island, where Biff is a Lt. in the U.S.
Coast Guard and recently became a group
deputy Commander. Janet works at home on
interior stenciling and takes care of Suzanne (4)
and Carolyn (2). A trip this fall will take them
through Wooster, with a much anticipated din
ner in Lowry Center. Write to them at: 3014
Valentine Place, Wantagh, NY 11793.
Secretary: Bill Irvine, H yatt Regency Hotels, 123
Losoya St., S a n Antonio, T X 78205.

T jT T l
Congratulations to Richard Lee, who
has been awarded a $100,000 National Science
Foundation grant to continue researching the
cold-weather survival tactics of a certain kind
of fly. He began his work on the cold-hardiness
of certain insects on the Antarctic Peninsula in
the 1980s. Richard is an assistant professor of
zoology at Miami U in Ohio.
Joseph Copper is a physician assistant
at Bowman Gray School of Medicine in North
Carolina. In Dec., 1987, he and his wife Sharon
plan to be involved in a community
health/church planting endeavor in Uganda.
Erik Neilsen is working on radioactive
waste management for Public Service Company
of Colorado. He also plans to continue work on
an M.S. in environmental engineering at the U
of Colorado.
Secretary: Sue Anderson Straw, 8 8 7 7 B lade
Green Lane, Columbia, M D 21045.

19 7 2
Randy and Elizabeth Rusch Terry are
co-pastors of Forest Hills Presbyterian Church
in Helotes, TX. Their first son, Theodore
William, was bom Dec. 15, 1985.
Another ministerial team is Steve and
Meta Shoup Cramer. They co-pastor three
small churches south of Youngstown, OH, in
the Good News Presbyterian parish. Their son,
David Dana, was bom Jan. 30, 1986.
Sarah Spurrier is a full-time graduate
student at the U of Washington. She will
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Down the
Garden Path
Restoring a garden intended to look
like a classical Italian garden of the
Renaissance and worrying about ap
propriate vegetable and flower varieties
for historical period gardens from 1830
and 1890 are everyday activities for Philip
G. Correll ’7 5 . Phil serves as Landscape
Curator for Hagley Museum and Library
in Wilmington, Delaware.
Following his graduation from
Wooster, Phil entered the Longwood
Graduate Program, a m aster’s degree pro
gram in public garden management spon
sored jointly by the University of
Delaware and Longwood Gardens, a
former du Pont estate in the Brandywine
Valley. Phil then worked from 1979 to
1986 at W interthur Museum and Gardens
in Wilmington, Delaware, as Coordinator
for Orientation and Garden Interpretation
where he established a new program of
garden tours and public activities related
to W interthur’s English-style landscape
garden.

Philip Correll ’75 in the Crowninshield Garden.

While at W interthur, Phil also led
garden study tours to England and Italy in
1983 and 1985. In 1982 he was the reci
pient of a Winston Churchill Traveling
Fellowship from the English-Speaking
Union of the United States to study public
garden administration in Great Britain. He
has lectured widely on European and
American gardens, and his photographs
have appeared in numerous horticultural
magazines. In 1981 his m aster’s thesis was
published by the American Association of
Botanical Gardens and Arboreta as
B o ta n ica l G ardens a n d A rboreta o f N o rth

T h e Crowninshield
Garden: A view across
the reflecting pool to the
mosaic terrace,
circa 1935.

In
February of 1986, he began his current
position at Hagley Museum and Library as
head of a new landscape department.
Hagley’s primary focus is as a
research library and museum dedicated to
the history and interpretation of American
business and technology. It is also the site
of the original black powder mills
established in 1802 by Eleuthere Irenee du
Pont that were the beginnings of one of
the world’s largest chemical corporations,
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company,
Inc.
Located along the banks of the pic
turesque Brandywine River, the 230 acre
Hagley site includes a variety of restored
residences and working mill buildings il
lustrating the lives and work of mill
owners and mill workers. Phil supervises
the restoration, maintenance and inter
pretation of three period gardens at
Hagley — a restoration of E. I. du P ont’s
1830 formal French-style garden that com
bines vegetables, flowers, and fruit trees
espaliered or trained in formal patterns, a
typical mill w orker’s vegetable garden
from 1890, and the romantic Italian
Renaissance revival ruin garden created by
Frank B. and Louise du Pont Crownin
shield in the 1930s on the site of mill
buildings on a steep hillside immediately
below the original du Pont family
residence.
Following Mrs. Crowninshield’s
death in 1958, the Crowninshield Garden

A m erica : A n O rganizational Survey.

T h e Crowninshield
Garden: A view fro m
the mosaic terrace to the
reflecting pool,
circa 1972.

was maintained regularly until about 1968.
From that time until a year or so ago the
garden sat neglected — becoming even
more a ruin than was ever intended by the
Crowninshields. As part of an effort to
enhance visitation by attracting people
already in the area to see other local
gardens, the Hagley administration decid
ed to focus more attention on the garden
areas and landscape. To do this, a new
landscape departm ent was created and
charged with the care and restoration of
the historic garden areas including the
long-neglected Crowninshield Garden. The
current efforts in the garden are to docu
ment the existing plants; remove invasive
trees, weeds, and vines that have choked
out the original trees and flowering shrubs;
and stabilize the stonework and other ar
chitectural features. It is hoped that por
tions of the Crowninshield Garden will be
opened to the public on a limited basis in
1988.
It may seem to be a long way from
the biology labs of M ateer Hall on the
W ooster campus to historic gardens on the
Brandywine River in Delaware. However,
Phil has had an abiding love of botany and
horticulture from the time of a childhood
spent growing up on a small farm outside
Wooster. When it came time to choose a
major at the College, he was torn between
history and biology. He knew that he was
not interested in being pre-med or in tradi
tional biological research as a career. Be
tween his sophomore and junior years, he
took a year off to pursue applied hor
ticulture courses at a local technical col
lege and to work at Kingwood Center, a
display garden in Mansfield, Ohio. After
ward, he decided to return to W ooster to
finish a degree in biology and then to seek
admission to the Longwood Program, the
only graduate program in the country
training people for management positions
at public gardens. His advisor at Wooster,
Dr. James Perley, was particularly suppor
tive as Phil worked toward a somewhat
unusual career goal.
Courses in history, photography, art
history, and biology at W ooster helped to
prepare him for a career that combines the
history and art of landscape design with
the science of horticulture.
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receive her M.B.A. in December and hopes to
return to Southwestern sunshine to look for
employment.
Secretary: Roberta Reid, 6114 Beechfield Dr.,
Lansing, M I 48910.
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A P.E. instructor at the Baltimore
Friends School in Maryland, Tom LaMonica
coaches varsity football, wrestling and lacrosse.
He is also the director of the Genesee Valley
Outdoor Learning Center Inc. In addition, Tom
manages Genesee Valley Farms Inc., a 285
acre beef and grain operation. He would
welcome visits from Wooster friends at: 1700
Rayville Rd., Parkton, MD 21120.
Michael Finley, of Michael Finley
Writing Services, has won two literary
fellowships from Minneapolis’ The Loft. He,
wife Rachel, and daughter Daniele live in St.
Paul, MN.
A registered representative for
Metropolitan Life and affiliated companies since
fcb., 1983, Jim Lowery now lives in Jackson,
MS. He and Sharon Cruthirds were married in
June, 1982, and their son Jonathan Robert was
°rn in Jan., 1984. Jim likes to sing, enjoys
membership in the Lions Club, and is a unit
commissioner in the Boy Scouts.
John (Ned) and Tricia Harrod Lucas
are in New Hampshire where Ned has a
Pnvate legal practice specializing in real estate,
which he finds stressful but generally in
teresting. He finds time to row three mornings
a week at 6 a.m. and writes, “Tricia’s will
ingness to work part time and her organiza
tional skills keep the life style manageable.”
■n£*a works three days a week for a law firm
m Concord, NH. Son Josh is five and daughter
fmnie (known to all as “Raucous Annie”) is
three.
Barbara Zink MacHaffie began
* * * c h into women’s roles in Christianity
hile she was teaching religion at Cleveland
state U (CSU) from 1981 to 1983. Her justA1 ashed book, H er Story: W omen in Christian
E dition, is an outgrowth and extension of the
°men-in-religion course she taught at CSU,
at

6 Series of talks she gave on ^

subiect

te 7 eveland area churches. Presently, Barbara
aches religion at Marietta College.
ecretary: Wendy Smith Dillingham, 5 4 0

c t *nwood, Dearborn, M I 48124.

Tj TTjj
Yea
in Maryland for sixteen
RonStJ^ ancy Hlavin Stegens and husband
start h ^3Ve moved t0 New Jersey. Ron has
^ ed a new business, Veritech Microwave.
Wrefory; Trisha Lewis Davis, 1 1 7 E . N ew
8Ulnd A ve., W orthington, O H 43085.

19 6 9
T?ur secretary and your classmates
Se UId Mk to hear from you.
B e r h Simkins Haines, 30 0
hlre Dr., Rochester, N Y 14616.

19 6 8
*" July Gary Tyack was sworn in as a
°t the Franklin County Court of Appeals.

NOTES

Gary, the Democratic nominee for the seat in
November, was appointed by Ohio’s Governor
Celeste to fill the vacancy. He has an extensive
background as a trial lawyer, particularly in
criminal law. Gary and his wife Lori have four
children.
Nancy Goodwell Garman and her hus
band are new residents of Fort Mitchell, KY,
just across the river from Cincinnati. New ad
dress: 14 Princeton Ave., 41017. Her husband
is president of the Northern Kentucky Chamber
of Commerce. Read the the side bar article
about Nancy to see what she is doing.

United Community Services of Metropolitan
Detroit. Daniel, director of the recreation
department of the city of Detroit since 1979,
was recognized for his administrative skills and
leadership abilities. He received a Ph.D. in
education from Wayne State U and a divinity
degree from Union Theological Seminary at
Columbia U. Prior to joining the recreation
department, Daniel was executive minister of
Central United Methodist Church in Detroit.
Secretaries: Russell & Jane Welton
Yamazaki, 5 2 6 Pemberton, Grosse Pointe P ark
M I 48230.

T~9 6 7
The sites of the New Trier Township
High School in Illinois, where Susanne
Johnston L- *ett teaches English, have been
united on the Winnetka campus. Susanne,
president of the faculty council, feels the
changes have brought a new kind of dynamism
in the classrooms and among the faculty.
Secretary: Emily Albu Hanawalt, 4 Thingvalla
A ve., Cambridge, M A 02138.

~T~9~6 6
Your secretary would like to hear from
you!
Secretary: Elizabeth Westhafer O’Brien, 48
D urand Rd., Maplewood, N J 07040.

T~9 6 5
Cynthia Smith Simmons spent the past
year as a clinical supervisor of secondary stu
dent teachers at the U of New Mexico. She
writes, “This has been a year of much growth
and mind expansion, as I’ve been able to share
experience with and advise new teachers enter
ing the profession.” Cynthia will teach at the
UNM for one more year, and then will resume
teaching in the Albuquerque public schools.
In July Lilia Head Langford and her
family returned to their missionary work in
Zaire. You may contact them at: P.O. Box
21285, Nairobi, Kenya.
Secretary: Sally Mumma Johns, 4 6 2 9 M uir-

Daniel Krichbaum

19 6 3
Neta Lindsay Pringle graduated from
Union Theological Seminary in 1984 and is
now pastor of Christ’s First Presbyterian
Church in Hempstead, NY. She is the first
woman pastor in the church’s history.
James Wilson, a member of the Board
of Trustees at the College, has been elected to
the Board of Trustees of Princeton Theological
Seminary. Jim is executive vice-president and
chief financial officer of Fairchild Industries in
Chantilly, VA.
Jim Toedtman has introduced a new
New York newspaper called N ew York Newsday. We wish you success, Jim.
Secretary: Lynne Larson Cleverdon, 2 0 6 S.
M acArthur, Springfield, I L 62704.

fie ld Dr., F ort Wayne, I N 46815.

19 6 4
Distinguished Scientist, the highest posi
tion the Upjohn Company gives to a research
scientist, has been awarded to Gordon Bundy.
He joined the company in 1967 and began his
career in the experimental chemistry unit work
ing on the synthesis of prostaglandin analogs
and modulators of the arachidonic acid cascade.
His research has led to the development of a
number of compounds which hold promise for
the treatment of asthma, ulcers and high blood
pressure.
Gordon is the author of fifty publications
and has been issued 134 U.S. patents for com
pounds he has synthesized. Other researchers
have cited his work on numerous occasions.
From 1979 to 1984, Gordon served as a
member of the editorial advisory board for the
Journal o f Organic Chemistry, and in 1977, he
received the W.E. Upjohn Award.
Kudos were given to another class
member. Daniel Krichbaum received the
1986 Executive of the Year Award from

19 6 2
After twenty years as pastor of Aston
Presbyterian Church in Pennsylvania, Robert
Boell accepted a call in August to the First
Presbyterian Church in Coming, NY. He
writes, “Wooster alumni visitors to the Glass
Center would be welcome to stop by First
Presbyterian.”
Secretaries: David Shriver, 2 2 7 7 S tillm a n Rd.,
Cleveland Heights, O H 44118; Genie Henson
Hatch, 4 0 2 L in d a Lane, Wentzville, M O 63385.

19 6 1
We had a super time at our 25th reunion
in June. A number of our classmates arrived
Friday afternoon and began to congregate in
Lowry Center about dinner time. About eight
of us went to the dining room to eat, and
within an hour, there were over twenty of us
seated around a single table. At this informal
caucus, a vote was taken, and we decided to
have our 50th reunion in five years, so that
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An Electronic Cottage
by N ancy Goodwell G arm an ’6 8

Superwoman? — no way! Supermom?
— not a chance! None of us is, but an elec
tronic cottage has turned out to be my
answer to the quandry of how to have a
career and still be the full-time wife and
mother that my family needs.
I followed my W ooster degree with
an M.L.S. and worked in several libraries
before my first child was bom, but I really
didn’t know “what I wanted to be when I
grew up,” i.e., when my children grew up!
After ten years at home, and with both
children finally in school, I took the plunge
and went back to work — first part time,
then full time.
It was exciting to find out I liked be
ing a librarian, and that libraries were in
teresting places in this new age of com
puters and information. Computers and in
formation were the key words, and led to
the formation of my own information
business, operated from my home. It was
a challenge to move from the passive role
of answering the questions that came
across the reference desk, to selling the
value of information, and my ability to ob
tain it, to bottom-line-oriented business
people.
Online information, or information
from computer databases accessed via
phone lines, modems, and computers,
makes possible the type of one-person in
formation service I operate. Sitting at my
computer, I can delve into the same
resources available to large research
libraries and deliver the information per
sonally packaged in briefing notebooks to
my clients.
A growing industry surrounds the
delivery of electronic information, and I
have also recently become editor of
DATABASE magazine, a respected jour
nal which publishes articles and in-depth
discussions about online databases for pro

NOTES

fessional online searchers or librarians.
The magazine offices are in Connecticut,
but electronic mail and constant phone
contact make it possible to perform my
editorial duties from my electronic home
office. Some manuscripts are even
transm itted to me via electronic mail.
The best of both worlds — an office
at home and children and a family, too??
Yes, perhaps, but fraught with the frustra
tions of children’s interrupting a critical
long-distance phone call with a client or
author, or the tem ptation to take the
morning off to shop or have coffee with a
friend.
At first glance, nothing in our
W ooster experience prepared women like
myself, who graduated in the 60s, to face
the challenges of juggling careers and
families — or perhaps it did? My liberal
arts background, from “Lib Studies” to
economics to Dr. Peyton’s year-long class
in Don Quixote to Dr. W olcott’s lectures in
English history, not to mention I.S., was a
major factor in developing the knowledge,
discipline, and confidence to handle both a
career and a family. It gave me the
creativity to design my own job to suit my
personal and professional needs, and the
inner resources to develop it successfully.
Today’s students are concerned with
“learning to earn” and most consider col
lege preparation for a career. W ooster
really was my preparation for life. The
liberal arts experience is crucial in the
rapidly changing world in which we live.
Library school trained me to be a librarian,
but W ooster taught me to live — as a
business person, an editor, a librarian, a
mother, and a wife. (Note the alphabetical,
not priority ranking!!!)
Note: T he above article was sent electronically
"cottage to cottage" fro m N a n c y ’s home in Ft.
Mitchell, K Y , to your Class Notes E d ito r’s home
in Wooster. Nancy used Smartcom II, and an I B M
personal computer, and M arlene used a Rainbow, a
D E C personal computer.
Nancy Goodwell
Garman ’68

more of us would be healthy and able to at
tend! After dinner we went to the Gateway Inn
and joined more classmates for several hours of
cocktails, munchies, and conversation at an
Open House.
Saturday morning was taken up with a
variety of events, ranging from the alumni run
to the alumni softball game to the alumni choir
rehearsal to the alumni awards assembly to ad
ditional alumni registration! At noon, we all
reassembled at the Gateway Inn for our class
photo. The first person who can identify cor
rectly everyone in the photo will get his or her
name in the next class column! After lunch, we
elected class officers: Lu Wims, president;
Paul Siskowic, vice-president. Their primary
duty will be to plan and execute our 30th re
union in 1991. The treasurer is Roger Chittum. His job should be easy, since the class
doesn’t have any money! The new secretary is
Larry Vodra, and I’ll be “bugging” you for
any items of interest about you or other
classmates so that the column for our class can
be expanded.
Also at lunch, the 25th reunion fund
committee gave its preliminary report. The
report indicated that our class had exceeded its
$25,000 goal, and by June 6 had gifts and
pledges of $26,260. However, the committee
had not yet achieved the other goal of 50 per
cent of the class, with only a 42 percent figure
participating as of that date. A final tally will
appear in both my Class Agent letter to you in
the autumn and in the next issue of Wooster.
At the Alumni Association meeting,
Larry Vodra presented the “official” report of
the 25th reunion fund committee. Our class is
the first class to have organized such a commit
tee and the first class to give more than
$25,000 to the Wooster Fund by their 25th
reunion.
Saturday evening found us once again
travelling out to “The Line,” but not for the
same reason we used to go there. The El Ran
cho Grande, now a very good Italian
restaurant, provided the site for another infor
mal get-together, dinner, and lots more talking
with classmates. Most of us finally left as they
were locking the doors after midnight!
Sunday morning, many of us attended
the service in McGaw Chapel. Bill Pindar,
senior pastor at the Old Pine Street Church in
Philadelphia, was the guest preacher. The fiftyvoice alumni choir, directed by Dr. Gore and
including at least a half-dozen members of our
class, was truly outstanding and presented an
inspiring climax to an outstanding weekend.
We missed those of you who weren’t
there, but all is not lost. How about sending
me some news (and photos), and we’ll get them
in this column.
In May Tressa Mahy Mangum and her
family moved from New Mexico to Canon City
CO, where her husband has accepted a
pastorate. The Mangums have three children.
Secretary: Larry Vodra, 51 H ig h R idge Rd.,
Brookfield Center, C T 06805-1523.

19 6 0
Your secretary would like to have some
news for this column. Please write!
Secretary: Nancy Brown Tyburski 3 6 2 2
Croydon Dr., N W , Canton, O H 44718.
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_______ 1 9 5 9
David Swanson, a professor of physics
and a curriculum instructor at the National
Technical Institute for the Deaf at the
Rochester Institute of Technology in New
York, is still a swimming enthusiast. Last year,
David won four medals in his age group at the
Empire State Games. What is happening this
year, David?
Secretary: Gretchen Yant Robinson, 6 0 8 Conh , A d a , O H 45810.

Congratulations are in order for Myma
Markley, who became Mrs. Thomas Knapp on
June 22, 1986. A true “New Englander,” Myrna still lives in Meriden, CT. Myma has work
ed as a research assistant at the Yale Medical
School in New Haven, and as an apartment
Manager in Meriden. She is looking forward to
camping with Tom and with her twelve year
old son.
Frank Talbot decided to “go West”
after Wooster. He journeyed to the Chicago
area to visit his brother who told him, “If you
pan t get a job in Chicago, you cannot get a
job. Frank then entered the data processing
held with United Airlines. He continued work
ing with computers in the Army from 1962 to
1965, stationed most of the time in Stuttgart,
yermany. Today, Frank is still in data process
ing as manager of the information center for
he Bankers’ Life and Casualty Company in
Chicago. He lives at 2534 North Ridge Ave.,
Arlington Heights, IL 60004 with his wife, his
son Mark (16), an avid swimmer and his
aughter Jennine (12), who is interested in
music, riding and ice skating.
Bob and Barbara (Groff ’60) Sponseller
?re living on the Sponseller family farm
homestead originally purchased by Bob’s grandtather in 1899. Address: R.D. 3, Box 148,
helby, OH 44875. Bob is plant engineering
uesigner/draftsman at the Ohio Steel Tube
rnpany, and Barbara is an advertising consul
tant for T h e Daily Globe of Shelby. Sons
athan and Dan are juniors at the College and
aughter Laura is a high school junior, who
ivides her time between studies and
basketball.

Before returning to Shelby, Bob was a
csigner/draftsman, a sales representative, a
echanicai drafting instructor, and a geologist
Pfcia!®ng in bituminous coals for the Pennyvania Geological Survey in Carlisle, PA.
*
Permit me to share with you some of
EiVh ? awley’s recollections of “Hell Week” in
v
Section in the Livingstone Lodge of
Su ,eryear- “A rite of passage that included
Us ' ?yeal: events as the hitchhiking by two of
hatsu b^ck-and-white jail garb (and stovepipe
he . °a a mission to the Ohio Penitentary; the
'vith*
*C
msk of putting out a bonfire
our moutb^u*s of alum water; the opening of
f0r mouths while we were in a supine position
fellow6’m’.ta^mg of raw eggs dropped by our
Su . mitiates from on high (positioned by our
coo]110^ °n Adders over us) and, one of the
bottn
events
Ihe week, the great baremgsrm*'0n^-blocks-of-ice hockey contest in Livlege S basement.” (I wonder how much colHfe has changed?)
2e ^and
Rygat^ e,e,i
nd his wife Joan live in South
VT, and have three children. Joan is a
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A ll W rapped Up
In A dvertising
by K aren Ingalls ’6 2

I fell in love at the age of thirty.
Madly, passionately in love with advertis
ing. A t the age of thirty, I left my
teaching job in Cleveland to seek my for
tune in Boston. I found what I was looking
for.
I found that I loved the unpredic
tability of advertising. The competition.
The pressure. And the bright, talented
people I worked with.
Discovering something you love to
do, finding in yourself the abilities, the
desire, and the drive to be the best, is an
incomparable feeling. Loving your work is
the secret of doing it well.

about their surroundings, and most of all,
have a never-ending supply of new ideas.
Ideally, they work best as a team
with art directors. T hey hole up together
for hours, days, sometimes weeks working
on a problem — coming up with the Big
Idea.
Nothing in advertising compares to
the moment when you come up with the
Big Idea. The idea that will cut through
the TV clutter, get the message across
memorably. Sell the product beyond wild
expectations. Win the undying love of the
client. And win, for us, fame and fortune,
through the “O scars” of creative
advertising.
But few big ideas make it into pro
duction. And those ideas that do make it
are often compromised by the process
itself. How well a commercial turns out is
determined by the film director we are

Copywriter Karen Ingalls at a Veryfin e apple juice
shoot. “I t was near freezing but I wouldn’t have
missed it fo r anything!”

It was 104 degrees that summer
when I lugged my large portfolio of sam
ple ads I had drawn up. In two weeks, I
got my start as copy typist at the Harvard
of Boston agencies at a 50 percent cut in
salary. I was happy to make the invest
ment; I considered the money to be tuition
well-spent.
Seven months later I was hired as a
full-fledged copywriter at another agency,
and won my first award for a radio cam
paign I did for the Boston Symphony Or
chestra. All those years listening to “Baby
Snooks” and “Jack Benny” paid off. I had
an ear for dialogue.
While art directors have very
specific art school training, copywriters
can learn by apprenticing. They tend to
emerge from Liberal Arts backgrounds,
full of bits and pieces of information. Good
copywriters are highly visual thinkers, in
tuitive about people, are ever curious

able to afford, the talent we are able to
get, how the shoot goes, w hether the
music turns out right, and who does the
final editing. I t’s a long, hard road to
reality.
At the age of thirty, I left the
predictability and security of a tenured
teaching position for the unknown. Adver
tising is a risky business. Accounts are
lost, agencies merge, people are fired.
Copywriters and art directors, only as
good as their work, are hired on the basis
of their latest “reels” and “books.” With
the promise of fame also comes the fear of
failure.
As a late bloomer, a career changer,
I cheer on those contemplating a switch. I
know that the risks are worth taking. Why
accept something less? This it it. You only
go around once. Pretend this is the only
life you have . . . w hat would you do with
it?
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nurse, and Lee has had a variety of job ex
periences from clerk-typist in the Army (direct
ly after receiving his M.A. from Cornell U in
1960); news reporter; high school teacher of
physics, biology, algebra, geometry and French;
social worker with the aged, blind and disabled;
vocational rehabilitation counselor; paralegal;
and Outreach worker for the area agency on
aging. Since 1979 Lee has been disabled with
multiple sclerosis.
John Harper and his wife Anne live in
Florida, where he is pastor of Community
United Church of Christ in Lake Park.
Daughter Kathleen is a fourth year medical stu
dent at New England College of Osteopathic
Medicine, and son Michael is a fourth year
electrical engineering student at Tulane.
Is it possible to sit in Westminster
Church House on campus and, at the same
time, visit five small villages in Kenya? Yes, if
you play David Blanchard’s game, the
Machakos Simulation. The purpose of the
simulation is to help people understand the pro
blems of Third World development. David, who
participates in simulation and motivation pro
grams for the Institute of Cultural Affairs, has
worked in Africa and India, spent two years in
Ghana managing the U of Wisconsin’s two-year
program abroad, and has taught in a one-room
school house in Liberia. His program has been
presented many times, including at a develop
ment conference in Brussels and for Peace
Corps groups. David and his wife Marike have
two sons.
During these past twenty-eight years,
technology and specialization seem to have
become the way of our society. Several of you
have discussed the advisability of a liberal arts
education with me in letters and also over the
telephone (since I usually pick up the telephone
when deadline time for the magazine draws
near). This seems to be our special concern
when we have offspring who are selecting col
leges, or when we are beginning to think
earnestly about retirement. If you have ideas
on this subject, I would appreciate your jotting
them down and sending them to me. Also, this
might be an excellent topic for discussion in
June, 1988, at our 30th reunion. So mark this
time on your calendar for a big weekend in
Wooster.
Secretary: Peggy MeAntis Mueller, 5 5 1 0 South
G arfield A ve., Hinsdale, I L 60521-5013.
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19 5 6
Those present at our 30th reunion had a
wonderful time renewing friendships and are
particularly grateful to Pat Young Schmidt
and Bruce and Sue Henderson Coen for of
fering their hospitality and homes for our gettogethers. The following class officers were
elected: Bob Humphreys, president; Bruce
Coen, vice-president; Lee Lybarger, class
agent; Jan Douglas Grim, secretary. Many
thanks to Pete Zonnevylle for helping arrange
this year’s activities. Please write and inform
your secretary of any new developments in
your life. It was great to see friends again (I,
Jan, refuse to use “old” in this description)
and, I hope we can have an even greater
number of our class attend our 35th.
Jim Bader, of Clearwater, FL, is a
radiologist at the Radiology Association of
Clearwater. He also serves as ruling elder on
his church session and enjoys skiing, sailing,
and running in his spare time.
Bob and Hope Hunter Black live in
Bedford, NY. Hope works part time at Pepsico
in the personnel department and enjoys biking,
handbell playing, and visiting the youngest of
their four daughters, Libby, who is a
sophomore at Wooster. Bob is program
manager in the project office of IBM in White
Plains. He is clerk of session at Bedford
Presbyterian Church and enjoys gardening and
travel.
A high school teacher in Montpelier, VT,
Alan Blakeman won an economic teacher
fellowship grant in 1983, which enabled him to
study the Japanese economy for three weeks in
Japan. He is involved in the school’s track pro
gram and is pleased that his freshmen have
taken the districts three years in a row and his
varsity team became state champions in District
II. Alan also finds time to be chairman of the
Montpelier Planning Commission. The
Blakemans have four children.
John Youel is a general and vascular
surgeon in Earlysville, VA. He still enjoys play
ing the bagpipes and likes to ski. John and his
wife Robbye have two children.
Congratulations to Richard Graham,
who has been named the Frances Higgin
botham Nalle Professor of History at the U of
Texas at Austin. He has been at the university
since 1970.
Secretary: Janice Douglas Grim, 1 7 8 6 7 E.
Lincoln W ay, Dalton, O H 44618.

Seven years ago, Tom Hill retired from
the U.S. Air Force as a Major and career pilot
and went into the merchandizing field with a
lumber/hardware company. Alice Wishart Hill
enjoys selling Avon products. The Hills have
three children and live in Rancho Cordona, CA,
near Sacramento. They extend an invitation to
classmates who are in the vicinity to call or
stop by for a swim.
Jane Tinley Wilson is certainly busy.
She teaches mathematics in the South Western
City Schools and is the 1986-87 Ohio State
Division President of AAUW. Jane also has
been named chairman of the Middleburg
Heights Community Church Board of Trustees.
Secretaries: A1 Edef 2 0 4 0 Brooks Square P I,
Falls Church, V A 22043; Joyce Cappon, 2 0 5
Yoakum Parkway, No. 522, Alexandria, V A
22304.

19 5 5
Your secretary and Class Notes editor
would like to hear from class members. We
know that your lives are not void of activities.
Let’s hear about them.
Secretary: Erla Jean Lewis Reeves, 11693
A lth ea Dr., Pittsburgh, P A 15235. Tel.
412-242-2322.

19 5 4
The untiring efforts of Ward Lehr have
turned the Wayne County Fairgrounds complex
into a showcase for both Hot Stove and high
school baseball. He has sponsored a team in
the Wooster Baseball Little League for over
twenty-five years and has nurtured the Hot
Stove Baseball program back to health. In June

he was recognized for his work by induction in
to the Wayne County Sports Hall of Fame.
H. David Russell, senior international
patent agent of the patent department of The
Dow Chemical Company, has been named in
ventions administrator for the urethanes depart
ment of Dow U.S.A. David received his Ph.D.
in chemistry from the U of Nebraska and has
been with Dow since 1960.
Secretary: Vivienne Smith Mason, 165 Grandin Rd., A kron, O H 44313.

19 5 3
The deadline: Aug. 18, and with only one
week to go, I (Nona) was without one useful
word for this column. Solution: a mini-mailing
to twenty of you requsting information about
the farthest out-trip undertaken in the past
year. Result; ten heard from so far, beginning
with Peg Stout Miller, who with Paul ’52,
traveled from Cincinnati to El Paso in April to
visit their first grandchild. Peg and Paul expect
another trip to El Paso in October and one to
New Jersey in December to greet grandkids
two and three.
Ivan Preston’s wonderfully long letter
described a 6,000 mile Amtrak trip in June
from Madison, WI, to Lopez Island in Puget
Sound to visit his brother. Ivan, who grew up
with a Pennsy pass in his pocket, is a train
buff who confesses, “I’ve been studying
schedules closely all my life, and every six
months I call Amtrak to get their new schedule
for the entire country. Then, every once in
awhile, I plan something and go.” Also this:
“I’m still doing a tremendous amount of
writing,” and then he described three law
review articles relating to deceptive advertising
law waiting to be published by the end of this
year. Ivan teaches “mostly on advertising,’ in
the English department at the U of Wisconsin.
Michigan State awarded Ivan his Ph.D. and, in
1984, an Outstanding Alumni Award.
Mary Jane Reimer Washburn and her
husband, Knight, who’s a Presbyterian minister
in Niagara Falls, NY, escaped their snowbelt
last January in favor of a week of Virginia and
North Carolina sunshine. Mary Jane is associate
director of a community music school.
The Washburns have seen Jim ’52 and
Viv Tuttle Hughes twice in the past year. Viv
was also on my mailing list. Her letter,
postmarked Syracuse but in a New Orleans
Hilton envelope, was an enthusiastic review of
three recent trips. The first was to New
Orleans last November for a three-day conven
tion of the National Association of Educators of
Young Children. Jim went along for the fun
and, of course, both Viv and Jim heard and lik
ed “music everywhere — on the street, in the
park, in restaurants.” Viv’s second trip was to
Boston to attend Wheelock College’s summer
Parenting Institute, after which she and Jim
drove down to Mystic, CT, and went on a five
day sailing cruise on the Mystic Clipper. “It
was the most restful vacation we have ever
had,” despite lazy winds which confined the
Clipper to Long Island Sound.
But ashore in Greenport, NY, one even
ing Viv and Jim called Mina Ramage Van
Cleef and Don ’51 who’ve retired to nearby
Orient, NY, and got to visit with them. Next
morning, when the Clipper docked at Orient,
Mina and Dick rode their bikes down to the
wharf for a second visit, so I conclude that the
Van Cleefs must be in excellent shape.
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Jim Turrittin began, “I’m writing on
my fifty-fifth birthday, so I can’t be held
responsible for my answers to your questions!”
Jim and Lucy now live in Orlando, where Jim
is southeast regional manager for HarcourtBrace-Jovanovich publishers. They drove every
inch of the way to Grand Rapids, MI, in July
to visit their son. Two daughters were also in
cluded on the Turrittin itinerary. Reason for
the trip: “Lucy and I decided to check on our
married daughters, and why our son was still
single!” (’Cause he’s not married, Jim!)
Lyn Mouser Snider, who remarried in
1984, cruised recently in the Caribbean and to
Hawaii with husband Robert. She’s also been
to Houston this year to visit her first grand
child. Lyn describes herself as a “liberal
librarian” and declares, “If it weren’t for Com
mon Cause, Amnesty International, and G.
Trudeau, I’d give up! But I would never sell
my soul to Reagan as you conservatives have!”
You may write Lyn at 619 Havens Comer Rd.,
Columbus, OH 43230.
Tom Hughart generally travels every
year and has been many places. Last winter
the Hugharts, who enjoy island hopping, vaca
tioned on seven tiny Caribbean islands. In
January Tom visited Zurich alone for a seminar
at the Jungian Institute, with a weekend side
WP to Vienna. England and Scotland, anyone?
We’re invited to join Tom July 23-August 6,
1987.
Bob Anderson and Liz (Haynes ’54) left
Albuquerque in April, 1985, for Manchester,
England, where Bob was on a one-year sab
batical at Christy Hospital/Holt Radium In
stitute. Seeking sunshine, they visited the
Canary Islands on a February vacation. Home
^gain in Albuquerque, Bob noted England’s
excellent research and cultural opportunities,
but lousy weather.” The Canaries had sun
shine, but not as much culture, according to
Bob and Liz.
Dick Martin and Pennie’s travels took
them to Hawaii and New Orleans for medical
JPeetings. A personal highlight for Dick,
however, was a visit to Dan DeArment’s
Parents in Florida. The DeArments were Dick’s
hio family during his Wooster years, so he
''’as sorry to hear of Dr. DeArment’s recent
eeath. Dick and Pennie flew to Toledo for an
Aug- 16 memorial service, and spent time
Afterwards with Dan and Ann. “One sort of
Promise from Dan is that he will try to make
i e / lex*: reunion. . . . He did look well.” Dan
p ohaplain and clinical supervisor at
resbyterian-University of Pennsylvania
edical Center. Watch for Dick, who has been
p cePted into the New York City Marathon on
unday, Nov. 2. “My goal is to enjoy it and
wish m between 4 and 4V2 hours.”
T
Speaking of finishing, Sally Pomeroy
rabuisi Gutheil recently finished her B.A.,
gun awhile back at Wooster. “Mount
creH-°ke accePted nearly all of my Wooster
Sh tS ?° * only had sixty-three to earn here.”
lana majore(l hi English, graduated magna cum
only6 f " d
Beta Kappa on May 25. “The
Pen I3” 06 l've been in the last year was to
,1 - ^ ’ FL. My husband Don Gutheil was
Wito8 ^ worl™g there while I lived in a dorat
W3dl other continuing education students
ed ti
Holyok6 l°r two years.” Sally workbeca ^
stuclied half time. On July 1 she
legeq6 ,?ssis*:antt0 the president of the colh0u„
and Don have recently bought a
"j j e oear the Holyoke campus. Sally wrote,
0n t want to lose track of my Wooster
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classmates. Besides, most of my new ones are
twenty-two — and it ain’t the same!”
Ron Felty called me (Nona) the other
day. He and Sue arrived in Vero Beach, FL,
on Aug. 1 after a couple of bad months,
healthwise. Ron will be an interim pastor there
for one year. He is on kidney dialysis twice
weekly and uses the time to read and feels his
health problems are stabilizing. Note their new
address below. We may all use their guest
room but Ron intends to limit our visits to
three days only.
Many thanks for your replies. I’m sure
more will follow.
Secretaries: Ronald Felty, 5 2 7 Royal Palm
Place, Vero Beach, F L 32960; Nona Williston
Taylor, 3 0 0 3 R ufenach Lane, Kalispell, M T
59901.

19 5 2
Since news from classmates has not been
plentiful, here is some news about your
secretary and her husband. (If you think this is
a subtle hint for news, you are right!) Traveling
has been on our agenda this year. For the last
three years, Ernie ’53 and I (Jeanne) have
traveled to England in May. This year we
spent a week in London and a week in the
English countryside. It was a much needed
break from my hectic schedule as president of
Personnel Systems, a permanent placement
agency, and Arbor Temporaries, the temporary
affiliate. Our location is Ann Arbor, MI, and I
opened a branch office in Plymouth, MI, in
1985.
South America has been the scene of
both sorrow and joy for Emily Cookingham
Grice. Our thoughts and prayers are with her
on the death of her youngest son, Andrew,
who died while backpacking in Paraguay. Her
daughter Janet, an accomplished musician,
spent one year in Rio on a Fulbright Scholar
ship. Emily and her husband Frank have been
traveling through the Americas, when she gets
time off from her job as a real estate agent.
Ellis Clouse writes, “After retiring from
Ohio Bell, I have been a travel consultant,
specializing in group tours. Currently, I am
associated with Dan Imel’s World of Travel in
Columbus, OH. Among the places for which I
have organized tours are: Paris and the Loire,
Alaska, Alpine Countries, China, Ireland and
the British Isles. Tours for the near future are
scheduled for the American West, Hawaii,
Hong Kong, and New Zealand, Australia and
Tahiti. Mary (Bennett ’49) and I would be
delighted to have some of our Wooster friends
along to share these experiences. Please stop
by to see us when you are in Columbus. We
promise we won’t make you look at our
slides.”
Secretary: Jeanne Milanette Merlanti, 2 1 2 8
Greenvieui Dr., A n n Arbor, M I 48103.
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It has occurred to your continuing
secretary (Roy) that many of you might enjoy
being brought up-to-date on the doings since
graduation of various classmates of whom little
has been heard over the years because they
never write notes to the mag or the secretary
and seldom, if ever, show their feces at re
unions. Fortunately, many of these folks did
take time to update their biographies prior to
our 35th reunion in June, and with that event

history, those bios have been placed at my
disposal.
So, in the coming years, when current
news is scant or lacking, information from
these sheets will slowly find its way into this
column. For example, although Alan Price
Daw failed to show up in June to accept his
entry ceremonies to the Wooster Athletic Hall
of Fame, we learn from his recent biographical
statement that he retired from a thirty-five-year
career as a “spook” (?) with “The Company”
(an agent with the Central Intelligence Agency)
on Jan. 3, 1986, and now lives at 693 Wiscon
sin St., San Francisco, CA 94107, with his se
cond wife, Vida, whom he married in Aug
1981.
Price earned an M.A. in 1955 (if your
secretary’s memory serves) at the Fletcher
School of Law & Diplomacy, followed by eigh
teen years of service in the Middle East and
South Asia, including many years at the U.S.
Embassy in Kabul, Afghanistan, and a few
years in Washington, D.C., before running the
CIA’s San Francisco office from September
1980, until retirement. (Gosh, Price, some of us
were sure they never let people actually retire
from The Company, at least alive! Just joking,
old boy!) His job description was “Intelligence'
Officer,” but then we always knew the boy had
brains. Mary Z. thought so, and so did Earl
Shaw when Price knew which piece of sky
would give up the flying football.
There are four Daw children: Vince, 24;
Sonya, 22; Stephanie, 19; Alexandra, 16 (if the
last handwritten digit on the birth date, partly
missing, is a “0” as in 1970). He also boasts
nineteen roses! His interests are backpacking
(still the “jock”), gardening (explains those
roses) and restaurant renovation which he calls
a “temporary craze,” but could possibly be the
looming second career to which he mysteriously
refers.
The kid from a posh Cincinnati suburb
before coming to Wooster now lists as his civic
activity “teaching National Security Affairs.”
Among honors over the years have come not
only his Hall of Fame entry as a super jock at
his alma mammy, but an Intelligence Medal of
Merit from a grateful nation. Good luck in your
next venture or adventure, Price!
Apologies to Elizabeth McElyea Rose
and Mildred Kohler, two classmates who at
tended the alumni reunion luncheon but did not
register at Lowry Center and were unrecogniz
ed by your secretary.
Victim, next issue: Bill Aber (and why
he wasn’t at our 35th!).
Secretary: Roy Adams, Suite 308, W aterford
Condominium, 1 2 5 0 0 Edgewater Dr., Lakewood
O H 44107.
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Evelyn Haddad Naffah retired three
years ago from her job as principal of Mt.
Auburn Elementary in the Cleveland public
school system and began “commuting” be
tween Brecksville, OH, and Titusville, FL,
where her two children Eli, Jr., and Mary’Beth
attended the U of Central Florida. Evelyn and
her husband, an attorney, count travel high on
their priority list.
I (Ruthanne) enjoyed seeing Jim and
Ruth Russ Schneider at our 35th last year
but didn’t know they had a newly completed’
summer residence at Heidelberg Beach near
Vermilion, OH. It should be a good place to
relax for Jim, an attorney, as well as for son

__________
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Jim, a dentist, son Alan, who is a swim coach
in Parma, and daughter Lori, a student at
Heidelberg College. Ruth is a tour guide for
the Justice Center in Cleveland, as a member
of the women’s section of the Cleveland Bar
Association.
The College of Wooster bus, given by
the Class of 1950 in 1980, turned out to be a
“home away from home” for Nancy Damuth
Sheridan’s son Mike, who played four years
of basketball for the Scots until his graduation
in 1984. Nancy lives in Meadville, PA, where
she is a psychometrist for Allegheny College.
Adding another degree to his list of ac
complishments last summer was Dr. Clinton
Rila, who received an M.S. in computer
science education at the U of Evansville. He
and “Willie” (St. Clair) Rila live in Mt. Plea
sant, LA, where Clint has taught for some
twenty-two years in the chemistry department
of Iowa Wesleyan College.
John Richardson writes of his interest
in several choral groups. He sings with the
Buffalo Schola Cantorum and the Chautauqua
Choir, where he and Lois enjoy time at their
Chautauqua Lake lodge.
Speaking of choral groups, but on a
slightly little different level, Bruce and I
(Ruthanne) attended the International Cham
pionships of the S.P.E.B.S.Q.S.A. (Barbershop)
in Salt Lake City over the Fourth of July
weekend. Bruce is one of eighty-six members
of the OK Chorale, from the Oklahoma City
area which finished sixth out of sixteen
choruses in competition. A never-to-be-forgotten
thrill for Liberty Weekend was hearing the
Mormon Tabernacle Choir, live, sing T h e Battle
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in economics from the U of Wisconsin, is an
economist with the Boston Federal Reserve
Bank, and son Paul, who received an M.A. in
public policy from The John F. Kennedy
School, Harvard U, works with the New York
Port Authority.
After living nineteen years in Maine,
Maynard Kreider moved to Wisconsin where
he is an executive director at La Clinica de los
Campesinos, an organization that provides
health services for migrant farm workers.
Both Jean Swigart Walters and her
husband, Clair, have retired from teaching.
They like to travel, and in the fall they spend
six weeks in Montana where Clair hunts. On
the way to Baja, CA, they stopped to visit
Ruth Rosborough Larocca and her husband,
who live in Fresno, CA. The Walters’ two
children and their families live near Seattle,
WA. Whenever they can, they love to see their
five grandchildren.
For many years, Michel Claude Farges
has been President of Far-Met Importers Ltd.,
in Canada. In March, 1986, the French Govern
ment, through the Minister of Agriculture,
bestowed on Michel the honor of the Chevalier
de l’Ordre du Merite Agricole, for his con
tinued efforts to develop sales of Agroalimentary products in Venezuela, U.S.A. and
Canada, over the last forty-six years. Michel
would like to hear from friends. Write to him
at: 34 West 7th Ave., Vancouver, B.C., Canada
V5Y 1L6.
Secretaries: Lloyd VandersaU, 16500 Abbey
Dr., Mitchellville, M D 20716; Elizabeth
Kilgore Grandy, 195 8 2 Coffinberry Blvd., Fairview Park, O H 44126.

H ym n o f the Republic.

What a nice surprise to receive a call
from Joey Lawrence Kelley to attend a lun
cheon at her East Palestine home for Dale ’52
and Hellen (Chacos) Birkbeck on Aug. 17.
Unfortunately, Tom and I (Joyce) were unable
to go and I know we missed a good time and a
lively gab-fest. Joey and her husband are the
parents of two children: Larry is a band direc
tor at Westerville North in Columbus, OH, and
Nancy Jo, an R.N., is married and has two
sons.
Your secretary Joyce had a pleasant
phone conversation with Nancy Hockman
Moser. Nancy and her husband Earl had spent
a delightful visit with Herb and Jamie
Toensmeier Glade ’51s, in Toronto last April.
Herb, who works with IBM, was on a special
assignment in Canada for that company. The
Mosers’ daughter Linda is married and lives in
Kansas City. Son Mark operates his own con
crete construction business in Wayne County
and their youngest child, Jeff, is attending the
Agricultural Technical Institute in Wooster.
Secretaries: Joyce Heath Chapman, 81 2
Northwestern, Wooster, O H 44691; Ruthanne
Cooper Love, 2017 Smokey Hollow Dr., Edmond,
OK 73034.

John Rosengren accompanied the Ohio
Colleges’ group, including a large Wooster con
tingent, to Peru and enjoyed the experience. A
teacher of biology at William Paterson College,
John recently completed a scanning electron
microscopy course at the college. This summer
he and wife Beverly (Kissling ’50) visited Van
couver for a family reunion and to see the
World’s Fair. Son Eric, who received his Ph.D.
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David Blackshear is an interim pastor
at Circular Congregational Church in
Charleston, SC. He and his wife Marion have
six children.
Since retirement from high school
teaching, Martha Wiggins has enjoyed going
on group tours to various countries. In
September she planned to visit Expo in Van
couver. “Such is the life of a retired school
teacher,” she writes.
Secretaries: Jack & Anne Taylor Hunter,
10551 R ivulet Row, Columbia, M D 21044.
Descendants o f ’0 9 Class:
(I. to r.) Suzanne
Johnston H u f f ’46, James
and Jane Schieve, Julia
H aw kins Schieve ’78,
D avid Schieve ’75.
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The class extends its deepest sympathy
to Clare Robinson Walker on the death of
her husband Fred, who passed away Aug., 4,
1986, after a short illness.
While visiting Clare, I (Marilyn) ran into
Josephine Van Wagner — and recognized
her! — after not seeing her since graduation. Jo
has retired from teaching high school and lives
in Toledo.
From Madison, WI, Dorothy Vaugh
Whitcomb writes that she is employed as a
medical librarian, while husband William works
for Church World Service. They have three
children and five grandchildren.
Thomas and Ruth Maxwell call Thou
sand Oaks, CA, home. Tom is an an
thropologist and has been involved with many
interesting archaeological expeditions in foreign
countries.
Tom Strickler and wife Mildred (Martin
’43) live in Berea, KY, where Tom is a teacher
at the college and Mildred an artist/craftsperson. Bicycling, photography, and travel are
their hobbies.
Secretaries: Sarah Evans Wachter, 2 8 4 7 N o r
m a St., Cuyahoga Falls, O H 44223; Marilyn
Cordray Lilley, 1201 T a ft A ve., Cuyahoga
Falls, O H 44223.
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In June twenty-three classmates attended
our 40th reunion activities. At our Saturday
luncheon meeting, Cary March Ormond was
voted new class president, taking over from
Pat Workman Foxx, who did a super job for
many years.
Mary Ellen Anderson Alexis, class
agent, was full of news. She and her husband
Bill went with the Wooster-Oberlin group to
the Scandanavian countries this summer. Both
she and your class secretary urge you to keep
in touch so we can have a lively column in the
M agazine. Mary Ellen also encourages you to
send in your $10.00 yearly dues to help with
our 50th year reunion coffer.
It was good to see Nancy Parkinson
Brennan. Now that she has retired, Nancy and
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her husband travel extensively and enjoy study
ing at Elderhostels and bicyciing on Nantucket
and canoeing in Maine.
Also attending the reunion, Barbara
Bittner Campbell came all the way from Col
orado where she recently built an earthsheltered home. She keeps busy with weaving
and sewing.
Carol June Noble Escamilla, ever
faithful to reunions, reports that she still works
as a travel agent and planned to go to Great
Britain with a Master Chorale group this
summer.
Pat Workman Foxx, her usual en
thusiastic self, says that she and husband Bill
have traveled several times to Europe with the
Wooster Alumni group.
Mildred Moore Khajeh-Nouri and son
came to the reunion. Recently, she has been
back to Iran where her husband still has
business interests.
,
At a wedding luncheon in June for David
75 and Julia (Hawkins ’78) Schieve, Suzanne
Johnston Huff discovered that she and two
others sitting at the same table had a total of
four parents in the class of ’09. This discovery
called for the picture you see above. Members
of ’09 were: James R. Johnston, father of
Suzanne; Margaret Greenslade Schieve, mother
of James Schieve; Marion and Martha Taggert
Blankenhom, father and mother of Jane
Schieve.
Cary March Ormond reports that she
too enjoys Elderhosteling and traveling. Recent
ly, she visited Mary Ellen Weisgerber Ciaccio at First Mesa Hopi Reservation in Arizona.
It was good to see Barbara Cooper
Strauss, who continues her administrative nur
sing in Cleveland and still keeps up with her
downhill skiing and bicycling.
Secretary: Elizabeth Cleaveland Ewell, 9 0 0 0
Indian Ridge Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45243.
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Your secretaries would like to hear from
you. We need news for our column.
Secretaries: Samuel Ronsheim, R R 1, Rt. 63,
65, Dansville, N Y 14437; Virginia
Eroehie Wengatz, 7450 W est 130th St., M idaleb u rg H ts., O H 44130.
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“What is so rare as a day in June?” —
specially when it’s your daughter’s wedding
p „ our secretary’s daughter Barrie married
n Ic, Westerwick. Her sister, Carol Linnell DonCJ ° s e r v e d as matron of honor, and her un• John Charles Wynn ’41, performed the
ceremony.
A7
^ 9 7 reunion was held in Tucson,
^ ’ this past winter when, Chuck and
jv0fanne Kennon Schollenberger visited
grs
Margaret Gibbons Fish. Marg’s
at 1 1 ?°aughter, Margie Stumpff, is a freshman
later,00ster *^1'S
^ 's now two generations
famT
extend our heartfelt sympathy to the
di *les °f Elizabeth Geer Freemon, who
Min a-1 ^ arch 14, 1986, and Edward Morris,
U 0 Cled on Feb. 2, 1986, and to Pat Blocher
T el, on the death of her brother Reid ’41.
her , Virginia Ellyson Leonard writes that
usband Les is retired, and they spend the
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winters in Hawaii and the summers at the lake
in Skaneateles, NY. As their children and
seven grandchildren are scattered over the
country, they do a lot of traveling and visiting.
“Retirement is great!” says Virginia.
This year has been filled with 40th wed
ding anniversary celebrations for the class of
'44. Bill and Helen Hibbs Bingaman were
surprised when 250 well-wishers joined their
Mesa, Arizona church fellowship committee
and daughter, Anne, and her family to
celebrate their day. A musical group played old
favorites from the ’40s.
Secretaries: Jane Elliott Linnell, 1918 Yuma
Trail, Okemos, M I 48864; Richard F. West,
9117 West 125th St., Palos Park, IL 60464.
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Please write to your secretary!
Secretary: Ida Snodgrass Arthurton, 4737
Trina Ave., Del City, OK 73115.

having “the persistence and perseverance of a
candidate running for office.”
Since your class secretary probably won’t
mention it, your Class Notes Editor will tell
you what Jean Hudson has been doing since
retirement. Scholars, professional writers and
editors are preparing to publish the Encyclopedia
of Cleveland History. The massive volume will
cover Cleveland’s social, political, economic,
ethnic, legal, and business history. It will be
the first urban encyclopedia in the U.S., and
the second in the English-speaking world, and
one of the writer/researchers is our own Jean
Hudson. In August, Jean became the curator
of the Shaker Historical Museum.
Two friends, Mary Lou and Barbara
McConnell Kempf said: “If you are tired of
hearing about Barbara and Mary Lou, write
Jean!” Please do!
Secretary: Jean Hudson, 18328 Newell Rd.,
Shaker Heights, OH 44122.
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In a lovely, long letter, Ruthmary
Woolf Cohen wrote to Mary Lou Chalfant,
she described her delight at becoming a grand
mother on May 7, when son Jonathan and his
wife, Pat, presented her with a grandson, Alex
Michael, in Chicago. Ruthmary enjoyed being
with them for about ten days.
She was also enthusiastic about the Ira
Progoff Intensive Journal Workshop which she
has attended several times in Ann Arbor, MI,
providing her with new insights and techniques
for personal growth. Ruthmary was excited
about the Elderhostel held on the Wooster
campus this summer which she attended with
Ilene Smith Kearns. They enjoyed the splen
did program, the excellent leadership and the
participants. The former roommates also had
reminiscing visits with Dorothy Foote
Mishler, Marge Owen (from Marblehead,
MA) and Celia Retzler Gates. Ruthmary,
whose home is at 1339 Araella Blvd., Ann Ar
bor, MI, is working as a medical records
librarian at a community mental health center.
Thanks for sharing, Ruthmary.
Nine very full days of vacationing for
Harry ’43 and Ginnie Lee Bigelow, as they
travel to Chicago to visit their daughter and
her husband and on to Minnesota to visit Ernie
Bigelow ’39 and his wife Rachel.
Four weeks is about the length of time
for Mary Lou Chalfant’s trip to Great Britain
this summer. We will be eager to hear a
description of her journey which will include
renewing old friendships, visiting familiar sites
and exploring new locations.
A tireless worker for peace, Kathryn
Smith Culp started her campaign on Aug. 6,
1945, the day the U.S. dropped the atomic
bomb on Hiroshima. In 1957 she became active
in SANE, a citizens’ organization that cam
paigned against the deployment of nuclear
weapons. Along with Wooster students, pro
fessors, and area residents, Kay began the
Westminster Peacemakers, a group which
discussed a variety of social issues and is now
disbanded. However, the Wayne County Peace
Coalition, which Kay and some twenty Wooster
residents began, is an active group which
meets regularly. In the July 26, 1986, Wooster
Daily Record article about her campaign for
peace and social justice, she was described as
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Reid Blocher’s sudden death shocked
and saddened all of us. The sympathy of the
class goes out to Maryalice, his sons, brother
and sister.
Bob Haring gave a wonderful tribute to
Lee Culp at the reunion luncheon, expressing
thanks to Lee for his fine leadership at the Col
lege for many years.
A special note (from your secretary) to
those of you who were unable to attend the
reunion. Each of us there looks far better than
the class picture shows us. I plan to put in a
request that our next picture be taken some
where other than the Country Club balcony.
Ruth Gensbigler Gurney, our class
prexy, has recovered nicely from heart surgery
which took place shortly after our reunion.
Dr. William Don Baker, who retired as
chief of medicine at Alliance City Hospital, is
now free to pursue his hobbies of golf, garden
ing, antique restoration, reading, traveling and
fishing. His community activities include the
YMCA, bank board of directors and the
Visiting Nurses’ Association. It was great to
see him at the reunion.
William K. Baker retired from teaching
biology at the U of Utah and now lives in San
ta Fe, NM, where he is pursuing hobbies of
photography, trout fishing and rafting.
Lucille Grafton Denman is also retired
and living in New Mexico at Las Vegas, where
she served as college nurse for Armand Ham
mer U, a unique international college. Lucille
keeps busy with the Samaritan House, art
council and AARP.
Frances Zoeckler will be moving to Rio
Rancho Estates, near Albuquerque, NM, next
February, when she retires from being physi
cian in charge of a health clinic in the Bronx,
NY. One of her hobbies is stamp collecting.
Donald Spencer retired from CamegieMellon U and lives in Monroeville, PA. He
continues chemical research on the wet
strength of paper. He also grows 500 different
varieties of daylilies with extensive hybridiza
tion, with the main goal of producing plants
that are noctural.
William Sadler retired from the math
department of Wooster High School and is now
putting his expertise to work part time for the
College in the beautiful newly-renovated Taylor
Hall.
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A special project in preparation for our
50th reunion is to assemble a scrapbook of
class members with pictures, news articles, etc.
Please send these to the class secretary. We
want a picture of each one of you.
Secretary: Mary Elizabeth Johnsten Ellis,
2 8 3 3 Rocky Ridge, E l Paso, T X 79904.
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In early August, I (Katherine) was
delighted to have Margie Lane Bowden drive
over from Kettering for lunch and several
hours of chatting about our families and our
classmates. Margie thoroughly enjoyed the
1941 reunion in June, especially the open house
at the home of Dick ’41 and Eileen Thomp
son Miller. Besides the classmates Frank
mentioned in the last issue, Margie saw Sally
Wylie who just missed our reunion last year
because of delays in her trip back from the Far
East.
In March J.C. ’41 and Rachel Linnell
Wynn were Margie’s houseguests. Now that
J.C. feels well again, the Wynns are happily us
ing retirement to travel. After Christmas in
Washington, D.C., with son Mark and daughter
Maryan and their families, they spent January
in Clearwater, FL. They returned to Rochester
via New Orleans, Oklahoma and Kansas, stop
ping at many points to see family and friends.
I am grateful for a good letter from Bet
ty Olnhausen Cummings. She and Carl ’41
missed the ’41 reunion because Carl was nurs
ing a badly sprained ankle. It was good to read
that, after fourteen weeks in a cast, he had
finally gotten out on the golf course again. As
Janet Henderson Dawson reported, the
Cummings have a second home in Pelican Bay,
a suburb of Daytona Beach. Address: 520
Brown Pelican Dr., Daytona Beach, FL 82019.
They will spend some months each year there,
the rest in their Pittsburgh condominium. The
Cummings’ son Tim lives in Benecia, CA, and
is the Manager of Industrial Relations for the
chemical division of Chevron. His teenage
children, Laurie and Chip, live with their
mother in Philadelphia. Tim remarried in Nov.,
1983. Betty is another of our duplicate bridge
players. She continues to enjoy tennis and golf
every week.
In February Dick and Eileen Thompson
Miller spent a few days in Florida with the
Cummings. George and Janet Henderson
Dawson, who also live in Pelican Bay, joined
them for a mini-reunion.
After her father’s death, Bea Browne
Wylie left Wooster in the spring of 1985 and
returned to her home in Menominee, MI (1300
15th Ave., 49858). Since then she has taken
many trips to visit family members. One
notable trip was made this last spring with her
brothers, Chalmers ’37 and Francis ’41, to
Montreat, NC, for a reunion of 103 graduates
of the Pyeng Yang school in Korea, “mish
kids” all. Bea was on hand to greet her sixth
grandchild, Lydia Irene, bom May 14 in
Detroit to Bea’s youngest daughter Jeanie and
her husband Bill Kellerman.
Marion Plank wrote that Betty Burt
Hammond has moved from Florida to
Alabama to live near her younger daughter.
Her address is: 2803 2 St., C, Gadsden, AL
35901. Besides working half-time in the local
library, Marion is busy as president of an
AARP group and as a board member of her
College Club.
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Ted and Jean Starkweather Lindgren
are in the process of retiring. Their older
daughter, Margaret, is now the educational
director of the Lindgren Nursery School. By
vacationing on Vinalhaven Island, ME, during
the Lindgren summer camp season, Jean and
Ted proved that the school could manage
without them. As soon as various building
reconstructions are finished, their retirement
will be complete. They have been obliged to
follow the hospital building code for the
nursery school, with much consequent
upheaval.
The sad news is that Jean and Ted lost
a darling five-month-old grandson, Arthur, in
Nov., 1985. Arthur was bom to Jean’s son Ken
and his wife Elaine, their second child. The
class sends sympathy to Jean and all her
family.
After thirty-six years as a missionary in
India for the Presbyterian Church Theodore
Moore retired in 1981. However, he has made
three trips to India since that time. He writes,
“There’s not enough time in a day to do what
needs to be done.”
A note from your Class Notes Editor: In
the last issue I inadvertently omitted a note
about your secretary’s daughter, but did include
news about her son. Katherine wrote: “Our
daughter Anne works full time for the I.R.S. in
Austin, TX, and simultaneously has taken more
than full-time college work, evenings and Satur
days. Her husband, John McCann, continues to
teach avionics in the Air Force. Mike has
finished the third grade, Kathy the second.”
Secretaries: Frank Thatcher, 1325 W arwick
Dr., Lutherville, M D 21093; Katherine
Olthouse Davis, 2 0 8 8 R iverhill Rd„ Columbus,
O H 43221.
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Joan Dunbar Willson and husband,
Robert, moved to Albuquerque, NM in Feb.,
1983, and love living out west, especially the
typical natural western yard they don’t have to
manicure as they did their four acres in
Michigan. Their “relaxing” includes tennis,
duplicate bridge, cross country skiing, traveling
and scuba diving (now that has your secretary
confused — New Mexico isn’t famous for large
water holes, so where do you go for that??).
Joan is also a Docent at the Indian Museum
there, and Robert works part time at the U of
New Mexico.
A most welcome letter from Ed and
Ruth Bigger Wolski brings us up to date
with their comings and goings. They moved to
Florida in 1981, after Ed retired from thirtythree years of government service with the
Library of Congress. Anyone going to Epcot
won’t be far from them, as they live in Winter
Park. I think Bill and I must be the only Flori
dians who haven’t been there yet, but if we go,
we’ll surely be in touch.
Traveling has taken up lots of their time:
in ’82 a tour to New Zealand, Tahiti, etc., in
’83 the Ohio College tour of Ireland, this year
to Chicago, as well as a reunion in Montreat,
NC, of graduates of the Foreign School, Pyeng
Yang, Korea, and in August a Scandinavian
tour and visit to Leningrad to see the Her
mitage. Reading and photography are other
hobbies they both enjoy.
Catherine Coppes McDonald and Mac
have moved back to Nappanee, IN! It seems
the Michigan winters had too much snow and

too little sunshine, and with Cay’s extreme
hearing loss, they felt it wiser to be back
among friends and relatives. Their new address
is: No. 5, Boulder Court, Nappanee, IN 46550.
Imagine you’re all happily settled in by now,
and hope this winter will be a big improvement
over last! You’d better come down and bask in
our Florida sunshine.
It was great to hear from Dorothy
Meyer. We hope you plan to come back for
our 50th in ’89. Sid sent a great column on the
changes that have taken place in the years
since our graduation. I think it should be put in
our 50th notes, book, or whatever, as it’s too
long for our class notes, but is priceless!
From a local paper: “A friend asked me
if I get lonely living alone. I said, ‘What do you
mean alone? I live with four guys. I get up
with Charlie Horse, have lunch with Arthur
Ritus, spend the day with Will Power and go
to bed with Ben Gay!’ ” We hope to hear from
the rest of our class before the next issue is
due or there won’t be a column!
Secretaries: Jane Neel Bretschneider, 1470
Saddle Woods Dr., F ort Myers, F L 33907;
Donald H. Mills, 1521 E. 2 2 1 st St., Euclid,
O H 44117.
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In the last issue of Wooster, the class of
1939 congratulated Grant ’39 and Margaret
Bowser Rose, recipients of the John D.
McKee Alumni Volunteer Award at reunion
time. Now it’s our turn. We realize, Margie
and Grant, how much effort and know-how is
behind this award, and on behalf of our class
we thank you and want you to know you are
appreciated.
Many ’38ers are regular or occasional
snowbirds, winging to and from the South, and
some live there year round. Lois Moyer, of
Chattanooga, TN, roams farther afield. She had
three delightful weeks on a safari in Kenya.
Lois found it thrilling to be so very close to the
animals. This jaunt was followed by another to
Hawaii, but sandwiched in was a planning ses
sion in Wooster for our 50th reunion.
Also at the planning session was
Dorothy Kelso George, who trekked in from
Exeter, MO. She trusts that we “will all want
to help as we are able,” and points to our goal
of $200,000 plus in gifts or pledges. The fund
committee consists of chairman John
Johnston, Fritz Kate, Lois Moyer, Margie
Bowser Rose, Erma Wooding Foley, Ralph
Carl, and Dorothy Kelso George. But raising
money isn’t all that’s going on. There is a
grand weekend coming up in ’88 and Mary
Elizabeth Wheaton Leppla is chairwoman of
the class planning committee for the weekend.
If you have suggestions, write to her at 220
Reed Rd., Wooster, OH 44691.
We have learned that the mother of
Geneva Steiner Liebesny died last spring.
We remember Geneva’s parents as dedicated
Presbyterian missionaries to China. Our class
extends sympathy to you, Geneva, and also we
hope your recent move to Concord, MA, is a
good one.
Retired librarian Janet Berg, of Marion,
OH, is president of the Mobile Meals board in
her area, but that doesn’t keep her from prac
ticing the piano, and she hasn’t forgotten her
first love, reading. Janet recommends Trivial&
in g o f A m erica by Norman Corwin, and is
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reading B u yin g the N ig h t F lig h t by Georgie
Anne Geyer.
Jessie Farquhar Hatfield and others in
her church have been concerned about flagging
membership among young people. The youth
club which they have established now offers
music, recreation, dinner, and Bible study, and
the membership results are most encouraging.
Commenting affirmatively on the new
Wooster format and reminiscing about Wooster
and his own life, Sam Pfouts enjoyed the arti
cle by Bill Pocock about Dean Westhafer. “It
had a personal appeal to our generation, which
can remember the Dean sitting in his office at
the head of the stairs in the administration
building. That thought brought to mind one of
the worst days of my Wooster experience —
Color Day of our senior year. Just as Erma
Wooding, our retiring May Queen, started to
lead the court procession down the embank
ment at the north side of the stadium, the sky
let down a cloudburst which must have
measured one and a half inches, in twenty
minutes. The Student Senate had charge of the
proceedings. It seemed like a complete washout
of function at the moment, and I went to Dean
Weshafer sitting under his umbrella and asked
him to stop the proceedings. He walked onto
the field and told everyone to go home. Believe
me, he invited me to his office for a session
after that one!”
Sam spent the next four years at Ohio
State College of Dentistry, where he met and
married Florence Busch from Hamburg, NY.
They have three children and seven grand
children. “I spent three years in the Army, two
°f them in Italy. You will not believe this story
about my arrival in Pisa, where I was to be a
replacement officer for another dentist. Landing
m Naples, I was sent north to Pisa and receiv
ed orders to report to a certain army unit.
Having just arrived in the country, with no
knowledge of the area and not knowing a soul,
1 sat down on my eighty pounds of bedroll,
ftc., on the road and collapsed, as I had no
'dea of what to do. Five minutes later along
came a jeep driven by Capt. Jack Hen
drickson of our class! Sitting beside Jack in
me copilot’s seat was Lt. Bob Shrake ’39!
1hey took charge of the poor lost soul and got
me to my outfit. After the war, the next thirtyme years were spent practicing dentistry in
Orth Canton. Many Wooster grads were my
Patients. Since 1981 we’ve lived in St. James
ky, FL, where we golf, fish, mow grass, and
ry to be active in the civic association. I was
President last year and have served as a board
member of the group.” Sam is looking forward
t0 our 50th.
Secretaries: George Barrett, 20 1 C hurchill Dr.,
Malay, O H 45840; Emily Smith Fishe, 2 6 2 0
tSm ona St., F alls Church, V A 22046.
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Betty Clepper Reyer wrote an account
S h ^ 811*6 ^orm ab°ut: ^er
after Wooster.
e taught one year in France as an assistante
au„n . s 'n a college de jeune filles, under the
ti0 piS?s ,°f the Institute of International Educap 1 While living in a small town in eastern
re .ce’ Hetty studied at the U of Nancy and
p ^ e d a Diplome Superieur de Langue
Srad ra*S' Betty and her husband Bill, a
tied aat:e Harvard Medical School, were marove m ^941' While Bill served in the Army
bia I? 38’ Hetty took graduate work at Colum’ where she also taught French.
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After the war, they settled in their home
town of Sharon, PA, where Bill practiced
medicine, and they participated in church, com
munity, medical and hospital groups. They
have one son. Following several years of il
lness, Bill died in 1982. Betty still lives in their
home keeping busy with tennis and aerobics in
the winter and golf and gardening in the sum
mer, as well as teaching a large Sunday school
class of adult women.
Easter of 1986 was especially meaningful
for Hazel Fowler Rogers and her husband.
Their “German” family (daughter Lynne, her
husband Mike, and granddaughter Sarah) came
for a prolonged visit. On Easter morning, Sarah
was baptized in her great-great grandmother’s
baptismal gown, the fifth generation Rogers in
the Shreve Presbyterian Church. For the event,
family gathered from Seattle, Minneapolis and
parts of Ohio. Hazel wrote, “I just might break
my record of never attending reunions and
make it to our 50th.” We’ll be looking forward
to seeing you, Hazel.
It was good to hear from Martha Good
win. Reading the Wooster ’37 in ’85 booklet
brought back a lot of memories for her.
The ’37 booklet was really put to good
use by Earl ’39 and Ruth Lyle Relph last
winter, as they travelled to Florida. First they
contacted Ruth Bransky Findling, who lives
quite near where the Relphs were staying with
Karl ’42 and Barbara (Haas ’43) Kate. Jeanne
Lyle Kate ’38 joined them all for cake and cof
fee. An hour’s visit with Peg Miller Town
send in Sun City, a telephone call to Martha
Fleming Snyder in Clearwater, and a five day
visit with Paul and Ruth Rifenberick Suter
completed the list of Wooster Floridians con
tacted by Ruth and Earl.
The class extends sympathy to the
families of our classmates: Katherine Patter
son Cozad, who died May 28, 1986, and Ruth
Fetzer, who died on March 13, 1986.
Add Margaret Huhn Bamhard’s per
manent address in your class directory: 6767
Worthington Rd., Westerville, OH 43081.
Margaret and her husband, J. Vaughn, own
two eighteen hole golf courses in Westerville
called Indian Run East and Indian Run West,
which they started thirty years ago with nine
holes, building the others through the years.
They go to Florida from November until April
15 and are in Ohio during the summer.
Virginia Hamilton Elmer is ill and now
resides in a nursing home. Please send your
cards and letters to her sister Wilma Weller,
who will take them to Virginia. Address: c/o
Mrs. Howard Weller, 522 Hartman St., S.E.,
North Canton, OH 44720.
Mary Critchley Main reports a busy life
since leaving Wooster. She has served as an
executive secretary, assistant director and/or
director of services with groups such as the
American Red Cross, Cerebral Palsy Founda
tion at Brown U, Mental Health Association of
Connecticut and several years as a child
welfare worker in Maine. She was married
shortly after college, has two daughtere, was
divorced and remarried. Five grandchildren
and, as of February, one great-granddaughter
complete the family. Mary and her husband
Bob retired five years ago and are now living
in Coventry, RI. Both daughters live in nearby
states.
How many of you took part in Hands
Across America”? Jo Miller Budde did. She
joined over 200 people gathered around the
lake at her daughter’s home to participate.

N orvin H ein ’3 7
6i

R eflection s’9

After thirty-five years on the Yale
University faculty, N o rv in H ein retired.
In the Spring 1986 journal R e fle c tio n s , the
University, his colleagues, and former
students paid tribute to Hein not only for
his scholarly and religious contributions,
but for his teaching, his care and concern
for people.
It is evident from the following
remarks made by former students that the
many facets of his style of teaching made
a lasting impact upon those he taught.
“The invitation to differ, to debate, to de
fend was a constant dimension of his
teaching as well as his person; only in
tegrity was an absolute given of all
discourse.” “T he primary message he im
parted did not focus upon difficulties we
would encounter in our work but rather
his confidence in our ability to do the job.”
“I have known few men with the subdued
intensity and gentle passion of Norvin
Hein. He worked hard, smiled often, and
laughed easily. It was a pleasure to know
him; and it was a privilege to have studied
with him .”
And when did Norvin Hein decide to
become a teacher? T he moment he was
asked to teach at Ewing Christian College,
Allahabad, India. He taught English at the
college from 1939-1943. “W ooster ex
periences had everything to do with my
willingness to teach. Freddy Moore had
shown me that teaching English can be
fun for teacher and taught. Aileen Dunham
showed me how a teacher can work for
understanding between nations. Respond
ing to her vision, I became in time an
academic interpreter of oriental culture to
the W est.”
The exploration of Hinduism, his
field of specialization, not only benefited
his students but gained him a world-wide
reputation. In 1972 he wrote T h e M iracle
P lays o f M a th u ra , published by Yale
University Press and Oxford University
Press in Bombay. The section Hein wrote
on “A Guide to the Study of Hinduism,”
in the work, edited by Charles A. Adams,
A R ea d er’s G uide to the G reat R eligions, first
published in 1965, has become the vade
m ecum for scholars and librarians.
Wooster is happy to share Yale
University’s gratitude to and praise of
Norvin Hein, scholar and teacher.

_________________
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However, no one expected the arrival of four
buses loaded with people plus more who arriv
ed by car. “We had a great time. They were
lovely people and so orderly.”
Mary Jane Bricker Sterrett is living in
Leandro, CA. While in college, the experience
of practice teaching convinced Mary Jane that
she did not want to become a teacher. After
Wooster she went to business school in Pitts
burgh and worked as a secretary. In 1941 she
married and moved to California. She had one
daughter who died at the age of four from
leukemia. She was employed as an executive
secretary and for a time before her retirement
in 1980, she wrote proposals for space shuttle
work. Her husband ran a pet shop and a bicy
cle shop and after his death in 1982, she took
care of the businesses until selling them in
1984. Now she devotes her time to travel and a
number of senior citizen activities. She is in
good health, swims daily and is a great booster
of California weather.
Miriam Rumbaugh Kirchhofer attend
ed Wooster for one year, before transferring to
Kent State. When the ’37 directory arrived, she
noted many names she could associate with
remembered faces and was saddened to note
the number of deceased members, especially
Mary Irvine Vine. She and Mary had
transferred to Kent the same year where they
joined the same sorority and were roommates.
Miriam and husband George now live in
Wooster and are members of the First
Presbyterian Church where she frequently sees
Florence Johnson McKee and Polly and
Chalmers Browne.
Congratulations to Mim Siegfried
McDonald, newly elected member of the
Alumni Board. It seems entirely fitting that as
a member of the class of ’37, her term will in
clude the 50th reunion year of our class. By
now you will have received Roger and Mollie’s
letters reporting the progress of the 50th year
fund. Time is getting short so dig out that
pledge card, write that check to 37-50 Fund,
College of Wooster, and send it in.
Pete Yoder, a graduate of Ohio State U,
retired in 1980, after twenty-nine years with
Rubbermaid in Wooster, where he was an
engineer in the research and development
department. In July, 1985, he and his wife Bet
ty moved to Tempe, AZ, to be closer to their
three daughters and five grandchildren. The
Yoders enjoy playing golf and tennis and
duplicate bridge, plus gardening and working
around the house. We hope they can break
away from Arizona for our 50th and to see old
neighbors in Wooster.
Thanks to Bob Harrow for spotting the
release in the May 7 Columbus Dispatch (Ohio)
using a quote from Norvin Hein as an answer
to “Cults Preying on Senior Citizens.” Norvin
said, “Alternative groups also pick up ‘non
church’ people who have become disenchanted
with the faith of their childhood but feel a
growing need for some spiritual attachment.”
Please note the side bar article about Norvin in
this issue.
A graduate of Ohio State in animal
science, Judson Wylie married his wife
Margaret, also an OSU graduate, in 1941. Dur
ing W.W. II, he was a member of the Air
Corps and participated in all the major battles
in Europe by dropping paratroopers and towing
gliders to the front as well as flying in needed
supplies. After the war, it was back home to
farming for Jud to raise crops and four boys
and three girls. Arthritus forced him to move
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to the warmer climate of Pontotoc, MS, where
the family farmed 650 acres until his sons were
drafted and city dwellers took over the land.
He became a food inspector for the U.S.D.A.
until retirement in 1984. The Wylies moved to
Bakersville, NC, to be near some of their
children and they travel by motor home to visit
other children in Virginia and California. During
the winter they travel to Florida and Texas.
Health permitting, Jud and Peg hope to attend
our 50th.
Bill Swank has been located at: 5099 N.
Quail Crest Dr., Grand Rapids, MI 49506. He
graduated from Michigan Technological U in
metalurgy and accepted a position with
Republic Steel in Warren, OH. A few years
later, he went to Michigan to work with U.S.
Steel, where he remained until his retirement in
1980. Bill and his wife Vema have two
daughters and two grandchildren. Both the
Swanks love to play golf. Hope we see that big
red head and Vema at our 50th.
Max Rhodes has a new address: 327
Brockinton Dr., St. Simons Island, GA 31522.
For health reasons, Max departed the cold
weather of Michigan winters to the warm sea
breezes of island living. Hope it helps, Max.
Remember that the weather in Wooster will be
warm and pleasant in June, 1987.
During W.W. II, Sam Davidson served
in the Army and after the war, spent twentyfive years in Nashville, TN, where he was
transferred from Cleveland with Ferro Corp.
for two years. After that he helped operate a
river terminal, and later started the Davidson
Manufacturing Company, producing wooden
ladders. While in Nashville, he married his wife
Ann, and they raised a son and a daughter. In
1970 they moved to Sarasota, FL. After selling
his business in Nashville, Sam became
associated with the Florida Ladder Company as
director and vice-president. He retired in 1981
and began to do a lot of volunteer work.
For four years he grew more than ten
thousand poinsettia plants each year to help
fund three facilities: a home for emotionally
disturbed adolescents, a shelter for neglected,
abused, or abandoned children six to twelve
years of age, a nursery for pre-school children
of migrant workers. Presently, he is serving as
president of Fame Charities, Inc. The group is
building a new facility for emotionally disturbed
children and, Sam invites you to purchase one
of their beautiful poinsettias, if you are in
Sarasota before Christmas.
Since retirement, the Davidsons have
spent the summers at their cabin in Balsam,
NC. We are saddened to learn of the death of
their son in 1979 from a heart attack. Thendaughter lives in Sarasota with her husband
and four children, a constant source of
enjoyment.
Secretaries: Martha Curl Moore, 899 Barks
Ave., Marion, OH 43302; Robert Brigleb,
7822 Valley Villas Dr., Parma, OH 44130.
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The 50th Anniversary Fund Committee
was dissolved on June 5 at Lowry Center, after
a final report was presented by Howard
Strauch, director of development. Total dollars
were $522,101.14; total donors: 124 or 67% of
the class: Tops of any previous 50th anniver
sary class on both counts. Detailed results of
the campaign have already been sent by letter
to all class members.

Allocation of the 50th reunion fund will
be as follows: $368,000 for named scholarships,
renovation of Scovel Hall (Geology), and for the
general fund. Renovation of Merz Hall, which
will become the Alumni House, was voted by
the Class to involve the remaining $154,000.
The Class of 1936 reunion was attended
by 51 members, or 33% of the present class
roster. We regret to report that 61 members of
our class have died as of June, 1986. We miss
them, for they were our friends during a vital
formative stage of our lives.
Results of the Fund drive were ably
presented by chairman Robert Cadmus and
others at the buffet dinner at Lowry Center on
June 5, at the class dinner at Wooster Country
Club on June 6, and at the President’s lun
cheon for the Class at Kittridge dining hall on
June 7. The most widely attended meeting was
the 102nd Annual Meeting of the Alumni
Association on June 7 at McGaw Chapel when
the Class marched in to the cadence of
bagpipes. Class president Jack Maxwell
presented Bob Cadmus, who gave a truly
Shakespearian performance honoring the entire
class and the 1936 Fund Committee. No need
to report who the committee members were.
You received plenty of letters suggesting that
you contribute.
The Class nominating committee of Bill
Kieffer, Bud Joshua, and Laura Cocks Cox
came up with Bob Cadmus for new class
president and Laura Cocks Cox and Sherm
Wengerd as new class secretaries; a classic
railroad job elected these hapless members at
the Class banquet. Bud Joshua remains as
class agent, a hard-work job which he handles
deftly and with great humor. You’ll hear from
him.
Some major Class of 1936 facts from
class secretary records: 213 entered the
Freshman class in Sept., 1932; 168 graduated
under the elms south of Kauke Hall at 10 a.m.
on Monday, June 15, 1936, at the 66th Com
mencement and were given genuine sheepskin
diplomas, in Latin — on both counts the last
given by The College of Wooster. In August,
1979, a computer printout listed 254 declared
members; in June, 1980, there were 203
members (98 were donors and 105 were non
donors to the annual Wooster Fund); 216
members were listed on Nov. 11, 1981, and
202 members on May 11, 1983; by one count
there were 184 declared members as of March
1986. Three obvious things occur to yield ap
parently ambiguous figures as to class size:
people “shuffle off this mortal coil”; any stu
dent who ever registered, for one semester or
more, claiming allegiance or not to the Class of
1936 was so included; some took themselves
off the class list by their own request. Statistics
don’t lie, but you’ve got to watch those
statisticians!
Helen Spear Schultz and her husband
Dr. William ’33 hosted the Class at informal
get-togethers plus a buffet picnic at the Schultz
farm northwest of Wooster. As BYOB spirits
flowed, stories of athletic prowess told by Ed
Smith (1985 “W” Association Hall of Famer),
Vem Dodez, and Sherm Wengerd blossomed
into major triumphs. Much catching up by class
members, some of whom hadn’t seen each
other in fifty years. Rain drove us into the co il
Schultz bam, and stories abounded. Harriet
Knight burned up rolls of Polaroid color film
— a dedicated class photographer.
On Saturday morning June 7, Robert
Cadmus held a book-signing ceremony at the
Florence O. Wilson Bookstore for his book Ca<

mg for Your Aging Parents. It’s a great book to
give to your children as most of us pass the
seventy year mark. Lots of humor, easy
typography, readable in several hours. In fact,
if you buy it, you’ll not easily put it down!
“The Class of 1936 B.C. (before com
puters),” lying on the registration table at our
50th reunion, was a three page tract which
begins, “College reunions are a competitive
sport.” A fourth page shows an oblique threedimensional map of the campus; high-lighted
are all the buildings built on campus since
1936, nineteen in number, scattered among
nineteen pre-1936 buildings. But the kicker is
the off-the-wall humor of the tract as Edwin
Smith details all the sociological changes (read
that: Ed’s hilarious observations) that had oc
curred in our lives since our graduation.
Don Rupert is one of several class
members who spent only their Freshman year
at Wooster, yet he was able to attend our 40th
as well as the 50th. Don has sold his farm at
the top of the market some time ago and now
spends time travelling and watching
investments.

Edward “B u d " Joshua and Sherman Wengerd.

Edward R. Joshua, Jr., our genial class
Sent and retired U.S. Navy Captain, capable
°ry teller, class humorist, and well-known to
rl. numbers of our class, has three nicknames.
«is wife says that when someone calls up and
sks for Bud, she recognizes the Wooster conection; if the caller asks for Josh, the Navy
b ^®ection; if Ed or Edward, it’s his post-Navy
uadies connected with the legal-beagle firm
r whom Bud was the financial manager.
„
Marjorie Glenn Bussert, who loves to
„ i ° n Srubby, geologic field trips, will now be
wj* g on somewhat more esoteric field trips
ej W alter Crowe. At our 50th, we all leamrec i S^e anc* biologist Walt were married
ently, so now it’s biology field trips. That’s
rg yetT best situation that could happen as a
of both having been members of the
° rund committee between 1981 and 1985.
Ohi ffw'gbt Greer, who graduated from
°k.ortiiem , has retired from high school
^aching in Holmesville. Dwight lives in
Min
crsburg, OH, and although he planned to

relax doing carpentry, ceramics, leather work,
and textiles — guess what? — he’s a house
painter and so busy he barely had time to at
tend our 50th.
Sherman and Florence (Denison ’37)
Wengerd spent about three months in Africa
between mid-January and mid-April; visited
Kenya for almost a month (a safari to Masai
Mara Game Reserve, a trip around Mt. Kenya,
etc.); Madagascar on a two-week ship on the
first scientific circumnavigation of the island
(studying rocks, lemurs, birds, euphorbia,
chameleons, underwater features); and South
Africa for six weeks (safari to Kruger Park,
several days in Pretoria where Sherm lectured
at the Geological Survey of South Africa and
the U of Pretoria, visited classic Witwatersrand
platinum, gold, and diamond country, drove
along the coastal area of the country visiting
townships and homelands, to Cape Town, lec
tured at Stellenbosch U, and finally took the
Blue Train across South Africa to Johan
nesburg and Pretoria to at last board a Luf
thansa flight via Frankfurt direct to Dallas).
Sherm says, “believe very little of what you
read in the U.S. media about apartheid and
South Africa.” He and Florence are now
preparing a Position Paper on South Africa.
The Wengerds were on the Ernistina/M orrissey in the Tall Ships parade on
July 4th, by invitation, in New York Harbor in
honor of the Statue of Liberty. Sherm served
in the Canadian Arctic on that 152 foot Arctic
schooner as a Naval officer when she was the
E ffie G M orrissey during W.W. II (1943) doing
geodetic mapping and charting to help bring
supply ships to the remote U.S. Army Air
Force bases: Crystal One in northern Quebec
and Crystal Two at the head of Frobisher Bay,
Baffin Island.
Roger Curfman was missed at the 50th,
but was talked about by those who spent time
with him on the sports fields of Wooster.
“Curf” heads up and leads field trips for
rockhound groups at Sun City, AZ. He sees
Charlie Moke '31 at times and manages “to
drop a quid or two at the Laughlin tables” in
nearby southern Nevada.
Jack Maxwell, our genial past class
Prexy, has spent much time the past few years
working gratis for the College’s News Services,
now quartered in renovated Scovel Hall; the
Geology building now, regardless of what
Robert Cadmus, thinks it should be called.
Henry Lee made it to the 50th reunion.
All of his pre-1936 pictures of his friends and
relatives were lost in the Sino-Japanese war, so
he has been glad to receive copies of
photographs some of us took between 1932 and
1936. Henry is now at 5075 Beachwalk Villas,
Destin, FL 32541, at least until he takes off to
visit Hong Kong to find Paul Yee.
J. Cullen Ewing and his family general
ly spend about two months travelling each
summer, including a couple of weeks in
Canada. His latest July trip included Boise, ID,
to see their older son and wife, returning to
their home in Pittsburg, KS, by way of
Manitoba, Lake-of-the-Woods, Ontario, Oshkosh
and Milwaukee, WI. In August they planned to
travel to Cape Cod and points East. It’s dif
ficult to visit such wanderers.
Gordon Mattison made it to the 50th!
Retirement from the Foreign Service at the end
of 1968 after thirty-one years enabled Gordon
to travel and develop a mail-order business in
stamps and medals in covers, which he has
since stopped. Since 1980 he has been

definitely retired.” And we may presume we’ll
see this peripatetic former diplomat at our 55th
reunion.
Owen Patterson, whose nickname at
Holmesville High School was “Zip” because of
the way he darted around the basketball floor,
took his freshman year with us and then
transferred and was graduated from Ohio State.
In 1940 he completed his medical degree at
Ohio State. Commissioned in the Army Air
Corps, he served from 1941 to 1946 and spent
sixteen months overseas as a flight surgeon
with the rank of Major. Owen was awarded the
Distinguished Flying Cross, an Air Medal with
two clusters, and the Pacific Theater ribbon
with three combat stars. He and Millie (Senff
’37) were married in 1940. Owen has retired
from medical practice in Millersburg, OH, and
the Pattersons spend their winters in Walnut
Creek, CA, practically neighbors to Bill
Kieffer.
Richard Smith, retired some years ago
as principal of Fredericksburg School, is work
ing on a definitive History of Wayne County,
Ohio. Dick is another one of our class
photographers!
Also attending the class reunion were:
Arden Welty, James Morgan, and Elbridee
Vance.
At the annual Doylestown Homecoming
Parade, Emily Seaver Slate was honored as
Senior Citizens Queen. She served a term on
village council and was a member of the
village’s sesquicentennial committee. For
twenty-five years, Emily served as organist for
the Doylestown United Methodist Church and
had been a teacher in the area for twenty-four
years.
Secretaries: Laura Cocks Cox, 4 9 W a ln u t S t,
Wellsboro, P A 16901; Sherman Wengerd,
1 0 4 0 Stam ford Dr., N .E ., Albuquerque, N M
87106.

Since she retired from teaching, Betty
Wilson Mitchell, whose husband Rev. John
K. Mitchell ’37 died in 1978, has been traveling
quite a bit in the last few years. She has been
to Europe three times, once to China, and was
looking forward to a trip to New Zealand and
Australia. Her home is in Dearborn, MI.
Virginia Spangler Morrell, of Laguna
Hills, CA, has taken four or five cruises a year
for some twelve years, as bridge game lecturer
and director. Previous to that, she had a full
schedule of Boy Scout and Girl Scout work and
volunteer work at the hospital and church.
Paul Morrill, former director of public
relations at the College from 1953 to 1959, is
now a retired emeritus professor from Southern
Illinois U. He resides in Carbondale, IL, and is
busy mainly with avocations of swimming, hik
ing, sailing, gardening, and arts and crafts'.
With all the recent reports on terrorism,
Alexandra Babcock Marshall informs us
that her oldest son, Robert, who serves as a
manager of AT&T International Department’s
terrorism security unit, was interviewed in an
AT&T publication. Alex’s son has developed
his expertise during his various assignments for
the company throughout the world. Alex, by
the way, decided to spend the summer vaca
tioning in the good old USA!
Secretaries: Frances Lean Ferris, 5 6 9 B loom 
ington A ve., Wooster, O H 44691; Jack Pan
coast, R .R . 6, Box 307, Mooresville, N C 28115.
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A letter from Bob and Janet Baldwin
Betts Baker reports: “After a whirlwind court
ship which commenced May 29, 1986, and in
volved some commuting between Brevard, NC,
and Escondido, CA, and contributed a sizable
sum to the third quarter earnings of the Bell
Telephone Company, we took the marvelous
‘big step’ and were married on Aug. 13, 1986,
in Fullerton CA, by a relative of Jim’s. ‘Whirl
wind’ is used with some misgivings, as our first
date was at the good old College fifty-six years
ago this September. We are both ecstatic and
amazed at our good fortune.” The Baker’s ad
dress: 1833 Wintergreen Glen, Escondido, CA
92026. Congratulations and good wishes to you
both from the Class of 1934.
Secretary: Helen Hayward, 1722 Larch Ave.,
A p t. 414, Cincinnati, O H 45224.
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Doesn’t anyone read this series of notes
on 1933? Not one note of protest has come as
a result of the fact that in the Summer issue of
Wooster , I (Bert) added 50 and 5 and came
out with 60 — thus adding five years to the life
of each of us. I’m sorry about that. Actually it
is our 55th anniversary that we will celebrate
in 1988. When I read, with horror, what I had
written at the end of the summer notes, I ex
pected to be deluged with complaints. Do you
all want to be five years older?
A lovely birthday party given for Ethel
McCullough Schmidt by her daughters, Sally
Schmidt Zimmerman 71, and Susan Schmidt
Madick 73, and daughter-in-law, Janet
Schmidt, also gave five members of ’33 a
chance for a mini-reunion. Naomi Allen
Blazer, Marjorie Below Au, Bert Colclaser,
and Elizabeth Ledyard Loveys joined with
other guests in honoring Ethel. Betty has mov
ed from Florida to New York state. Her new
address: Embury Apartments, 23 W, Saratoga
Springs, NY 12866.
The sympathy of the class is sent to
James MacMillan in the loss of his wife, Sara
Wishart MacMillan ’32. Sally’s many friends in
our class share your sorrow, Jim.
The first news about Paul Garber for a
long time came just this week. After thirtythree years of teaching, Paul was named
Emeritus Professor of Bible and Religion,
Agnes Scott College. Since then travel, lectur
ing, and writing have filled his retirement
years. Evidence of his activities is contained in
the Dictionary o f Bible an d Religion, published
by Abingdon Press in the spring of 1986. It
contains about ninety articles carrying Paul’s in
itials. The “Temple” article is illustrated with
photographs of the Howland-Garber Model
Reconstruction of Soloman’s Temple (1950), for
which Paul did the research.
A whirl-wind tour of Wishart Hall
resulted when Glenn Vogelgesang and I met
at the intermission of a Gilbert and Sullivan
operetta this summer. We reminisced about our
speech classes and programs in the old Taylor
Hall and Scott Auditorium. Unfortunately, time
did not permit us to cross the street to look at
the renovated Taylor Hall, which is splendid.
Esther Nichols Harris writes that she
and her husband, who have been married for
fifty-five years, are both enjoying retirement.
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They have traveled in all fifty of the States.
Last year they “house-sat” in Laguna Beach,
CA, where they were near her sister Eunice
Nichols ’34. Esther’s family of three sons, eight
grandchildren, and three great-grandchildren
are a source of interest and perpetual youth.
Secretary: H. Alberta Colclaser, 361 Holmes
Blvd., Wooster, O H 44691.

19 3 2
The long, hot, dry summer begins to
wane in late August, and your secretaries not
only rue the plight of the farmers, but also the
drought of news from ’32 members. We may
soon resort to reports of the accomplishments
of our grandchildren!
A letter from George and Virginia
Anderson Crowl reports that George took off
in early June for Illinois and a week of
meetings and field trips. “You see, there’s
some pep in the old boy yet,” comments wife
Ginny.
Mary Crede Smith and husband John
were once more able to escape the heat of
Mesa, AZ, and flee to their mountain retreat in
Show Low, AZ.
Gracella Miller George and husband
Thomas migrated to their summer cottage near
Flat Rock, NC, leaving behind the heat of
Melbourne Beach, FL.
Ernie and I (Helen) had memories of
our ’32 Wooster experiences recalled in a
“Memory Book” which our daughters pre
sented to us on our 50th wedding anniversary.
They had contacted many friends who respond
ed with letters full of recollections of our
Wooster days, accompanied by snapshots in the
style of the ’30s. These provoked much
laughter among the younger generation of Har
risons. That Memory Book, along with the pic
ture of Hoover Cottage in the summer issue of
Wooster, have renewed our interest in the Col
lege as it was, as well as the present Wooster.
With this in mind, we have set as our goal a
trip to Wooster in June of ’87 for our 55th re
union. You do the same.
Secretaries: Ernest & Helen Shields Har
rison, 111 Bosley Springs Rd., 901 Im perial
House, Nashville, T N 37205.

19 3 1
We had our 55th reunion and I (Trevor)
wasn’t there but Tony Toensmeier wrote me
a three-page letter reporting on the reunion and
actions taken by the members present. Tony
retired fifteen years ago and still hasn’t enough
time to read the newspaper. Esther (Lane ’30)
is the mistress gardener on their six acre
spread and Tony is the yard boy and manual
help. This takes care of their summers.
Winters are spent in Palm Springs (Rancho
Mirage) where Tony walks two miles a day
and bikes eight. During his retirement years,
Tony read Durant’s History o f Civilization — all
eleven volumes, and went back to playing the
piano.
On July 12 this secretary in Montrose,
CO, received a large missive from our new
class president Ed Am. This “old” guy really
didn’t blossom until W.W. II — five battle
stars, Purple Heart with cluster, Silver Star
with cluster, and numerous other citations.

From private to Captain in sue painful lessons
seems to cap his career. Then, he started this
Hall of Fame bit for Wooster and then for
Wayne County. In between (1958-1974), he had
everything to do with promoting Wooster
Alumni relations. All I can say is that you
selected a good president for the Class of 1931.
William Cory is retired and lives in Col
umbus, OH. He has fostered four boys and one
girl. Just keeping track of them is enough busy
work! The Corys are Presbyterians, of course!
After retirement on June 1, 1985, Mark
Herbst hit the road and covered all the far
East. Then he up and moved from Canton,
OH, to Hartville, OH, in 1985. Strange isn’t it?
Hartville?
Bill Longbrake is still a busy man:
Rocky Mountain Synod of Presbyterian USA,
volunteer geologist at Denver Museum and
more! He travels more than Reagan does.
Don McGarrah, of Pittsburgh, is still
working! He is at South Side Presbyterian
Church. He collects buttons for a hobby.
Anyone besides me missing some of their
buttons?
Charlie Moke reported in and listed his
activities and kudos. To name a few: church,
Rotary, Hikers, Community Fund, rafting ex
pert. Don’t figure you can sit on your hip
pocket if you move to Sun City. No way!
George Owens, of Naples, FL, retired
from Teledyne & Monarch Rubber on June 30,
1975, and married on July 30, 1984! I
remember a sports coat he wore to our 50th
reunion — it made more noise than 76 trom
bones. I wonder if his wife has permitted him
to keep it?
Jim Stamm reported that his Parkin
son’s disease is worse. Why don’t you class
members shoot the works and spend 22 cents
to write Jim at: 821 N. 2nd Ave., Upland, CA
91786.
Hal Teal refuses to expand on his past
except to list his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees. He
did make the scene at our 55th and assisted
Tony in enjoying Am’s hospitality. Everyone
has these degrees and I never made it past the
third degree!
Frank Van Fleet wrote about his family
— three children — all of age, of course.
Retired, he and Gertrude are active in church
work, flora and fauna of Waterville, OH, sports
and photography. Doesn’t anyone just sit on
their front porch and rock anymore?
Phil Young has been traveling in recent
years to Hawaii, Alaska, Russia, Sweden,
Finland and Denmark — all of which are a
“fur piece” from Fairfield, LA.
Your men’s secretary and wife Del
recently attended an Elderhostel in Valdez, AK>
and checked out 126 of 128 gift shops in An
chorage! Now, let’s hear from you — are you
out there? Where?
In 1984 Ruth Kyle moved into Park
Vista Retirement Community operated by Ohio
Presbyterian Homes. She enjoys all the ac
tivities and does volunteer work.
Sally Craig Moore enjoys her family
which includes eight grandchildren and par
ticipates in College activities such as lectures
and concerts.
A retired librarian, Minnie Jones Prof'
fit is caring for her husband and likes to hook
rugs and do needle point.
Eunice Allen Smith enjoys traveling
with her husband to Boston, South Carolina
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and to Florida, where they saw Hal and Etta
Blair Teal last winter.
Martha Cameron Smith travels with
her husband on his business trips to Europe,
England, China, Japan, Turkey. He does
research for the Coming Glass Works. Both
their son and daughter graduated from
Wooster. The Smiths have eight grandchildren.
Nora Toepfer, a graduate of Ohio
Wesleyan, is a retired language teacher. In
1983 she received a community award for ser
vice to youth from Tarentum, PA.
Now retired from teaching nursing in a
college, Gladys Hilverding Sumner writes,
“During the past five years, I have been
avoiding being programmed into an old woman
and am enjoying the beauty of the West and
other areas of our country. I am grateful for
the blessings of health, friends, family and
church.”
Evelyn Rowe Tomlinson enjoys golf,
ballroom dancing, and biking. “We have travel
ed to the Orient, Egypt, North Cape from
Hamburg to near the North Pole. We both love
to read, go to plays, and to an occasional opera
in Sarasota.” Evelyn helps with Meals on
Wheels, Friends of the Library and even does
a little house work whenever she can work it
in.
Secretaries: Trevor Gross, 1 4 9 6 7 R olling H ills
D?-, Montrose, CO 81401; Katherine Schantz,
616 S. M a in St., Orrville, O H 44667.

19 3 0
Congratulations to Howard and Roberta
vrank Parkhurst, who celebrated their 50th
Wedding anniversary this year.
I (Glad) spent a fabulous two weeks in
the Soviet Union, along with twenty-two other
members of the League of Women Voters.
Russell Seibert has been awarded a
special citation by the Rotary Club of
Kalamazoo, MI, entitled the Red Rose Citation,
t°r his contributions to the community. For
many years, Russ has served with distinction
as vice-president of academic affairs at Western
Michigan U. In addition, he had been involved
m such organizations as an income tax
assistance program, a hospital board, a scholar
ship fund, a science foundation, the Rotary
mb, and the Presbyterian Church. We con
gratulate Russ on this additional honor he has
received.
Secretaries: Malcolm Stewart, 1 0 3 8 W. State
77- A p t 5, Jacksonville, I L 62650; Gladys
Wentworth Beeler, 5 8 1 -A W illiam sburg
u>uri, Wooster, O H 44691.

19 2 9
ha h ^ ary Welch Beebe can’t believe that it
w s °een fifty-seven years since we all left
g j ^ e r - And from her most welcome note, I
er h has been a most interesting and busy
e for her. Following Wooster, Mary spent
^ next three years nursing at Strong
dOct”01’'3* in Rochester, NY. She married a
on
worhed in the Yale area, then
(j0 0 9°i°mdo for a brief stay and settled
We n iln ^mliigan, where their three children
re born. “Then came the upheaval of the
ehild aiK* We enc*ec* UP m California. Our
ren are long-married and live from coast to
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coast.” Mary says she will be eighty this year
(Join the club, Mary.) but does not feel like it,
nor act like it. She still does her own house
and yard work.
Good news from Charlotte Jameson
Mann! She has passed the five years since
cancer surgery without any recurrence. She
feels very thankful. Charlotte writes, “My hus
band is the greatest and sees that we get to
visit our children often.” She says that she us
ed to think “piecing quilts was the last infirmi
ty of noble minds,” but adds that she has just
completed her sixteenth! Charlotte enjoyed the
College Library’s book sale, where she obtained
a few books first owned by Dr. Moore and
Miss Richmond, and one volume bought for
Hoover Cottage. Thanks for this touch of
nostalgia.
Mildred Keil Olsen enjoyed being at
our 50th in 79, seeing old friends and sharing
memories. She lives in Menomonie, WI, which
she says is unbelievably beautiful in each and
every season. Mildred extends a hearty invita
tion to you travelers out there to stop by. We
were sorry to leam that her husband died in
1985. She adds that her home seems too big
now, and that she may opt for an apartment.
Mildred remains active in the Senior Center
and is an Elderhostel enthusiast.
Dorothy Wood borne Wigger likes the
new look of our M agazine and enjoys learning
more about more people. The Wiggers are still
in their retirement home at Ranchero Village in
Largo, FL, where they are involved in many
civic activities. They hope to celebrate their
54th anniversary this summer. Within the next
two years, Dorothy will have two grandsons
and two granddaughters graduating from col
lege. Thank you, Dorothy, for your contribution
of news and opinions.
A happy “hello” from Corene Mon
tgomery Rexford, who cannot believe that
our 60th is gaining fast on us! She lives near
her daughters Joan and Lois in Atlanta, GA,
and often visits the rest of her family in Col
umbia, MD. She has fourteen grandchildren
and more on the way. So far in '86, there have
been three weddings, adding to the already big
family circle that seems to love growing. Cor
ene adds that a broken wrist and eye surgery
in '86 have slowed her down a bit — but not
too much.
Harriet Montgomery Kaler is on the
verge of joining the most prestigeous club of
“our set” these days — the “Big 80, and she
is approaching it with flying colors. Accurately
speaking, we should say with her ‘water col
ors” flying, as she has had four one-woman ex
hibits this year and has been accepted in a
juried show for “Women Artists of the
Mohawk Valley”
She plans on attending two Elderhostels
in New York state this year, the purpose of
which is to get better acquainted with the
adopted state of her retirement years. Harriet
closes by saying she is very well, remains ac
tive and can still drive. Thank you, Harriet, for
such a cheerful, upbeat message. Remember to
buckle up!
Harry Garst reports a continued quiet
life in Eustis, FL, a life much involved with the
United Methodist Church. He was honored
with a full page in the new church directory, a
picture and a listing of his contributions to the
lay leadership since 1970. He and Lola visited
Ohio in May and paused in Wooster to be as
tounded at the many new buildings and other
:hanges on the campus. Nineteen twenty-nine

seems like a long while ago, but they hope to
make the 60th in 1989.
Again there is sad news — Clarence
Garver passed away on July 8.
The note in the Summer edition brought
a special response from Margaret Riley, con
veying an addition to the Fund in the name of
Roscoe D. Riley.
Secretaries: Hugh Johnston. 14421 St. Ger
m aine Dr., Centreville, V A 22020; Lillie Key
Edge, 2 2 8 W. Nelson S t , M idland, M I 48640.

19 2 8
Martha Stalter Tignor continues to live
in Yeadon, PA. Bob ’27 preaches every Sun
day, although he does not have a full pastorate.
They have a little greenhouse and enjoy raising
flowers and vegetables. Eleven grandchildren
and two great-granddaughters add a lot of
sparkle to their lives.
Adrienne Spahn enjoys visiting her
three nephews, one in Wyoming, one in Lake
Forest, IL, and one in Hingham, MA. Each has
a son and daughter, giving Adrienne three
great-nieces and three great-nephews, ages
three to nine. In June she visited Ronald
Spahn, Jr. ’54 and family, who live in Big
Horn, WY, in a spectacular log home he built
himself. What a thrill to be living in this land
of magnificent mountain peaks and beautiful
lakes and rivers. No wonder Adrienne likes to
make frequent visits there.
Martin ’26 and Evrell Bennett
McCullough attended grandson Neil
McCullough’s commencement exercises at
Northwestern U in June. The highlight of that
event was Neil’s induction into Phi Beta Kappa
membership. Neil, who entered the U of
Michigan’s medical school this fall, is the son
of Dr. Hugh B. McCullough ’54.
Secretaries: Floyd Maurer, 702 O akm ont Ct.,
Wooster, O H 44691; Betty Bunn McCullough,
172 0 5 L ake A ve., Lakewood, O H 44107.

19 2 7
This summer Myrtle Ross Hawken
went north to Sault St. Marie, Ontario, to at
tend the wedding of a grandson. Her daughter
Millicent (Mrs. Arne A. Osterberg ’56) of
Calgary, Alberta, came to join this family
gathering. Myrtle’s Seattle granddaughter plays
the flute in a youth orchestra and has just
returned from a tour of New Zealand. Another
granddaughter, who has been a competitive
skater, is now a third year student at
Washington State and maintains her interest in
the sport by judging such events. (Calgary was
a perfect place to learn this art.) Both are
daughters of Millicent. Myrtle still pursues her
work in genealogy and this fall will be on a
research tour in Virginia.
Mary McNutt Gillespie quit her job as
organist for the First Congregational Church at
the end of October, 1985. She writes, “I
wanted to quit while I was ‘ahead’; I’m not old
enough to retire!” In January, Mary and Ar
thur attended a seminar (Christian Faith in
Global Contexts) at Mansfield College, Oxford
U, England. While there, Mary was asked to
be the seminar organist. The experience
became more spiritual when she learned that
Albert Schweitzer had given a concert on the
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same organ. She hopes to make our 60th
reunion.
A recent article in the Wooster Daily
Record recalled our famous Ohio State game
the fall of our Freshman year. Basking in the
Homecoming victory over Western Reserve,
the “Bolesmen” took off for Columbus the
following week. The new horseshoe at Ohio
State seated 70,000 and looked imposing. The
team spent the night at a Columbus hotel, but
most loyal Wooster fans made the trip the next
morning by car. One was a Model T driven by
Dick Simon ’26. Five coeds were his
passengers: Alice Childs, Esther Waddell,
Helen McCuskey, Helen Patterson, and
Florence Donehoo. Hank Critchfield and
George Grosjean ’26 were on the team and
John Weeks ’26 was the manager. Wooster
fans rather rattled around in the stadium, since
interest at State was not very pronounced.
Hank and George played inspired defense and
finally a Wooster player eluded four Ohio State
players in the second half and scored standing
up. It was the first touchdown scored against
State that year and put Wooster in the
headlines for days afterwards.
“Duckie” Waddell, a Columbus resident,
had a house-party at her home that weekend,
and Alice still wonders just how enthusiastic
George and Jim Fox must have felt about
dancing Saturday night after their strenuous
afternoon. Since those were the days when you
honked politely on passing another car, Alice
also recalls the number of times that signal was
used as they passed Wooster fans on the way
to Columbus. It may all have happened on a
fall day sixty years ago, but it is still recorded
in Wooster’s annals as the Unforgettable Game
— a 7-7 tie.
Please write to us. We need your items
of news to keep our column going. Those of us
near the campus have seen a new Freshman
class move into the dorms, heard the band
practicing and seen the various teams on the
fields. We marvel at the beauty of the campus
and enthusiasm of students as another
academic year begins.
Secretary: Florence Painter Griffith, 1 5 7 7
Cleveland R d , Wooster, O H 44691.

19 2 6
Ruth McCabe Jones, our former
secretary, has kindly consented to finish out
her “term” by reporting on our 60th reunion.
Ruth reports: Twenty-four class members
returned for the June get-together. Elected
class officers are: Richard Simon, president;
Nelson Stoops, vice-president; Margaret
Koester Welty, secretary; Ibby Coyle,
treasurer and campaign officer. Many thanks to
Harlan Moore, who gave all the members a
fine silver pen, which will no doubt see as
much service as his useful and attractive letter
opener of years ago.
We were sorry that Peg Holley Carson
and Paul Bourns did not make it to the re
union. We did get to see and talk with Ruth
Perkins Cropp ’25 and hear her son present
one of the alumni awards. Fred ’54 has many
of his father’s fine traits as a speaker and from
those who go on excursions he leads, I learn
his personality is almost a duplicate of his
outstanding father’s.
The sympathy of the class is extended to
the wife and family of Bob McKnight, who
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died on June 5, 1985. My (Ruth’s) brother Bob,
who knew him well, said he would be missed
very much by his church and friends in Detroit.
Your ex-secretary’s speedy recovery from
an operation in late April made it possible for
us to attend not only the reunion, but to go
almost immediately to the Elderhostel at the U
of Minnesota in Minneapolis. Although we have
been in that lovely city three times, we have
not exhausted its beauties, museums, boutiques,
churches and drama. The university is expan
ding across the river, and we had excellent ac
commodations, plenty of good food and three
exciting well-taught classes: Iranian Culture
Through the Ages, Africa Today, and The
Phenomenon of Liszt. We heard fine recitals of
Liszt’s works and because he had studied for
six years in Vienna with a pupil of Liszt, my
husband was asked to give a recital.
Our sympathy goes out to Katherine
Welty Jones, whose husband, Clarence, died
in late April. In 1931 he was one of the co
founders in Quite, Ecuador of HCJB, the
earliest missionary radio broadcasting station,
and had been active in that field ever since.
Katherine now lives in Florida, as do her three
married daughters.
From your class secretary Margaret:
Class members — don’t be bashful. Do send
me an account of your activities, unusual or
mundane, or anything else of interest.
Secretary: Margaret Koester Welty, Rt. 5, Bax
180, M t. Pleasant, P A 15666.

19 2 5
“When I read Wooster, I read ’25 first,”
writes Mary Reed Parker. So say we all!
Currently, Mary is learning to walk, having had
both legs broken when hit by a car. She knows
what it means “not to have a leg to stand on,”
but amazes herself by what she can do on
crutches.
Kitty Roth Hayes reports having good
health and still driving her car. She has great
joy in her family of four sons and fourteen
grandchildren. Earl, Jr. is an architect in Port
smouth, OH; John is an architect in
Tallahassee, FL; David is with Battelle
Research in Columbus, OH; Philip, in Larchmont, NY, is a news director for the local NBC
station.
Ruth Minsel Pickersgill’s response is
doubly appreciated, for at the time, she
couldn’t use her right hand. She enjoyed being
in Wooster for the graduation of her grandson,
Mark, whose sister, Heather, is a freshman at
the College this year.
A cruise on the inter-coastal waterways
to southern ports, on the yacht T h e N antucket
Clipper, was the interesting prospect for
Florence Rapp Cowie and husband Alex this
summer.
Having missed our 60th reunion because
of a hip replacement, Grace Moyer Luce was
delighted to share Paul’s reunion. They were
impressed with the recent improvements and
additions to the College buildings, equipment
and general cultural and scientific advancement.
More than ever, they were proud and happy to
have received their education at Wooster.
The Luces have two great-grandchildren.
Daughter Nancy x’54 and her son Roy own a
publishing business in Chicago, and daughter

Shanti is working on a Ph.D. at Princeton. Son
David is president and co-owner of Moog Elec
tronic Mfg. Company in Buffalo, NY, and his
wife operates the Emporium, a popular craft
shop in Clarence Center. They have three
children in college.
Sarah Painter was thoroughly enjoying
Alumni Week in June until the last day, Friday
the 13th, when she fell and broke her right
wrist. At last report, she was managing
beautifully with her left hand.
Secretaries: Alice Robertson Swager, 3 2 9
Village P ark Dr., W illiamsville, N Y 14221;

Earl Dennis, 4 8 3 8 B utterworth PI. N W ,
W ashington, D C 20016.

19 2 4
A welcome letter from Gordon Pheley
brings us up-to-date. Three years ago he mar
ried Grace Sanderson, a graduate of Pomona
College. In the spring, they took a cruise
around the Hawaiian Islands. While Gordon
didn’t get to the reunion, he and Grace did
have lunch with Kaoru Nakashima at a hotel
in Los Angeles.
Gordon spent thirty-nine years in educa
tion: two years in Egypt, three years in Toledo,
OH, and from 1930 to retirement in 1963, in
the Los Angeles City School System. Fifteen
years ago he moved to Claremont Manor in
Claremont, CA.
Eddie Kies says she lives in an apart
ment in Columbus, OH, but she doesn’t stay
there all the time, by any means. In July
Marion Haydon Hyte visited her for a few
days, and then they went to Zanesville to see
Nettie Herget Winans, who lives in a lovely
retirement home. While there, they had a
telephone conversation with Alice Engle
Thurston in Florida. Alice is making a good
recovery from a recent eye operation.
Next, Marion and Eddie drove to Beaver,
PA, where Marion lives in a Senior Citizen’s
apartment. From there they galivanted over to
Lisbon, OH, and had lunch with Lois Switzer.
The next day Eddie drove to New
Philadelphia for a weekend with her brother
and family. On Aug. 5 she went to a Delta
Kappa Gamma convention in Indianapolis.
Later in August, she planned to go on a bus
trip to Stratford, Ontario, to see some
Shakespearian plays. And what does she do at
home? For IV2 years she has been working
with a Laubach Literacy pupil. This new ex
perience has been trying at times, but en>
joyable. She is hoping to get a job at Children s
Hospital, near her home.
Beginning Dec. 4, Orpha Shoup R o g e r s
spent five glorious weeks on the Island of
Bahrain in the Persian Gulf, visiting daughter
Caroline and her husband Roy, who has work
ed for the government of the island for seven
years. She said that it was an experience out o>
the Arabian nights. She was welcomed and
entertained in Arabian, Indian, and American
homes.
Orpha still enjoys playing the organ froh1
time to time, but it is difficult because of
deteriorating eye sight. She is a member of the
Parapsychology club. Orpha lives in Laguna
Hills, CA, and sees her son Franklin and his
wife Barbara quite often, as they live in nearby
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Glendale. Also, her cousin, Estella Goodhart
King ’25, lives just three blocks from her.
Secretary: Elizabeth Hower, 4 3 7 T rum bull
A ve., SE , Warren, O H 44483.

19 2 3
Four members of our class participated
in the Alumni Weekend activities: Pauline
Ihrig, Kay Pareons Junkin, Lelia Weaver
Bolds, and Mercy Townsend Voelkel.
Three of our class members attended the
Alumni College: Pauline Ihrig, Elizabeth
Reese Funk, and Lelia Weaver Bolds.
Secretaries: Mercy Townsend Voelkel W est
View M anor, 1 7 1 5 M echanicsburg Rd., Wooster,
O H 44691; Gladys Ferguson, 541-D,
W illiam sburg A pts., Wooster, O H 44691.

’81

’34

Janet Baldwin Betts and Robert O.
Baker, Aug. 13, 1986.

’74

Jane Palmer and Kaley Parkinson,
Dec. 28, 1985.

’75

Bailis Stair and Susan Alrich ’76,
May 31, 1986.
Scott Weingart and Shelley Glista,
Aug. 2, 1986.

’76

Thomas Gibian and Tina Grady,
April 26, 1986.
Debora Smith and Michael Jaworek,
May 31, 1986.

’78

Linda Kauffman and John A.
Anadale, May 23, 1986.

’81

Hannah Kerwin and Royal F.
Shepard, III, June 21, 1986.
Karl S. Rosengren and Sarah
Mangelsdorf, June 14, 1986.
John Wachtel and Judith Rufener,
June 21, 1986.

’83

1 9

1 5
’84

Your secretary would like to hear from
classmates. She lives in a Masonic Home and
hkes it.
Secretary: Hazel Edwards Lawrence, 8 8 8 3
B row ning Dr., 204, Waterville, O H 43566.

’85

B I R T H S
’67

To Janice and David Kenty, first
child, Joanna Asher, Aug. 24, 1986.

’69

To James and Jean Eldridge Boyle,
son David Eldridge Boyle, May 2,
1986.

’70

To Linda Slack and Mohamed
Mohamdein, first child, James Omar,
March 19, 1986.
To Sharon and Robert Crabtree,
daughter Nicole Elisabeth, May 2,
1986.

’74

To David and Deborah Weaver
Meinke, son Scott Lowell, May 23,
1986.

’75

To Alison and Jeff Linton, daughter
Beatrice Jean, June 17, 1986, joining
sister Susanna Wesley (2).
To Larry ’73 and Pamela Moore
Shyatt, third son, Philip Alan, May
11, 1986, joining Jeremy (5) and Geof
frey (2).

’77

To William ’76 and R. Ellen Strat
ton Westhafer, son William Thom
son, Jan 25, 1986.

’78

To Kelly and William McIntyre, son
William Casey, Jr., June 22, 1986,
joining sister Katie (2).
To Joseph and Lesley Dretar Urgo,
son George Dretar Urgo, June 30,
1986.

To Margot and David Shaw, son
Nathan Robinson, July 16, 1986.
To Randy and Melissa Gelder
Fearon, son Keith, Nov. 1, 1985.

M A R R I A GE S

19 2 1
Margaret Priscilla Lingo Lamneck, a
former Wooster resident, moved to St.
Petersburg several years ago and now resides
at Jaylene Manor, 896 73rd St. N., St.
Petersburg, FL 33702. She would like to hear
from classmates.
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’86

Michael Phelps and Mollie
McGregor, May 17, 1986.
Joan Withers and Jeffrey Priest
’85, June 7, 1986.
Nancy Kinsey and William B. Tot
ten ’83, May 31, 1986.
Nancy Jean Neagoy and Daniel
Rice, June 21, 1986.
Jennifer Burrows and Alexander
Landefeld, July 5, 1986.
Carolyn Wiandt and Douglas
McClure, May 31, 1986.
Jacqueline Murphy and Steven Zody,
July 19, 1986.
Jennifer Parker and Ralph
Youngen, July 5, 1986.

O B I T U A R I E S
’07 Blanche Frye Mason, formerly of
Ebensburg, PA, June 13, 1986, at Arbutus
Park Manor in Johnstown, PA. She was a
member of Ebensburg United Methodist
Church, a life member of the Order of Eastern
Star, and a charter member of Women’s Socie
ty of Christian Service. Preceded in death by
her husband and daughter, Mrs. Mason is sur
vived by her son, John, three grandsons and
two great-granddaughters.
’09 James R. Johnston, who
celebrated his 100th birthday in November,
1985, died of pneumonia on March 19, 1986, in
Carlisle, PA. Dr. Johnston graduated from the
U of Pennsylvania Medical School in 1913 and
practiced medicine as a gynecologist and
obstetrician for fifty-seven years in Pittsburgh,
PA. He served on the staffs of the Passavant
Hospital, where he spent many hours minister
ing to the needy during the Depression, and of
the Western Pennsylvania Hospital. The latter
institution honored him in 1965: “Because of
his constant and untiring efforts in the preven

tion, diagnosis and treatment of malignancy,
plus his long, continued stimulation of the in
terns, residents and attending physicians at
West Penn to the problems of oncology, the
committee takes pleasure in awarding the West
Penn Gold Headed Cane for 1965 to 1966 to
Dr. James R. Johnston, teacher, investigator,
physician and friend.”
For more than sixty years, Dr. Johnston
was a member of East Liberty Presbyterian
Church in Pittsburgh, serving many of those
years as an Elder. In 1977 he moved to Car
lisle, PA, with his late wife, Lorene Young
Johnston.
Surviving are two sons, Dr. James R.
Johnston, III and Hugh B. Johnston; daughter,
Suzanne J. Huff; twelve grandchildren and six’
great-grandchildren. His daughter adds, “Our
father enjoyed a clear mind and a remarkable
health until just months before his 100th birth
day. He was proud of his Ohio background and
was corresponding with the museum at Roscoe
in his ninety-ninth year. His loyalty to Wooster
is evidenced by the fact that he produced his
own Wooster Clan: Suzanne Johnston Huff ’46,
Jennifer Johnston Gardner ’73, Gail Johnston
Viscome ’75, Sarah Huff Day ’76, Ann R.
Johnston ’77 and David G. Johnston ’83. His
long, full life was a glorious gift to all of us.”
’22 Robert N. Wright, of Wooster,
OH, July 2, 1986. He received his medical
degree from Western Reserve Medical Univer
sity. Shortly after his marriage to Margaret
(McKay ’24), the couple moved to Tabriz, Iran,
where Dr. Wright served in the American mis-'
sion hospital for five years. Upon their return
to Wooster, Dr. Wright established his medical
practice. A volunteer during W.W. II, he serv
ed in the U.S. Army’s Persian Gulf Service
Command. He served in two medical service
units and was promoted to the rank of Major
at the end of the war.
Returning to Wooster, he resumed his
medical practice and served as the College’s
physician, as well as the plant doctor for the
Timken Company. He also served a term on
the College board. In 1966 he retired from his
medical practice. Many former students will
remember him and his wife for their hospitali
ty, care and concern, as well as their involve
ment in student activities. Surviving are his
wife Margaret ’24; two sons, Paul ’52 and
Stuart x’57; two daughters, Mary Lou ’52
(Mrs. James Johnson) and Marjorie x’55 (Mrs.
Kenneth Sauer); two brothers, Paul ’17 and Ed
win T8.
’25 Darylene Lossee Finn died July
23, 1986, in Trumbull Memorial Hospital in
Warren, OH, following an operation. A high
school teacher of Latin and English for twentysix years, Mrs. Finn taught in the Warren and
Cortland public schools. Her husband George,
whom she married on June 11, 1939, died in
1959. Mrs. Finn is survived by two sons,
James and George; four grandchildren; three
sisters.
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’25 Kathryn M. Hubbell, of Cleveland
Heights, OH, Aug. 2, 1986. She received an
M.A. from Western Reserve U and had been
an English teacher at Nathan Hale Junior High
School in Cleveland for forty years. For sixteen
years, she was the volunteer organist at Fairhill
Psychiatric Hospital. Miss Hubbell also did
volunteer work at the Sight-Saving Institute
and the Art Museum. Surviving are a brother,
Wilbert, and two nieces.
x ’26 Evelyn Van Oster Coven, of
Alexandria, VA, May 12, 1986, of a stroke.
She received a B.A. from Oberlin. Her hus
band, Allen ’24, died in 1978. There are no
known survivors.
’2 8 Wilson S. Allen, of Pittsburgh,
PA, March 19, 1985. He received an M.A.
from Ohio State U. For most of his life, Mr.
Allen was a construction engineer for various
agencies, including Walter Roberts, Associates;
the Veteran’s Administration, City of Nashville,
TN, and the Allegheny County Health Depart
ment. Earlier in his career, Mr. Allen taught at
Tennessee A&I State U, was Director of Na
tional Defense Training for Blacks and State
Itinerant Teacher-Trainer at Tuskegee Institute
in Alabama. His wife survives.
x ’29 Clarence S. Garver, July 8, 1986,
of Wooster, OH. After forty years of employ
ment, he retired as superintendent of U.S.
Mails at the Wooster Post Office in 1967. He
previously was a member of Trinity United
Church of Christ, where he was a Sunday
school teacher, treasurer and member of the
consistory. He was educational chairman for
the Wayne County Cancer Fund for twenty-five
years and a member of Ebenezer Masonic
Lodge 33 F&AM. After his retirement, Mr.
Garver and his wife moved to Bradenton, FL,
where they lived for seventeen years before
returning to Wooster. While in Bradenton, he
was active in church work, in the Jail ministry
and the Manatee Children Services Board. Sur
viving are his wife, Florence; a daughter; four
grandchildren; three great-grandchildren; a
sister.
’29 Allen L. Bowe, a retired minister,
June 17, 1986, in Oconomowoc, WI. He attend
ed Yale graduate school and received a B.D.
from Princeton Theological Seminary. Between
1936 and 1953, Mr. Bowe served pastorates in
Ohio, Iowa and Pennsylvania. He was pastor at
First Presbyterian Church in Kiel, WI, from
June 1953 to 1972, when he retired from the
ministry. From 1956 to 1971, he served on the
Governor’s Committee on Children and Youth
and was also a member of the Manitowoc
County Selective Service Board from 1953 to
1972 and served as chairman of the panel for a
time. His wife preceded him in death. A son, a
daughter and six grandchildren survive.
’30 Edith Boudwin Philipp, of
Cayucos, CA, May 15, 1986. A high school
teacher of English and French, Mrs. Philipp
retired in 1968. She was active in volunteer
work, was chairman of Cayucos Advisory
Council, and a board member of the senior
education group at Cuesta College. Her hus
band, Russell, preceded her in death. A niece
survives.

NOTES

’31 Eric L. Clitheroe, June 16, 1986,
of Lafayette, IN. He received a B.D. from
McCormick Theological Seminary and a Ph.D.
from the U of Edinburgh. A professor of
religion and philosophy, Mr. Clitheroe had
taught at Parsons College and Coe College in
Iowa before joining the staff of Purdue U.
After twenty-two years of teaching, he retired
as head of the department of philosophy at
Purdue in 1972. There are no known survivors.
’31 Nella Smith Marlin, Jan. 22, 1986,
of Tyler, TX. She received an M.A. from Nor
thwestern U in Illinois and had taught high
school mathematics for thirteen years. In 1946
the Marlins moved to Tyler, where Mrs.
Marlin was director of religious education in
the First Presbyterian Church of Tyler for two
years. Surviving are her husband Howard,
whom she married in 1943; her sister, Helen
Kubico ’40 (Mrs. Michael); two nephews,
Stephen ’70 and Michael, Jr., ’67.
x ’34 Rex B. Schaffter, of Boulder
City, NV, July 9, 1986, after a long illness. He
had been a tree surgeon. His wife, Elizabeth,
two sons and four grandchildren survive.
’35 James E. Boren, suddenly, April
27, 1986, at sea while on a cruise. He received
an M.A. from the U of Minnesota and an
M.Div. from McCormick Theological Seminary.
Upon graduation from the latter, he and his
wife went to serve at Tulalonghom U in
Bangkok, Thailand. Refusing to leave that post
when warned so to do before Pearl Harbor, the
Borens were interned by the Japanese and later
repatriated via the Swedish mercy ship,
Gripsholm.

For many years, Mr. Boren was universi
ty pastor at the U of Minnesota, before joining
the pastoral staff of Flossmoor Community
Church, in Illinois. After retirement, he gave
2,000 hours of volunteer service at the Baylor
University Medical Center. For his work
among U of Minnesota faculty and students,
Mr. Boren was awarded the Order of Eddy
Hall, and the Order of Geneva for his work
with international youth. He is survived by his
wife, Marcelle, a son and a daughter.
x ’35 Ruth Rogers Wilson, of
Wooster, OH, June 12, 1986. From 1960-76,
Mrs. Wilson worked at the Wooster Clinic as a
secretary to Dr. Huff. She was a member of
First Presbyterian Church, Cornelia Club, Viola
Thome Club, and Wooster Community Hospital
Auxiliary. Surviving are her husband John,
whom she married in 1936; a son and
daughter; five grandchildren.
’36 Vivan Young Arthur, at her home
in Berrien Springs, MI, May 15, 1986. She
worked in the medical records department at
Berrien General Hospital and, after her retire
ment, served as librarian at the Sparks
Memorial Library. Earlier in her career, Mrs.
Arthur was a member of the Cleveland
Women’s Symphony and the Wooster Sym
phony. Her husband, H. A. Arthur, died in
1967. Survivors include two sons, two grand
children, a sister and stepmother.

x ’37 R. Katherine Patterson Cozad,
May 28, 1986, suddenly. After receiving a B.S.
from DePauw U, Mrs. Cozad worked as a
dietician for the Grace E. Smith Company in
Toledo, OH, until her marriage in 1946. A resi
dent of Palm Bay, FL, she was a member of
the Third Order Carmelite, American Associa
tion of Retired Persons and St. Joseph Catholic
Church. Mrs. Cozad was a volunteer at the
Palm Bay Library and Palm Bay Chamber of
Commerce. She is survived by her husband,
Clement; two sons; one daughter; five
grandchildren.
x ’37 Ruth E. Fetzer, March 13, 1986,
following a lengthy illness. She graduated from
Ohio U as a registered medical technologist.
The director of the Sheltering Arms Clinical
Laboratory at Ohio U credited Miss Fetzer
with the success of the laboratory’s use of the
then new serum treatment for pneumonia.
From 1947, until illness forced her retirement
in 1975, she was Director of Regional Medical
Laboratory in Battle Creek, MI. She was a
member of Chapel Hill United Methodist
Church, the national and Michigan Society of
American Technologists, an associate member
of the College of American Pathologists and an
active member of the Altrusa Club. Her sister,
Jean Phillips ’45 (Mrs. Franklin) survives.
x ’43 Finley M. Grissett, of Charlotte,
NC, July 25, 1986. A retired Presbyterian
minister, he served at Millbrook Presbyterian
Church in Millbrook, AL, and Franklin
Presbyterian Church, from 1957-1973. From
1973 until his retirement, Mr. Grissett was
pastor of McQuay Memorial Presbyterian
Church. He graduated from the U of Cincinnati
and Columbia Theological Seminary. Surviving
are his wife Peggy, a son, a brother and a
sister.
’47 Ralph B. Lloyd, of Casper, WY,
May 13, 1986. He was an engineer. His wife
survives.
x ’50 Dorothy Rodgers Waltz, at her
home in Lima, OH, July 26, 1986. She received
her J.D. from Ohio Northern U and practiced
law with her husband in the law firm of Waltz
and Waltz. In 1966 she joined the First Na
tional Bank of Lima, now the Huntington
Bank, where she was serving as vice-president
and head of the trust department. She was
preceded in death by her husband.
x ’65 Thomas W. Kekic, March 26,
1986. He received a B.A. from Kent State U
and a M.F.A. from Pratt Institute. Mr. Kekic
was an art instructor. Known survivors are his
wife Judith and his parents.
x ’65 Thomas W. Woolley, of
Westport, CT, June 11, 1986, at Stamford
Hospital of Hodgkin’s disease. He was a
graduate of Ohio U and received an M.B.A.
from New York U. His whole career was spenj
with Bankers Trust Company, as an investmen
advisor. His work entailed extensive foreign
travel and living in London for five years. MrWoolley was a vice-president and was most
recently at B. T. Investment Managers, Inc., >n
Greenwich, CT. Surviving are his wife, Muriel
(Lapp x’65); son John; daughter Susan; parent®'
Samuel H’75 and Elisabeth (Spring ’32).
The following obituary will appear in the
Winter issue:
’25
Paul C. Hawk, Sept. 17, 19»ft'
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F A M I L Y NO TES
Every issue of Wooster is a set of leaves
in the family scrapbook. On this page, we
celebrate the life of one of the family’s im
mediate members, James Turner of the depart
ment of history, who died suddenly of a
pulmonary embolism on July 18, 1986. The
facts of Turner’s life have appeared in Wooster
Reports-, we can pause here to attend to some
of its qualities.
At his memorial service in McGaw this
fall, Harriet Turner, Associate Professor of
Spanish at Oberlin College, spoke of the occa
sion and of her husband’s membership in the
Wooster family. Many who were there re
quested that we print her words; we do so with
gratitude.

On th e C o m m em o ra tio n of
th e L ife of J a m es R o ss T urner
Professor o f American History
The College o f Wooster, 1969-1986
When death occurs, it is given to us to
meditate on causes and significance; these put
to the test one’s view of human nature and of
the way God’s spirit works in the world. The
death of our beloved father, husband and
friend, James Turner, was so sudden, so un
timely, yet we have come to see graces folded
within it which provide comfort, enlightenment
and sure guidance.
On this occasion, in commemoration of
ms life, I would take note of the graces which
his death brings, for already they have trans
formed the loss, the dreadful partiality of death
itself, into an image of wholeness. This
wholeness speaks for a reality larger and dif
ferent in kind from the sum of its parts, revealmg, with special force, the presence of love,
exercised in many colors, in many gifts. These
mnge from the crazed, empurpled ringlets of
denies offered up on a weird, unknown weed
^hich Jim let grow by our garage door — just
to see what it was — to the splendid gifts
ttade to us from all of you — letters, testi
monies, visits, conversations, words of comfort
and illumination, recipes, new curtains and new
“rooms, tools and services, professional advice
fod consultation, phone calls and flowers, a ribon on a hat — these are only some of the in
numerable ways people have paid honor to
heir friend and colleague, showing us their
*°ve and care.
That loving care is a cup of light. It
olds our grief, redirecting it, transforming
osence into presence. It is a love that endures
hd which reflects, as would a mirror, the
ovotion and right thinking of James Turner,
^ hose grace of character was strengthened and
tended, every day, by his membership in the
booster family.
1
One prayer, coming to us from the
a ,tUre °f Hispanic peoples, is that we be given
de
earne^ *n life. Jim’s death was so sudn, so unexpected, yet we feel, too, that it
s aU °f a piece, belonging to the wholelif eaess °f his person and the integrity of his
with' ^6n
to^ ’
death did come from
p e ^ ’ ™as a consequence of his own, most
, onal history, and as an historian, he would
e respected that, could he have known.

Belonging, in an indirect but intimate way, to
the polio he had suffered as a child, this death
gives contour and meaning to the life and mind
of this wholesome man, who learned again how
to walk and run and dance, and whose instinc
tive and willed acceptance of the body, in all
its power and limitations, elaborated a spirit
that grew to be supremely sensitive and
altruistic.
Jim had that duality Keats defined as
“negative capability”; like the poet, he could
see with the eyes of a deer, imagine an alien
self, become that deer and thus understand
how the world impinges upon something other
and different from himself. This capacity for
empathy enabled him to stand “under” other
lives, in past time and in the present. He could
imagine them in all their fullness and thus
came to know people and events according to
their own inner law and not his own. In this he
was an exemplary father to his children,
teacher to his students and friend to his col
leagues. Women students, especially, have writ
ten us of their conviction that, through Jim’s
guidance, they felt enabled to move out against
fear, against established patterns, and step into
a vision of their best selves.
Gathered here today, we are in posses
sion of that further knowledge about the life of

James Turner which only death confers, and I
would honor, above all, that wholeness, brought
about by spiritual growth and change while he
was alive and given full measure upon his
death. He exemplified that wholeness in the
way he chose to live, and we have found it ex
tended magnificently in the devotion and caring
of the people here and elsewhere, who loved
him, who stand for him today, and who have
shared their gifts with us. Let me thank you
for them. They make plain the presence of the
Good in human life, confirming in the face of
death our faith in God’s love which ultimately
has made us all part of the same family. That
love banishes fear and teaches us to rejoice in
the memory of this fine, good man, and to look
forward, with renewed confidence, into the
future. Praise be to God.
H arriet S. T u rn er

n

Which Program?
A Very H ard Contest
In order to win, you must be the first
to answer correctly the first five of the follow
ing questions about the building pictured
below.

3. What was the house called, once the pro
gram had begun?

1. When did it become the College’s first pro
gram house?

5. Where was it located?

2. What program did it house?

4. Who was principally responsible for
establishing the program in the house?

Special, extra-credit question:
6. What had the property been called before it
was acquired by the College?

Once again (pace Gordon Shull), cur
rent students, faculty and staff are not eligible
to participate, and once again, the prize is
glory. Send entries to the Editor, Wooster, The
College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691—by
December 1,1986.

9 * * ? 1 Isaacson ’88, fro m Kowloon Bay, Hong Kong,
) udles on a lazy fa ll afternoon in Babcock main
'ounge.
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